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Each of these plans, developed by the Radio Association
of America, is a big money-maker. Set owners everywhere want to
get rid of static, to have their sets operate from the electric light
socket, the tone improved, and the volume increased, and transformed into single -dial controls. Phonograph owners want their
machines electrified and radiofied. If you learn to render these services, you can easily make $3.00 an hour for your spare time, to say
nothing of the money you can make installing, servicing, repairing,
building radio sets, and selling supplies.
Over $600,000,000 is being spent yearly for sets, supplies, service. You
can get your share of this business and, at the same time, fit yourself for the big -pay opportunities in Radio by joining the Association.

Join the

Earned $500.00 Spare Time

Radio Training Association
of America
A membership in the Association offers you

the easiest way into Radio. It will enable
you to earn $3.00 an hour upwards in your

spare time- train you to install, repair
and build all kinds of sets-start you in
business without capital or finance an in-

vention -train you for the $3,000 to $10,000

big -pay radio positions

help secure a
better position at bigger pay for you.

Add"( s'

nothing about Radio when I joined a
year ago.

I am now a member of a

ment Service. You earn while you learn.
Our cooperative plan will make it possi-

W. E. Thou, Chicago: "Six months atter I

prehensive, practical, and theoretical
training and the benefit of its Employ-

ble for you to establish a radio store.

You have the privilege of buying radio

Doubles Income In 6 Months

enrolled I secured the managership of
larp,eRadioStore and doubled myincome."

supplies at wholesale from the very first.

gentlemen: Please send me by return mail full details
of your Special Membership Plan, and also copy of
Nam,

Radio Engineer In One Year

Claude De Grave, Canada: "I knew

very exclusive organization of Radio
Engineers, and my income is 225%
greater than it was."

6513 Ravenswood Ave Chicago, 111.

y,tir Radio Handbook,

over $500 out of Radio in my spare time."

A membership need not cost you a cent!
The Association will give you a com-

Radio Training Association of America
Dept. RN -8,

Frank J. Deutsch, Penn.: "I have made

ACT NOW If You Wish the
No -Cost Membership Plan

To a limited number of ambitious men, we will give Special Memberships that
may not --need not-cost you a cent. To secure one, write today. We will send
you details and also our Radio Handbook filled with dollars -and -cents radio
ideas. Ii will open your eyes to the money -making possibilities of Radic.

Radio Training Association of America
4513 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. RN -8, Chicago, 111.
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the Courage to take it?

-This $2,000,000
guarantee of ajob andRaise
OF course you'd like to earn $50 or $75 or $100 a week-you'd like to do
more interesting work-you'd like to get into a line that offers a real
future-but do you know how to go about getting these things?

If you have been thinking of "taking a course" but have held back because you were afraid you didn't have education enough to learn better -paid
work-if you have hesitated to take the risk that it would actually land you
in the better position and increase your salary-then here's the best news you
ever heard in your life!
I want to tell you about DRAFTING, and show you that it offers you
everything in pay and opportunity that you could hope for. I want to
show you that a fine Drafting job is now easily within your reach. And I
want to set before you an amazing plan which we have worked out with
the co-operation of some of the biggest employers and engineers in

Get this

America, to prepare you at home, in spare -time, get you the job and raise

your pay-absolutely without risk of a penny on your part.

t Come Into DRAFTING! "No-Risk" Plan!

"Only one other man

and t, of six taking California Stale Board exam-

ination for Architect,
passed. Then I realizedthe

thorough and practical

training given by Ameri-

can School. I n18 months
I have gone from tracer to

Chief Draftsman, in

charge of all architectural
and engineering work in
one of the oldest offices
here."

R. I,. WARREN,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Thousands of men-not a bit smarter than you, with no more schooling
or experience-have gonefrom poorly paid positions as clerks, mechanics,
building trade workers and laborers into Drafting positions paying $50
to $100 a week, with our help. Now with a job and a raise waiting for
you as soon as you are ready for it, all it takes is the COURAGE to go
after it-now if you remain in the rut it's because you choose to, not
because you have to.

Drafting Lessons

I wish I had the room here to tell you all about DRAFT-

ING-how it has become the most important branch
of every kind of manufacturing and building construction work-how fascinating the work is-the fine bunch
of fellows you'll work with-the big salaries paid-the
wonderful chances for advancement. How, while Drafting is white-collar office work, it is hooked up closely
with big projects and big men, and offers the thrill that
goes with making plans which govern every move of
the men who do the work. All this inside dope takes a
36 -page book to describe and I'll

be glad to send you a copy free
when you mail the coupon for my
no -risk job and raise plan.

Actually FREE to
show you how interesting
"When I started Am
sch,00l training in

the
SPri 7g of 1915 1
was work, ng 14 hours a
night, seve a nights a week

for 81.83 a night. That
Fall I go, a job in the
Engineering Dept. of a

ed,

large firm n. ear here. Todays
day I work

week and my' salary is
larger than I ev,°r dream-

and simple Drafting is
Maybe you think Drafting is "over your head"-that it

takes artistic talent or some ability you haven't got. In that
case you have a pleasant surprise coming to you. For I'll be
glad to send you the first three lessons from our home-train-

i ng to show you that the drawing of plan sis purely mechanical, easily learned and the most interesting kind of work you

ever tackled. It takes little enough courage to look into this

wonderful opportunity -just mail the coupon and see for yourself how you
like Drafting and our guaranteed way to get into it.

of when I be-qan_tT.",

course in Mectlaa...
Drafting."

B. H. SEAV:6:RNS.

South Be,'. Ind.

The American School

Dept. DC-53,Drexel Ave.
and 58th St., Chicago, Ill.

Director Extension Work.

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. DC -53 Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago, III.

Please send without cost or obligation, 3 Drafting
Lessons, 36 -page book with the inside dope about
Drafting and your no -risk plan and guarantee to
prepare me, to place me and raise my pay, or no cost.
Name
St. No.

State

City
Age

Occupation
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NEXT MONTH
Crack -Ups!

Bade presents a very interesting illustrated des&iption
of them in the next issue.

Some of the most interesting photographs of actual airplane crack-ups that you have ever seen. That pilots
would take such chances seems almost incredible.

Noah's Ark-A la Movie
Mr. Edwin Schallert, well-known motion picture writsr;
tells the story, accompanied by exceptional pictures/of
Noah's Ark as actually reconstructed for the movies.

Perspective Movies
We have predicted colored talking movies in perspective
for years-at last they have been actually exhibited and
a complete description will appear in the next issue.

What of Your Spare Time?
Dr. Edward C. Worden, famous industrial chemist, has

Flying Animals

a most interesting hobby, and just what it is will be

There are a number of animals that fly, and Dr. Ernest
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J. E. Smith
Per.futeezt

I start many in Radio at two and three
times what they were making before.

The $10,000 and $15,000 a year men of

the future will be picked from those
who get in now.

I GIVE YOU THE RADIO

PARTS FOR A

HOME EXPERIMENTAL

LABORATORY

Ever so often a new business is started. You have
seen how the men who hooked up with the automobile, motion picture and other industries at the right
time are now the $5,000, $10,000. $15,000 a year menindependent, satisfied. The same opportunities they
had in those industries-the chances that made them
rich, are now being offered you in Radio. Radio's
growth has already made hundreds of men wealthy.
Many more will become rich and independent in the
future. Get one of these fine jobs for yourself.

Radio's big growth making hundreds
of fine jobs every year
I am doubling and tripling the salaries of men and
young men by training them for Radio's good jobs.
MY training fits YOU for Radio factories, broadcasting
stations, a spare time or full time business of your
own, operating on board ship which gives YOU worldwide travel without expense, commercial land stations. research laboratories and many other branches.
Talking Movies, Public Address Systems. Radio in
Aviation, Screen -Grid Tubes. A. C. Sets and many
other of the latest developments are included in my
world famous training.

Opportunities so great that many
make $5 to $25 a week extra
almost at once
The day you enroll I will show you how to do ten

Radio jobs easy to find in every neighborhood. Frank
Golden, 329 Walnut St., Newark, N. J.. says-"I made
over $900 in my spare time in about 10 months." G.
W. Page. 1801 21st Ave., S., Nashville, Tenn., made
$935 in his spare time while taking his course.

WITH THEM YOU
CAN BUILD 100

making $35 a week."
.7. A. Vaughn,
4202 Arsenal St.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Your money back if not satisfied
That is the agreement I make with you. I am so sure
that I can satisfy you that I will agree to return
every penny YOU pay me for tuition if, upon completion, YOU are not satisfied with the lessons and instructions received. Could anything be fairer?

ACT NOW --

Find out about Radio's opportunities
for success and bigger pay
My book gives YOU the facts, what your prospects are
for the future, how you can get in without delay.
what YOU can make. It explains my practical method
of training with MY home experimental laboratory.
how my Employment Department helps YOU find a Job

upon graduation and many other features that have
made N.R.I. training unequaled. There is no obligation. Simply fill out the coupon below and mail it.
Do it today.

J. E. Smith, President
Dept. 9VTT
National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.

one TREE CaPritolf my rrt

'Valuable Book-

MY BOOK EXPLAINS THIS
PRACTICAL,FASCINATING
WAY OF LEARNING
RADIO AT HOME

"I had the pleasure of earning $110 last week servicing
and selling sets. I have made
as high as $241 in two weeks.
Before I entered Radio I was

Hold your present Job. My 50-50 method of training,
half from lesson books and half from practical experiments using Six Big Outfits of Radio Parts given
without extra charge, makes learning at home easy,
fascinating. It is unequaled. It gives you practical
Radio experience while learning. You don't have to
be a high school or college graduate. Many of MY
most successful graduates didn't finish the grades.

"Mid Coupon is good forallf?

CIRCUITS. 4 YOU BUILD
ARE SHOWN HERE

Jumped from $35 to
$100 a week

I will train you at home
in your spare time

$400 a month
"I was making good money,
but could see the opportunities in Radio. Believe me, I
am not sorry as I have made
more than ever. I have made
more than $400 each month.
The Radio field is getting
bigger and better every day."
.7. G. Dahlstead.
1484 So. 15th St., E..
Salt Lake City, 7.Jtah.

Seldom under
$100 a week

"My earnings seldom fall

under $100 a week.
MY
profits for the past three
months were $577, $645, $465.

If your course cost 4 or 5

times more I would still consider it a good investment."
E. E. Winborne.
1414 W. 48th St.,
Norfolk, Va.

illOr

J. E. Smith, President,
National Radio Institute, Dept. 9VTT
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me send
your book explaining Radio's opportunities for

biggerinpay
andtime.
your method of training at
home
spare
I understand that no
agent will call on me.

Name _
Address
City

Age

State_
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Lt. Apollo Soucek, U. S. N.,
Twice a Hero
ON May 8 of this year, Lieutenant Apollo
Soucek of the

United States Navy

established a new altitude record for

airplanes when he reached a height of 39,140
feet. His record was soon broken, however,
for on May 26, Willi Neunhofen, Junkers
(German) flier, soared to e height of 41,795
feet, breaking the world's airplane altitude
record. So great was the change in the tem-

perature that it was 80 degrees F., in the

shade, when he took off, and 76 degrees below

zero F., when the highest point in the flight
was reached.

Due to the rarefied nature of the air at

these great heights, it is imperative that the
flier use oxygen. The small insert photo at
top shows Lt. Soucek equipped with apparatus

for breathing this gas which is added to the
air drawn in from the outside. The German
flier's plane was provided with an automatic
release, which liberated the oxygen when his
hands were taken from the steering wheel.
Spurred on by the flight of Neunhofen, Lt.
Soucek set a new world altitude record for
seaplanes on June 4, when he climbed to a
height of 38,560 feet, according to the barograph. The temperature changes on this
flight ranged from 65 degrees above zero F.
to 70 degrees below zero F. Before the
recorded height could be determined accurately, the barograph of the plane had to be
checked. The photograph at the right shows
how barograph is calibrated at the U. S.
Bureau of Standards.

August, 1929
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Pick the RADIO Job
you want ...and fill it
in only

months

By means of this "Big -League" home -training
sponsored by the Radio Corporation of America
WHY struggle along on less than $45 a week? Why

wait years for success that can be yours in only

9 months?
As a result of a marvelous new kind of home -study training in Radio, hundreds of men are today leading straight

for financial independence! Radio pays from $2,000 to
$25,000 a year. The work is thrilling . . . the hours are
short. Vacations with pay ... opportunities for seeing the
world . . . adventure galore!
Prepare at Home with this Big Laboratory Outfit

Get the "How" as well as the "Why" of Radio-with
this expert training! Only an hour or so a day-in spare

time-is all you need! As part of your course, you receive
absolutely free of extra charge-a magnificent outlay of

apparatus. With this outfit you learn to build fine sets
and solve the problems that bring big pay.

Training sponsored by Radio Corporation of America
Our graduates are in big demand everywhere. They enjoy greater success because they're posted right up-to-theminute in everything in Radio. Radio's progress each year
is measured by the accomplishment of the great engineers

at work in the research laboratories of RCA. This great
organization sets the standards for the industry, and stands
back of every lesson in the course.
Money Back if Not Satisfied

The lessons prepare you for success in all phases of
Radio-manufacturing, servicing, selling, ship and shore
broadcasting, Televis ion and Photo -

radiograms. A signed agreement

backed by RCA assures you of
complete satisfaction upon com-

pletion of the training-or your
money will be promptly refunded.

'eat ari410.

Read This Thrilling Free Book

erte44,,,

It gives you the real "dope" about Radio and describes

in detail the famous training that has enabled us to
place thousands of our students in fine
positions, usually from 3 to 10 days after
graduation. It may mean the turning

point in your life. It tells in 50 fascinating pages and photos all about Radio's

brilliant opportunities for adventure
and success. Mail the coupon now-

Radio Institute of America
Dept. Ex- 8
326 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please send me your big FREE 50 -page book which
tells about the brilliant opportunities in Radio and about your famous laboratory -method of guaranteed radio instruction at home.

the book is absolutely free!

Radio Institute of America, Dept. Ex -8
326 Broadway, New York
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"Those Who Refuse to Go Beyond Fact Rarely Get as Far as Fact"

- HUXLEY

-

Entertainment
viORE money is spent on entertainment than on any one other commodity. Such a statement might,
at first sight, be questioned. For
instance: we might consider the expense involved in the purchase of food, automobiles,
clothing or any of a hundred things, and the
report of the amount spent for them in a year
might make the amusement and entertainment
figure look rather small. But, in the final
analysis, is it not true that much of the money
spent for most of these commodities might
well be put under the heading of entertainment ? And under the heading of entertain-

To outline the possibilities in various fields
of entertainment would, of course, be outside
the limitations of the space we could devote to
the subject here. Let us consider the movies
alone. Today they are infinitely better than
they were a few years ago. By the application

entertainment features from the scientists and
the inventors.
To consider many fields of endeavor would,
perhaps, be interesting, but it is doubtful if a

three-dimensional

of sound and speech they have attracted a
new audience. Now two other results of
science and invention are to be added. These
will

bring even greater audiences.

Color.

natural color, will to a very great extent render the movies more realistic, and then what
has apparently been an insoluble problem up
to the present time is about to be solved. The
movies are to be put on the screen for us in

ment we may look for many of the latest

form.

In other words,

there is to be depth of view. A picture of a
bridge or a smoke stack three miles behind
the people in the foreground will, when we
see it reproduced on the screen, appear to be
three miles from the actors. It is stereo-

single example of greater breadth could be
found than is represented in the applied

science and invention found in the present and

scopic effect that is to be realized.
Radio and acoustic engineers have greatly
improved the reproduction and the recording
of speech and music ; photographers have contributed greatly to the illusion ; chemists have
given us the benefit of their brains and made

the immediate future of the talking motion
picture.

The talking motion picture of today is a

It has been accepted by the public in a
manner which a year ago would not have been
predicted by the most optimistic "talkie" enthusiast. The talking motion picture industry
now represents millions of dollars of invested
capital, and to those who had the foresight to
fact.

possible for the photographers to secure
the beautiful effects they do, and now by a
it

combination of all

these and many other

sciences we are going to have colored, threedimensional talking motion pictures for our

get into it early, it has given a great profit-a
profit, by the way, which may well be cumula-

entertainment.

tive.

We salute the scientific geniuses who have

It is the realization of fundamental truths
which has enabled many folks to amass large
fortunes. Where is this more apparent than
in the huge mergers in the radio, talking ma-

thus contributed to our welfare and to the

financiers who have had the courage to back
the costly laboratory work from which this
wonderful achievement is about to emerge.

chinc and motion picture fields ? To those investors who have realized the possibilities of
such entertainment-provided, of course, they
were wise enough to pick the companies with

firm foundations-has come a great return.
Nor is the clay for investment in entertainment

passed. There still remains a tremendous
opportunity.

Editorial Director.
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ORDER NOW AND SAVE MONEY
Here are the popular magazines that live Americans are all reading and talking about. They are offered
to you at these special summer bargain prices in order to keep our clerical force busy during our slow
season. Take advantage of this situation and benefit through these generous savings by ordering subscriptions for these favorite magazines
OFFER NO. 1
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Single copy value
$7.20

for only
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$5.00
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enclosed find $
for the following magazine subscriptions. (Order by number as
listed.)
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To
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If a GIANT
METEOR Hit

a

MODERN CITY!
OUT in the wilds of
Southwest Africa a
new meteorite has been

discovered, one of these mysterious messengers in the
cosmos, that come to us, bear-

ing evidence that space is not
altogether

empty,

but

pope.

lated with a vast multitude of
small

fragments.

The new

addition to our captive part of
this stray population of the
cosmos lies on "Hoba Wes,"

By Professor

Wm. J. Luyten
OF HARVARD COLLEGE
OBSERVATORY

Such a modern city as New York may

Elijah had re-

some day be knocked flat as a pancake in
a few seconds by a meteoric shower, such
as that which visited Siberia on June 30,
1908, says Prof. Charles P. Olivier, Director of the Observatory, University of Penn.

After centuries of

the farm owned by a Mr. J. H. Oosthuizen, near Groot -

fontein, the end of the narrow gauge railroad in Southwest
Africa.
The first I heard of the new find was through a telephone

call from the editor of the Bloemfontein newspaper. who
had received a photograph from one of his readers, which
photograph was supposed to be of a giant meteor. It undoubtedly was, the metallic structure of the "rock" could be

seen even on the small snapshot taken with a No. 2 Brownie,
and an investigation was decided on immediately. A cable
to the New York Times brought authorization within twentyfour hours, and everything was ready. Everything except

the trains, for these run only once a week, and I had just
missed one.

However, I boarded the next "South West Limited." an
express train that runs the distance of 1,550 miles to Groot-

fontein in the unbelievably short time of four days and

four nights. An average speed of some 17 miles per hour,
but then, one must remember, we are in Africa!
When I got to Grootfontein, I immediately drove out to
where the meteorite lies, twelve miles due west, near the
siding of Otjihaenene. As it lies there. unassuming, in its
silent tomb of limestone, there is nothing dramatic in its
appearance: a solitary block of metal, great and massive.
lying in the desolate wilderness of the "veld." But if we
only try to visualize the conditions under which it arrived
we find it gave a spectacle surpassed by few in dramatic
appeal.

"A black mass of iron, cruising through empty space invisible to all. Suddenly it enters the atmosphere of the
earth; its great speed and the resultant friction heat it to
incandescence in some seconds or less. Transformed into a
gigantic fireball, white hot, it darts across the sky with lightning rapidity, and approaches the ground with an angry hiss.
A terrific roar as it strikes the ground, a slamer of sparks
sand, rock, and metal, a cloud of dust, and soon all is quiet
again.

August, 1929

With its nose buried deep in the soft rocks. the

meteor will soon be covered up entirely by the surrounding
limestone, and its tomb will be sealed against the curious
eyes of posterity. Thus it will lie in state in its grave. unwatched in its descent except perhaps by some awestricken
primitive man who might well have believed that the prophet

turned to earth.

erosion have re-

moved most of the
protecting

top

layers,

perchance some prospecfor may

notice a

small.

black, metallic looking rock,
and having become suspicious
of this strange individual, begins to dig it out."

In this manner the meteor

was actually brought to light, and a deep pit was excavated
around it to show the full extent of its great bulk. By a
fortunate coincidence the meteor seems to have landed in
such a way that its thickest side encountered only soft limestone. while the thinnest side struck hard rock, thus leaving

the upper surface almost horizontal.

The whole of

its

present conformation is nothing less than remarkable: there

is an almost flat, nearly level surface, practically square.

nine by ten feet in size, and with almost vertical sides, about

four to five feet deep on the northeastern side. and up to

three feet on the southwestern side. Its position is so regu-

lar that it would be hard to improve upon it had it been

designed for show purposes in a museum.
Though the first impression as it is seen there in the wide
space of the veld. and in the pit dug around it, is not too
overwhelming, this changes when one comes closer. Imagine
such a huge block of solid metal, ten by nine by four fret.
about as large as a room in a small city apartment. One may

well be thankful that one wasn't too close when it fell.
Still, I think, I should like to have watched it fall from a
safe distance, a mile or so. Owing to the impossibility of
finding out how much of the meteor is buried in the limestone it is difficult to make a good guess about its weight.
From the outside measurements it is estimated, however, that

it must weigh at least fifty tons. Fifty tons, one hundred
thousand pounds of solid iron, truly a rock of ages!
The upper surface is smooth. and but slightly rusty, the

only remaining evidence of the tremendous heat to which the
meteorite has been subjected. A f:-Nv shallow, circular holes,
so typical of all meteorites, where the softer parts have been
melted away, complete the description of the natural sur face.
Actually the upper surface is marred by several blue, slag -

like places, scars left by the vandals, who operated on it

with an oxy-acetvlene flame, in order to obtain a few pieces
for chemical analysis. In a few other spots one notices the
shining silvery surface left by a hacksaw, marks from
which one can judge the painfully slow process that accompanies such an inadequate tool when used on the tough body
of a meteorite.
For tough it is, tougher than any but the very best steel
we can manufacture. comparable only to the steel used in
locomotive wheels. One can iti-t ( Continued on page 365)
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OUR artist has

graphically

shown the effect of a

shower of giant meteorites hitting t h e
buildings of a mod-

ern city such as

New York or Chicago.

T lr e

photo-

graph at the le f t,

taken by Prof. Lily ten, shows the Groot/on:Yin meteorite,

which he recently
examined

in

South

ilfrica; this is

thought to be the
largest meteorite
known and measu,-es about 9.X10'X4', weighing 50 tons, (Jr 100,000 pounds.
Meteorites may hive a velocity of from 25 to 70 miles per second. Prof.

Luyten thus describes a meteorite-".4 black mass of iron, cruising through
empty space, invisible to all. Suddenly it enters the atmosphere of the earth; its great
speed and the resultant friction set it ablaze in a fraction of a second. Transformed
into a gigantic fire ball, white hot, it darts across the sky with lightning rapidity, and
approaches the ground with an angry hiss."
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$2,000,000
Sham Battle

By

Captain E. P. Ketchum,
Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army,

WHO ENGINEERED THIS PROJECT

"Wings"-War Movie-Cost $182.00

Per Second to Produce. In One

Battle 5,000 Soldiers, 1,100 Mexicans,
50 Airplanes, 20 Tanks and 100 Tons

of Dynamite Were Used

ATOUR of duty at Fort Sam Houston from the military standpoint is always interesting, but when in
addition to the normal life of the Second Division

one is detailed as sort of a consulting engineer for a

moving picture, it becomes particularly interesting and
perhaps justifies recording in some fashion.
The author had only recently
joined the 2nd Engineers at Fort Sam

Houston when he was detailed to
Camp Stanley to insure the military
correctness of

The above photograph shows the bas-

kets a:larked to the

blimp from which

aerial scenes we r e
photographed. T It e
author of this article
may be seen at the

right-hand side of
the picture holding
the flags.

.9t

the right is a

photograph of one of

the scenes in the

s c r ee n production
ings."

Fifty air-

planes and 20 tanks
were used in t his

stupendous movie
"sham battle."

some

fortifications

that a movie company was to build
there.

Having just completed a

three-year detail at Wilson Dam or

Muscle Shoals where the engineering

work was of a very high order, the
movie engineering to follow proved

to be not of such a high order, hut

certainly as interesting.
A conference with the representatives of the Paramount people was
held at Division Headquarters. The
theme and sequence of the picture
was gone over. Much stress was
placed upon photographing the battle
scenes from the air. This latter plan
meant to me and all concerned that

less "faking" could be resorted to
because a camera from the air always
reveals i as we learn in camouflage i
footpaths, etc.
Before proceeding further it
should here be inserted that "W ings-

originally was to be purely an air
picture and it was only at the insistence of the division commander
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that the ground battle scenes were inserted. How well
and wisely they were added is attested to by the length
or footage allowed these scenes in the completed picture.

The picture people having al ways in mind photographing the battle scenes from the air desired a very
extensive battlefield and at first and until a rough
estimate of labor and material was furnished them they
were speaking in terms of miles! As finally constructed
the battlefield was perhaps the largest ever constructed
in peace times for any purpose. Full depth trenches
were executed for the American front; support and
battalion reserve lines with communication trenches,
dugouts, etc., for a width of 200 yards with an additional 100 yards on each flank that tapered from the
full depth trench up to the virgin soil. The same lines
were constructed for the German position. The German

front line was in ordinary earth, but the remainder of the
position was on a rocky hill ! Air compressors and drills
were used in the German position !

The author in laying out the trench design with tracing .
tape, used no standard "trace" ( such as the traverse, wavy,
zig-zag, etc. ), but some of all known traces.. with the hope
that the completed system would resemble the actual front and
not a training camp layout.

Men Divided in Groups
MHE Army had intended my work to be that of a con-

sultant for correct military engineering detail only, but
here was quite an engineering problem, and after watching
the futile efforts of the picture staff to handle the labor, material, etc., necessary for this construction, I volunteered to
organize and direct the work. At the peak of construction
there were eleven hundred Mexican laborers employed on the
battlefield and most of these were employed on trench construction. These eleven hundred laborers were placed in gangs
of about fifty men, each under a foreman. These foremen

were nearly all ex or retired soldiers. These gangs were
then grouped under general foremen for the following work :
Trench construction; trench accessories (dugouts, revetment, etc.) ; demolition; wire entanglements.
The general foremen Nvere all army sergeants, and too much
credit cannot be given them for their efficient work.
It is one thing to lay out and construct an entrenched position for training and another and more difficult task to lay out
and construct one that, when photographed, would resemble
the western front. This latter task required the following:
Numerous and varied shell holes; the demolition and burn-

ing of trees and foliage; the aging of the trenches: the
aging of the wire entanglements; the "dressing" of the
battlefield.

Continued on page 376)

in top is one of the beede scenes" in the picture. The pontoons for the brilges are of real German design, having been
broog/:t from the Weer side for use in the photoplay. Center is another "shot," r ke n on the battlefield, and at the
bottom of the page is a :ere in one of the "French villages,"
built for tie filming of the picture.
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MAKE A Contract
TO Become WEALTHY
Says John J. Raskob
YOU have of course heard
of the time -payment plan
for purchasing automobiles, pianos, radio sets, refrig-

erators and sewing machines.

Now comes a financier who aims

to sell wealth to the average individual by allowing him to purchase it on the partial payment
plan. John J. Raskob, who was
the guiding hand in making

General M o t or s Corporation
what it is today-he was Chair-

man of the Finance Board-is

Can the Average Person Ever
Hope to Build Up a Sizable
Fortune ? "Yes" Says John
J. Raskob, One of theWorld's
Outstanding Financiers

what I have uppermost in mind.

"The plan to which a lot of

thought has been given contem-

plates formation of two com-

One of these, probably
to be called the Equity Securipanies.

ties Company, would sell its

stock to the public and invest the
money thus derived in well -sea-

soned common stocks for per-

By Alfred M. Caddell
Financial Editor

the man behind the plan to en-

able anyone who desires to buy financial independence on the

installment plan to engage in that constructive effort.
An enormous proportion of our total business, embracing
the purchase of everything from a suit of clothes to a home,
has been built up on personal credit and confidence in the
future. Never before in our industrial history have we witnessed a business expansion equal to that of the last few
years. American prosperity has been tuned to the key of
optimism that has reflected prosperity in business, prosperity
in the home and a general surge forward nationally.
"The time -payment plan is largely responsible for our remarkable national progress," said Mr. Raskob the other day
when reviewing his proposal to enable the man of small
means to make profitable investments.
For years economists have struggled with the big question
as to whether or not buying anything on the installment plan
is good for people and business generally. The principle of
mortgaging one's future has been roundly condemned by
some and warmly defended by others. One school of thought
says that it leads to excesses of extravagance that sometimes
prove very costly. Other students of the situation say that
mortgaging one's future generates a feeling of responsibility
that is good for the individual, causing him to plan or budget
his income more or less scientifically. But both parties to
this debate agree most thoroughly that the easy -payment
plan is the line of least resistance, that both buyers and sellers can get together more quickly under its influence. And
buying and selling constitutes the life of trade.
"I believe in intelligent debt," said Mr. Raskob. "Utilizing one's personal credit and setting up a goal to be reached
by striving to attain it is the finest character and wealthbuilder that I know of.
"We found in the automobile industry that, given an incentive for which to lay aside part of its income and an
opportunity to obtain credit, the public not only adopted the
idea, but those who extended the credit found it a safe and
profitable business.

"The incentive to save in this connection is the desire to
own a motor car. Under my financial plan, the incentive
would be the desire to build up a competence or an estate.
Fortunes in this country, large and small, have been built up
largely through investment in sound equities based upon the
growing prosperity of the United States. Excepting the
facilities extended by some of our corporations like the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, the United States
Steel corporation, the General Electric and others, which
enable their employees to purchase their securities on the
weekly payment plan, there has existed no facilities to enable

the average man or woman to acquire equities in sound

securities on the partial -payment plan. These facilities are

manent investment.

Naturally,

it would be desirable to have

some form of public supervision,

similar to that exercised over

banks and insurance companies,
to prevent the possibility of unscrupulous exploitation of the
idea by fraudulent imitators.
"It would of course be desirable to have the stock of this
proposed company listed on the New York Stock Exchange
so that any holder of stock could liquidate his investment at

any time that he may desire. Moreover, the rules of the
Stock Exchange require companies whose stock is listed with
them to meet certain requirements designed to protect the
investing public, including among other things a detailed
statement of assets to be published periodically.
"The Equity Securities Company should not be permitted

to borrow money and its only liability would be its capital
stock. It should not invest more than a limited percentage
of its assets in any one company or industry, nor should it
purchase more than, say, a 10% interest in any one company,
as it should not be in a position to assume the responsibility
of management of any company in which it became a stock-

holder.

"The other company to which I refer should make credit
available to people of small means ; that is, it would be simi-

lar to the finance companies which have been formed to
grant installment credit to purchasers of motor cars. It
would grant loans payable in installments over a period of
twelve months against collateral consisting of stock of the
Equity Securities Company, making a finance charge 'for
its services similar to that of the automobile finance companies.

"For instance, the worker who has saved up $200 could
purchase, say, $500 worth of stock in the Equity Securities
Company, paying $200 cash for and depositing the stock
with the credit bank as collateral on a loan of $300, which
would be payable in monthly installments of $25. To meet
the installments, he would lay aside from his income an
average of about $6 a week. His entire indebtedness would
thus be liquidated in one year, and in the meantime he would
share in any increase in the value of the stock of the Equity
Securities Company.

"In brief, the plan enables people of small means to share
in the country's growing prosperity and wealth through investment in equities and encourages savings under a systematic plan by those who wish to employ credit for investment."
The reader may probably assume that Mr. Raskob is optimistic regarding the country's prosperity. He is; decidedly so. And he has good reason to be. He can point to
any number of industrial enterprises, the ownership of a
small share of which have made people, if not wealthy, at
least comfortably well off.
Let us take General Motors, for instance, the corporation
with which Mr. Raskob up until (Continued on page 366)
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John J. Raskob
RASKOB is conceded to be one of the most practical and far-sighted financial
MR.men
of the day. He inaugurated the financial policies of General Motors which

led to the tremendous sales and earnings of that corporation. He is a staunch advocate
of ownership of dividend -bearing securities by people of small means. More particularly,
Mr. Raskob has great faith in American business and believes that through the medium

of public ownership of the industries that serve them a more intelligent and satisfied
Democracy, and hence a greater economic stability, will prevail. To that end he proposes building a vast public ownership of securities by means of the time -proven credit
facilities plan. The working out of Mr. Raskob's plan will be awaited by financiers and

by the public with great interest.-FINANCIAL

EDITOR.
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Left: The Sikorsky amphibian as it appears on land.

Below: The same ship in the water. It is this type which
is used by Curtiss Aircraft, Inc., in its New York -Atlantic
City Service.

Below: An interior view of the cabin of the eight -passenger
Sikorsky, showing the arrangement of.the seats. The remov-

able stairway in the back is used for entering and leaving
the plane.

NOW We Gather
News by Airplane
By Joseph R Kraus

Largest Auditorium Story "Covered" by Airplane
/T was on the edge of one of those critical times of the
month known in newspaper parlance as the dead line;

(See page 304)

The Start of an "Aerial" News Chase

namely, the time when all material must be ready to go
to press. There were not so very many more hours to go,
and just at this time the managing editor handed me a "lead"
to the effect that the world's largest convention hall was to
be opened at Atlantic City the next day. The air route distance between New York City and Atlantic City is 109 miles.
The railroad time is about three hours, while the plane does
it in about one hour.

ARRIVING at the Hotel Biltmore at 10:25, the writer
found that he was being paged. Calling at the desk,
Mr. Kuhn presented the writer with a ticket, through the

Our Editorial Director, Arthur Lynch, was approached
with the "lead" and in his inimitable style said, "I think

sician, who was en route to Atlantic City to attend the

that's a good racket; let's get busy on it."
We immediately called up the Curtiss Flying Service and

were informed that there were planes leaving daily for

Atlantic City and return. We announced our desire to go
there and were told to be at the Hotel Biltmore, at Fortythird Street and Madison Avenue, at 10:30 A. M. This was
on Wednesday, May 20th, and the Convention Hall was to
be officially opened on Thursday.

The "Hell Gate Arch" as it looks from the air.

courtesy of Charles J. Goodwellow, General Manager of the
New York office of Curtiss Flying Service. The writer was
then introduced to William M. North, of the Curtiss Flying

Service; D. H. Reed, engineer in the construction department of Curtiss Aircraft, Inc., and Dr. David Ulner, a phy-

Tuberculosis Conference being held there at noon that day.
The four of us then walked out of the hotel and entered a
waiting limousine. The ride was a short one, only down to
Forty-second Street and the East River. At this point we
got out of the car and stepped into a Dodge water car (although at the time you read this article these fast open speed
boats will have been replaced with equally fast cabin cruisers). In a few seconds the boat was under way. It sped up

the East River, under Hell Gate Bridge and around into

An interesting ;view of the surf.
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Left: The

Pt'G

Sikorsky in

the
air.
Right: T h e

eTwYmInrkal's
er

aaplane Port
Holmes Airport

4--QUERNS

route taken

by the planes

along

the

shore in their
regular daily

0

trips from

New York to
Atlantic City

-o

and return.

Port

mi.:7:3°141

lir

Bay

BRONX

Flushing Bay, winding up at North Beach within
fifteen minutes after we left Forty-second Street, a

ANDY HO

Sa

ride which in traffic would take an hour.
Here the plane, an eight -passenger orange -and black Sikorsky, powered by two Pratt -Whitney Wasp
engines. was seen on the landing. As we approached
it,

e,
NORTH
BEACH

7-711rANTIC
HIGHLAND
HIGHLANDS

a. 4

two mechanics stepped up on the wings and

started to turn over the impulse engine starters. The
mechanic was at the throttle. In another moment the
motors were humming. Meanwhile the passengers'
baggage was being weighed on the platform, on a
scale provided for the purpose. Everything was
being operated with a methodical precision. We had
just time enough to take one or two photographs of
the plane when the signal was given, "All aboard,
Atlantic City." Climbing up a few steps. we entered
the plane through the roof of the cabin and seated
ourselves in the comfortable cane chairs. The pilot
climbed into his place in the cockpit and gradually
the boat slid down the board platform and settled
itself in the water of the bay. The mechanic was
now observed to be pushing a lever back and forth.
"What's he doing?" one of us asked. "He's raising
the wheels," was the information that was volunteered. Meanwhile the amphibian (land -and -water
plane) was taxiing out into the water of the bay, so

'
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Above: This diagram indicates how an
auto takes one to pier at Forty-second

Street, where a motor -boat delivers passengers to Seaplane Port at North Beach.
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as to head into the wind before taking off. We
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found, much to our surprise, that we could carry on
a conversation admirably well. The noise of the
engines interfered but slightly.
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We're Off
THE motors speeded up. and a moment later the
giant ship left the water. and were it not for the
fact that we were paying (Continued on page 380)
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This ticket was good for a trip from

New York to .dtlantie City and return.
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The Heinz Pier at Atlantic City "as we saw it from the air."
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OTION PICTURE PROJECTORS
ND SPOT LIGHTS

See previous pages for airplane "news" star).
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World's Largest
Convention Hall

't4

the world's largest
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Convention Hall.

Story "Covered" by Airplane

FRONTING the

water will be placed

board walk at Atlantic City there is

and will be frozen for

a new Convention Hall,

built by the city at a

cost of $10,000,000 and
operated by the Municipal Government. This

ice-skating. There is no
column in the building.
The massive structural
steel girders have stair-

SECTION
SOUNDED ev HEAVY
LINE : GROUND FLOOR

"'COttio4 LE5 MA IN

hall is 350 feet wide
and 650 feet deep. The

ways in them for re-

AUDITORIUM

placing the lamps,

BALL ROOM

ENTRANCE

ICE SKATING RINK

seats 40,000 people, and
ORCHESTRA

PIT

I*

. I.

main auditorium alone

the entire building can

An inte-

rior view of

SECTION

SOUNDED BY HEAVY

LINE AUDITORIU
BALCONY

z =t-Jcir=nEDEDEDED=E3

d-611E-EiguE-Frti

which shine out
through either side of
the girders. A diving

tank is placed under-

neath the stage for diving contests. Provision
has been mate for voice
and music amplification.

A composite diagram of the building, showing parking space under the building, main

auditorium, ballroom, and the radio transmitting studio found in the Atlantic City
Convention Hall.

Allowing but one foot
per person, the 66,000

people that can

be

seated in the building

would form a single
line 12% miles long.

seat 66,000 and still leave standing room.
In addition to the main auditorium.
where the seats are removable and where
the world's largest stage is located. there
is a large ballroom, measuring 130 by 185
feet, with a seating capacity of 5,000 persons. This is also provided with a stage.

In the concrete floor brine pipes have
been imbedded where an inch layer of

An air view of the Convention Hall at Atlantic City.
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REFUELING
RECORDS
"Fort Worth," piloted by Robbins
and Kelly stays in air 1721/2 hours.

Plane from Dayton, Ohio,
"Bombs" New York.

ALL sustained flight records were smashed when tli
monoplane Fort Worth, piloted by Reginald L.
Robbins and James Kelly, was brought to earth
after remaining in the air for a period of 172 hours 31
minutes and 10 seconds. The pilots, by their feat, eclipsed
the record of the sustained flight of the Question Mark
by 21 hours 51 minutes and 10 seconds and established a
new record for single. dual and tri-motored planes. for
lighter -than -air machines, and for crews, regardless of
size.

The plane used was a rebuilt, single -motored Ryan.

virtually the same type as was used by Colonel Lindbergh
in his Paris flight. The motor was a Wright Whirlwind.

which Robbins picked up after another flyer had discarded it. It never missed a beat in the air and was
running perfectly when the flyers decided to land. A
cracked propeller caused so much vibration that it %% as

Above, the record

and their
wives. Reading
flyers

from left:

Regi-

nald L. Robbins,

Mrs. Robbins,

James Kelly, Mrs.
Kelly, taken after
record was established. Right, the

"Fort Worth" refueling in air.

thought best to bring the ship to earth.

One of the photographs on this

page shows a "bombing" expedition

"attacking" the city of Cincinnati,
Ohio.

As part of the army maneu-

vers, this fleet of "enemy" planes attacked and "destroyed" the city. In
another experiment, a bomber left
Dayton, Ohio, refueled in air, attacked
and destroyed New York and returned

to Washington. A photo shows the

striking scene illuminated by the
"bombs" which, instead of being
flares, could just as well have been

tilled with poisonous gases and

explosive material. They
could likewise have been dropped
on the city proper.

high

In circle, the giant army bomber refueling
in air before it completely "wiped out"

Governors Island and "destroyed" New
York in a mimic air raid.

X

Left, the start of an air attack that "reduced" the city of Cincinnati to ruins. Here the

"enemy" fleet is seen passing over the Lunken airport, which was to be first "destroyed." Above, in spite of protective measures, great "damage" was done by the
airplane in dropping bombs on Governors Island. Illumination was produced by two
of the flare bombs. After the destruction of New York, the plane returned to Wash-

ington; bad weather prevented refueling on the return trip to Dayton.
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X Ray Films Cause

/ENTI LATOR
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Burning X-ray Films in Storage Room
Cleveland, Ohio, Liberate Deadly
By H. Winfield
0N May 15th, yellow gas fumes emanated from the X-ray room
in the basement of the Cleveland clinic, and following a deafening explosion, ended the lives of 98 patients, doctors, nurses,
hospital aids and rescuers in one of the greatest hospital disasters in
history.

Others who left the hospital apparently healthy succumbed while they
were awaiting treatment for minor injuries or died at their homes because
of mysterious gases, which increased the toll to 123 people. Men and
women trapped in the building dropped in the halls. unable to escape the
deadly fumes. The explosion blasted the gas upward through ventilator
shafts, up stairways and through halls, as the diagram indicates. The
tire itself blazed up immediately thereafter, feeding on the woodwork,
causing walls to bulge and windows to burst.
The stampede, which a sudden disaster of this nature invariably creates,
has already been well covered in the press reports, so there is no need of

VENT{ LATL;R

dwelling here upon this or other human reactions incident to such
tragedies.
What interests us most is how to prevent such occurrences in the

V

future, what caused the fire, and what was the nature of the deadly gases?

EA

The first reports indicated that the fire started probably by a leaky

ND
T
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L
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0
N
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steam pipe, which caused the negatives in the storage room to heat up and
combust spontaneously. A second report indicates that the technician in
the X-ray department, who had charge of tiling the old films, had an electric -light extension cord and bulb put into the X-ray film storage room and
that it was this light which produced enough heat to set the film on fire.
Lethal gases spread

through hospital ventilator ducts.

ELECTStC LIGHT,

TOUGHING

NEGATIVE.
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Major General Amos A. Fries, U. S. Army,
Retired, Chief Chemical Warfare Service more
than nine years, says:
It is known from experiments that when

photographic films are burned in a confined
space with little outside oxygen, they develop
carbon monoxide together with nitrous oxide,

NO, both of which are very powerful, or in
common language, deadly gases. Of course
carbon dioxide and other gases not seriously
harmful are also generated.

The two that. in my opinion, did the work
the Cleveland Hospital, were carbon
monoxide and nitrous oxide. Experiments
in

Warfare Service has
carried out on smokeless powders have shown
which the Chemical

that nitrous oxide has about half the strength
of certain important war gases and at times
has a decided delayed action. Carbon monoxide, on the other hand, acts swiftly, not to
say instantly, in high concentrations that
might be encountered in such a disaster as
occurred in Cleveland.

The roof of the Cleveland Clinic Hospital which caved in after a terrific blast.

DISASTER
of the Cleveland Clinic Hospital,

Gases, Killing 123 People
Secor
Today a nitro-cellulose compound is used in the making
of the usual X-ray film. This celluloid film burns very easily
and produces an intense flame. While there is non -inflam-

mable film available on the market, this is rarely used for
X-ray work, because of its tendency to curl too easily, making it difficult to file the negatives. The pyroxylin film does
not have these drawbacks.

The Mysterious Gas
NEWSPAPER reports were

Bromine
Carbon Monoxide
Ethylene

replete with suppositions

concerning the gas that so mysteriously snuffed out the lives of
rescuers and rescued, even long
after they had been taken from
the scene of the disaster. Many
authorities claimed that the gas
was bromine. They argued that
bromine has the same character-

Ammonia

Carbon Dioxide
Nitrogen Tetroxide

Nitrogen Tetroxide

istic color as was seen at the

TO those familiar with the de-

hospital, and that the heat of the
film burning broke down the sil-

ver bromide on the

composition of nitro-cellulose.
from which the inflammable type
of film is prepared. it is quite certain that nitrogen tetroxide. produced when nitrous oxide unites

film into

bromine and other compounds.
Films do contain such salts of
silver, but in developed films the
amount of bromide present is
relatively small. It is also quite

with the oxygen of the air, was

responsible for the loss of so
many lives. Nitrous oxide is quite

impossible to break down the

an unstable compound and will
quickly unite with oxygen. The
gas is dark brown in color, but

stable silver bromide by heat so

as to produce bromine gas in

quantities anywhere near large
enough to produce such toxic

General view of the rescue scenes fol.

lowing catastrophic explosion at the
Cleveland Clinic Hospital.

It
readily reacts with the hemogloregular X-ray film. Note blaze at right giving off
bin of the blood and also on the
Other reports concerning the
the gases.
lungs. - Undoubtedly there was
mysterious gas were that it was
probably carbon monoxide or nitrous oxide. Ethylene also quite a quantity of carbon monoxide, another very deadly
came in for its share of the blame. This is a highly inflam- gas, present, but this carbon monoxide could not of itself
mable gaseous compound used as an anesthetic. The other account for the loss of life in such great numbers.
It is little consolation to those whose relatives and friends
gases blamed were ammonia and carbon dioxide.
Major General Amos A. Fries. U. S. A.. Retired, attributes lost their lives in this catastrophe to think that anything that
the causes of death to carbon monoxide and nitrous oxide. might here be suggested would (Continued on page 379)
effects.

Showing the difference between slow -burning and

not quite as heavy as bromine.
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SAFEGUARDIN G
Sound -proof rooms, dark rooms, lights that in
instruments help to make better babies and con F we want a better race. we must have better babies. Most babies when
they are born are in a very good condition, but many are not properly
taken care of, and it is with this end in view that a $134.000 plant for
the production of better babies and the conservation of health has been completed by the Board of Supervisors in Belvedere, Los Angeles Co., Calif. This
was just formally opened to the public.
It is the fifth link in a chain of similar
institutions already started. The chain
will be continued throughout the county.
It is firmly believed that the Belvedere Health Center

1

the most modernly equipped institution of its kind
in America. It has
is

Weighing the baby periodically

is necessary to

tell

whether the child is gaining
or losing, and from this in-

sound -proof rooms,

wherein cardiac

formation the doctors can prescribe correct diet.

examinations a r e
made.

There are dark

rooms for eye
tests: light rooms
This photograph shows the new

$134,000 "Health Center," said to be
the finest equipped institute of its
kind in the United States. It is located in Los Angeles County, Calif.

where either t h e

infra -red rays or the ultra-

violet are used for their

There are
rooms where babies' play
curative value.

and laughter is the order of
the day, while nurses busy

themselves with bathing,
weighing a n d measuring

chubby youngsters and
telling mothers h o w to

keep their offspring in the
blue-ribbon class.
The Health Center plan

was inaugurated by Dr.
John L. Pomeroy, Health

Officer of Los Angeles

Instead of a wearisome waiting time to see the doctor, the
children at the Health Clinic
are permitted to play. Note
that the pictures on the walls

are all in line with thechildren's eyes when they stand
up to look at them.

The pre-school child is also taught at the Health Center.
Here we find the children playing with peg boards and
round or square objects. The habit of training is of vast
import and cannot be neglected even at the tender preschool age.

Many children suffer from respiratory conditions. Examination of the nose axd throat is regularly made at the health
Center. The illustration at the right shows a child about to
have her tonsils looked after. Note that the chair in which
she sits is of small size.

County, for the decentralization of the county health
department and the bringing of its functions closer

to the rural communities

and the 31 incorporated
cities within the area of

3,500 square miles served
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BABIES' HEALTH
their intensity rival the sun, and the latest scientific
serve health in a most modernly equipped institution
by the health department of this county, certainly an extended field of operation.
Each of these health centers is equipped with clinics for the examination of the nose,
throat, eve. ear and mouth. X-ray rooms
can be found wherein chest examinations
are made. Every possible attempt is made
to prevent tuberculosis and to treat this condition should it accidentally arise. There
are sterilizing rooms and laboratories;
ample provision being also made for surgical intervention, should that become necessary. One finds physio- and hydro -therapy

rooms; helio- and electro-therapy depart-

ments; maternal and child hygiene clinics; a
diet kitchen and a bacteriological laboratory.

Growth and weight
gains a r e records
which are t a k en

Toys for the young are made in various
forms, so that the children can be both

amused and entertained. The children are
taught to develop orderliness, and the par-

even when. the child
passes infancy.

ents are told how to teach their children
these things.

Of greatest importance is the equipment
of these district health centers with emergency hospitals. Any accident victims or
any of those requiring treatment can thus
reach the hospital in record time instead
of requiring to he rushed 50 miles or more
from outlying points to the general hospital.
Prompt treatment at the health centers thus

Elaborately
X-ray labora-

tory aids in

saves many lives.

the early diag-

So successful have these hospitals been
that other counties are already taking steps
to duplicate the arrangement now found in
Los Angeles County. The modern mother

nile tubercu-

nosis of juvelosis

does not bring up her children with a knowledge gained only from

the school of experi-

ence. She realizes that
she can learn more in

MUM in feetslt

a few days or weeks

than grandmother

knew in her entire
life -time, so she attends the clinic lec-

tures faithfully.

Milk adds inches of growth and
also pounds to the flesh of the infant's body. While one child is
being weighed, another is being
measured and, at the same time,
this child is receiving its meal. If
you will look closely, you will see
that the youngster is holding a
half -emptied bottle.

The photograph above shows that children alone are not given all of the
instruction, but that mothers are also taught how to take care of their young.
Here Ely D. Fogg, dietitian for the Los Angeles County Public Health .4ssociation, is seen demonstrating the A, B, C's of vitamins to the mother. The larger
book with pictures, seen in the background, is intended for instructing the
children.

Second teeth mean second health, and the dental clinic safeguards the health of

the children, taking tare of both teeth groups.
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Filming
the

Future
Wonderful Presentation of Astronomical

Exploration 2,000 Years
Hence
The illustration

at the

right shows a

striking scene taken inside of a spherical
airship which leaves the earth on a journey into space. In this view the airship
has traveled beyond the earth's gravitational influence. ds a result, the passengers of the ship are standing in a position
that to them appears to be vertical and
erect. This view then indicates the relativity of position when in space.

The structure across the sky is one of Saturn s nags.

aces of Saturn.

.4 bove appears one of

the scenes from new

astronomical film.

/F the atmosphere on

This particular view
'was taken from the

rarefied as it is on the
moon. the inhabitants of

earth at a distance.
Note how the sun,

this earth were as

this planet would see intense shadows a n d bril-

liantly lighted surfaces. as

moon and shows the

shining on the earth,
makes a moon of it
to any who might be

in the view of the moon

positioned on, the

above. It is the atmosphere
which diffuses the light.

lite. Observe the

Dust also aids.

The film

is replete with incidents

based on strictly accurate
astronomical data.

surface of our satel-

rocky crags in

the

foreground, which
are the mountains of
the moon. Right: A

striking polar view.
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Exclusive photograph of the Stinson monoplane which flew from Detroit to Langley Field, powered by Packard -Diesel
engine.

At Last. DIESEL ENGINES for Planes
By William F. Matthews
NO achievement in the aeronautical world has made such an

danger of
hazard attached to ordi-

of fuel,

The

fire

impression on designers, manufacturers, pilots. government officials,

nary gasoline
engines will be

financiers and the ever-increasing air minded public, as the development of

2. Due to the tremendous heat necessary before fuel oil ( the fuel used in

eliminated by the
Diesel engine.

the Packard Motor Car Co. of a successful Diesel aircraft engine which
recently powered a Stinson -Detroiter
monoplane from Detroit, Michigan, to
Langley Field, Virginia, a distance of

thus constituting in a nine -

cylinder radial engine (such as the
l'ackard) nine individually operated
motors in one.
Diesels) will burn and the practical

impossibility of obtaining this heat out-

side the cylinders. the fire hazard of
living is eliminated.

approximately 700 miles, at the average
speed of 100 miles an hour. Hailed as
one of the milestones in the progress of aviation, the activity
in several of the leading automotive plants of the country.
notably the Allison Engineering Co. of Indianapolis (now
owned by General Motors), the Ford Motor Company, the
Winton Engine Co., the Sperry Development Co.. the American Machine & Foundry Co., not to overlook several Euro-

pean firms, presages ultimate widespread use of this type
of motor.
The reason for this activity is not difficult to see. In a
summary of a paper read before a group of automotive engi-

neers by Capt. L. M. Woolson, designer of the Packard

3. The cost of fuel oil is about eight
cents per gallon, compared to aviation
gasoline costing about thirty cents per
gallon; and inasmuch as the fuel consumption of a Diesel is
only three -fourths that of a gasoline engine for the same
mileage, the resulting saving in fuel costs is estimated to be
8)) per cent.

4. Due to a great reduction in exhaust noises in a Diesel
and absence of the tire hazard due to lower exhaust temperatures. no exhaust manifold is needed from operating
point of view, although it may be desirable for passengers.

5. The operation of a Diesel

is

not affected by tem-

perature or humidity conditions ; flexibility of control,
which is obtained by variances in the fuel charges. is
assured at all times.

6. Due to the absence of an electrical

ignition system, interference with radio
reception, a most important factor in safe
operation of aircraft, is entirely eliminated.
7. The basic reliability of the Diesel
engine justifies a reduction in the number

of power plants for large airplanes, with
the further important reduction in the cost
of maintenance and operation.
8. Due to (Continued on page 379)

The four cycle operation of the Diesel engine is illustrated
The atmospheric air is first sucked in through the
valve A as shown at 1. It is compressed on the next stroke
above.

and valve A closes as illustrated at 2. Compressed air forces

oil into the cylinder through the jet C, as shown at

0/ESEL Eiyomr

6Asothve ENGINE
.5

/cit.( -rprrs,,,,,-

7ro,r

Co+,

ki(77,0',C5

3 ; on

the exhaust stroke the valve B is opened, allowing the gases
to escape as shown at 4.

Diesel aero engine, the following advantages in behal f of
the Diesel were enumerated:

Advantages of Diesel Engine
1. The Diesel engine is fundamentally more reliable
than the gasoline engine, because it is not dependent either
upon an intricate electrical ignition system, or a delicate
carburetor system for fuel supply; separate fuel injection
into each cylinder assures a dependable and uniform supply

,

Afurr://6;
W es

185pork-Pop

Switch

- Courtesy S. S. E. Journal.

Fig. 3. This illustration shows
the comparison of gasoline and
Diesel engine ignition systems.
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How I Control
By THOMAS

An article written exclusively for this
of the Einstein "Field Theories" and the
gravitation. Actual experimental confirmTHERE is a decided tendency in the physical sciences to unify

the great basic laws and to relate by a single structure or

mechanism such individual phenomena as gravitation, electrodynamics and even matter itself. It is found that matter and electricity are very closely related in structure. In the final analysis

matter loses its traditional individuality and becomes merely an
"electrical condition." In fact, it might be said that the concrete body of the universe is nothing more than an assemblage of energy which, in itself, is quite intangible. Of

The author, w h o
one of

is

the leading

merican physicists.

course, it is self-evident that matter is connected with gravitation, and it follows logically that electricity is likewise connected. These relations exist in the realm of pure energy
and consequently are very basic in nature. In all reality
they constitute the true backbone of the universe. It is needless to say that the relations are not simple. Unfortunately
at present they are not even well understood. The handicap
is the outstanding lack of information on the real nature of
gravitation.
The Theory of Relativity lends a new and revolutionary

light to the subject by injecting a

new conception of space and time.
Gravitation thus becomes the natural outcome of so-called "distorted
space." It loses its Newtonian interpretation as a tangible mechanical force and gains the rank of an
"apparent" force, due merely to the
condition of space itself.
Fields in space are produced by
the presence of material bodies or
electric charges. They are gravitational fields or electric fields, according to their causes. Apparently
they have no connection, one with
the other. This fact is substantiated by observations to the effect
that electric fields can be shielded
and annulled while gravitational
fields are nearly perfectly penetrating. This dissimilarity has been

Laboratory type gravitator used
for standardization and testing
purposes.

the chief hardship to those who
would compose a Theory of Combination.
It has required Dr. Einstein's

own close study for a period of

several years to achieve the results
others have sought in vain and to

announce with certainty the unitary field laws.

Einstein's new field theory is
purely mathematical. It is not based

on the results of any laboratory
test and does not, so far as is now
The photo above
shows a comparison in the size of
the standard lab-

oratory type

gravitator and a
model commer-

cial

gravitator
for marine use.

known, predict

any method

by

which an actual demonstration or
proof may be made. The new theory accomplishes its purpose by
"rounding out" the accepted Prin-

ciples of Relativity so as to embrace electrical phenomena.

The Theory of Relativity thus

supplemented represents the last
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GRAVITATION
T. BROWN

magazine, dealing with the meaning
relation between electro-dynamics and

ation and practical results are given.
word in mathematical physics. It is most certainly a theoretical structure of overpowering magnitude and importance.
The thought involved is so far reaching that it may be many
years before the work is fully appreciated and understood.
However, Dr. Einstein's announcement of his recent work
has spirited the physicists of the entire world to locate and
demonstrate, if possible, any structural relationship between
electro-dynamics and gravitation. It is not that they questioned or doubted Einstein's reasoning or his mathematics

( for they have learned better), but that they realized that
the relation should exist and were eager to find it.

Early Investigations
HE writer and his colleagues anticipated the present situation even as early as 1923, and began at
that time to construct the necessary theoretical bridge
between the two then separate phenomena, electricity
and gravitation. The work was slow at first, due to
the scarcity of information and lack of proper equipment, but the search gained speed as it gained infor-

mation.

The first actual demonstration of the relation was made

The electro-gravic pendulum as it is
set up in the author's laboratory. It is
by means of this equipment, together
with accurate recording machines, that
the relative gravitational effects of the
sun, moon and the planets can be observed. At the left is a model graeitator boat 12 feet long.

Observations were made of the
individual and combined motions of two
heavy lead balls which were suspended by
in 1924.

wires 45

cm. apart. The balls were
given opposite electrostatic charges and the
charges were maintained. Sensitive optical
methods were employed in measuring the

movements, and as near as could be ob-

served the balls appeared to behave according to the following law : "Any system of
two bodies possesses a mutual and uni-directional force ( generally in the line of the
bodies) which is directly proportional to the
product of the masses, directly proportional
to the potential difference and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them."
It will be noted that this law is merely a

combination and slight variation of Newton's law of gravitation and Coulomb's law
of electrostatic attraction. In the specific
test )f this law the movement is in the negative to positive direction.

THE PECULIAR RESULT IS THAT THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
OF THE EARTH HAD NO APPARENT CONNECTION WITH THE EXPERIMENT. THE GRAVITATIONAL FACTORS ENTERED THROUGH

THE CONSIDERATION OF THE MASS OF THE ELECTRIFIED

BODIES.
The newly discovered force was quite obviously the resultant physical effect of
an electro-gravitational interaction. It represented the (Continued on page 373)

The above photograph at

the right

shows the movement of the rotor after
two minutes of operation. After impulse is exhausted, the rotor comes to
a stop even while potential is still on.
Ball bearings offer uniform resistance.
The photo at the left shows a two -unit
gravitator rotor.
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Girls Learn to
Girl Students Now Enroll in Trade Schools

and Learn the Fundamentals of Airplane
Construction and Repair
THr, modern girl, having raided the
business world, now turns her attention to further conquests in the me-

Typewriters and notebooks
have been abandoned, while the hammer and
wrench have been chosen as the new tools.
chanical field.

Former tasks which have been allotted to
women have been relegated to the past.
The

above

Photograph

shows

:hiss

Mildred Miller at work at one of the

machines in the ilviation Service anei
Transport ;School, of Chicago, Illinois.

.11 the right a girl flier is seen making a
repair On an airplane. In addition to
learning to lip a pilot, the young women
are instructed in motor repair, wood
work, aerial photography, rigging and
meteorology.

[xtetesive

instruction

in

theoretical as well as in practical aeronautics is gito'n to the students, anti girls
learn as quickly as the male students.

Trades for Women
THE fair sex are entering fields of labor
which will better recompense them. The
chief trades which are now open to women
include plumbing, automobile repair, welding, battery repair, and any work in connection with radio transmission and reception. Sign painting has also been included.

Girls Learn Aviation
CHICAGO girls have taken up flying in
the Aviation Service and Transport
School of that city. This school has several

women students who are taking complete
courses which include instruction in learning to pilot a plane, woodworking, rigging,
motor repairing, aerial photography, and

meteorology. The photographs show some of the fair
students at work. One aviatrix may be seen repairing
an airplane motor.
She has been flying alone for two
months. To become a graduate and obtain a pilot's license she
must only complete a course in stunt dying. Complete instruc-

tion in theoretical as well as practical aeronautics is given to

the students. The instructors state that the girl students show
a marked aptitude for mechanical devices and quickly learn the

principle of operation and how to make repairs. be it on an
automobile engine, an airplane or a storage battery.
More recently aviation has captured the fancy of young

women, as is evidenced by the accompanying photographs.

The above Piatograph shows Mir' Easy Sessur and Mss
Mildred Miliee working on the front of a plane preparatory to installing the engine. .41 tht, rijla lour of the
students are flown repairing one of the airplane engines
in conjunction ,z::th their aviatiou cause. The engine is
completely taken apart and then aprintiled by the students
for pea, lice and expericect.
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Repair Engines
Modern Automobile and Aviation Schools
Well Patronized by the Fair Sex. Women
Learn Engine Details Quickly Instructors
Say.
Automotive
Instruction
ANOTHER school

is devoted to the

teaching of automo-

bile operation and repair. In connection

with this course, au-

tomobiles are completely stripped and

then reassembled by

the students. Repairs
are made on engines,

The above photo shows Miss Jea., La Rene,
of Chicago, putting the finishing touches to
her flying course. She has been flying alone
for several months.

carbon removed and

the valves ground.

The various types of
ignition systems are
also studied and the
women students soon

become expert in wir-

ing a car.

Above is a scene in the auto repair shop showing girls at work
on an automobile gasoline motor.

Battery Repair
HE students are also required to study the construc-

tion of storage batteries and are well grounded in
the chemical action which takes place. They learn to
insert new cells and to equip the battery with new plates
when necessary. Lead burning is also taught and
several girls may be seen in the photo engaged in this
work.

Night School
SEVERAL schools giving courses in aviation and
automobile repairing have opened their doors to

women, who, though surprising as it may seem, actually

Members of the
class in battery

repairs

are

shown above

with their instructor.

The photograph
at the left shows
another class in
automobile mechanics receiving instruction
in one of the
schools.

like this sort of work and do as
well as the male students.
Besides the regular classes which
are held during the daytime, some
of the schools also offer night

courses for girls in many of the
mechanical trades, thus the girl,

who pounds the typewriter during
the day or stands behind the sales
counter, can pursue her studies at
night, attending about three twohour classes each week. The photographs appearing upon this and
the opposite page will serve to give

one an idea of just what women
are now doing in what were previously regarded to be exclusive
fields of occupation for the male
of the species only.
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Flying Yacht

THE three photographs appearing

Advances
in

here show views of
a new flying boat with an
all -metal hull. Retractable

landing gear is provided

for using the plane on

land. This craft is one of

Aviation

the few monoplane am-

phibians developed up to

the present time. The

main passage cabin has a
total length of 15 feet and
an average width of 5 feet.

Sailplane
THE photograph at the left shows

the world's first sailplane which has
a 40 -foot wing spread, is 30 feet long
and weighs less than 600 pounds. It
has no motor and is propelled by the
wind only. It is estimated that a wind
velocity of 20 miles an hour would en-

able the plane to

rise from the

ground. T h e inventor claims that

the craft will attain a speed of 40
miles an hour. As

yet the inventor

has not tested the
plane, but it would

be interesting to
see the results of

such an experiment.

"Detachable" Plane
PT HE photographs below show a combined plane and
1 glider. The motor and fuel tank can be detached from
the plane, transforming it into a glider. The photograph
directly below shows the plane just before it was taken up

in the air and below at the left 11 airplane view of the
plane in flight.

Parachutes for Airplanes
THE above photographs show a plane equipped with a
new parachute which enables the pilot to bring his craft
safely to earth. Large photo shows plane landed in this
manner.
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LIES only BETWEEN the

PLANE LANDS ,44LBE
TRANSFERS MAIL, REFUEL,

SARATOGA .rn.aLESIINGTON

-VEW

Arras ,s

,*0

time?
pt.

uxt.

;

pA

1

Trans -Atlantic "Air Mail" Sers ice
THE above illustration sh,.,- a

I ide.
makes trans -Atlantic air no.::
S.
'PR plan uses the two airplane carrt .., t'
otoga and the U. S. S. /
.1
1100 r.
ktould be anchored approxii,
across the Atlantic. A plane carrying F !irupean
mail would fly to the Saratoga, anchor,: nearest
New York, making the journey in ten ht nt.. The
mail would be taken up by a second play,
t

,

;

1

tween the Saratoga and the Lexington. \
would carry the mail from the Lexington to Europe.

Ship to shore air mail

A
positing and picking up
PLAN

proposed

been
for de-

has

Refueling in Air
ANEW meth-

mail by plane, from the

od for refueling airplanes

The
of a ship.
photograph at the right

has recently

deck

shows Dr. L. S. Adams,
the inventor of an auto-

matic

device which

makes the ship to shore
air mail possible.

All -Streamline Airplane

while in flight

been tried out

in Long Island

and proved to
be

successful.

The gasoline

can is carried
by a truck equipped with two
uprights. A wire is attached
to the uprights and the gasoline can. The plane. flying
low, drops a hook which engages the wire releasing a catapult which throws the gasoline can

forward, at a velocity approximating that of the airplane, so that

THE first all -streamline airplane to be built in

the United States is shown in the above photo-

graph. On its initial flight it attained a speed of
200 miles an hour and made a smooth landing at 40

miles an hour.

All cables and rods are placed

within the plywood wings and fuselage. The cabin
holds three passengers.

there is no shock of impact. The rope or cable carrying the gasoline
is then reeled up to the plane.

Glider -Airplane
VIEW below was taken just after motor and fuel tank had been
detached and dropped to earth. In this state the plane is transformed into a glider. A photograph taken after the plane landed is
also shown. The pilot glided down from a height of 5,500 feet, but
the landing was not quite successful. The plane landed
tz-ently, but turned over. The pilot was uninjured.
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MT BALDY LOOKOUT
21 MILES DISTANT

LIGHT FLASH CAST 21 MILES

2 2 " SPHERICAL
CONCAVE MIRROR

TO MT. BALOY L EIO iLE UT

miLrS

111.

-a.

-

LIGHT ORIGINATE

IN SPERRY ARC
LAMP HERE

0,LENS

APPARATUS ON
MT- BALD,/ LOOKOUT
LIGHT REFLASHES
BACK TO MT. WILSON
OBSERVATORY.

:

APERTURE

TNROUGAW,ICs.

LIGHT

MiTTED INTO THE
LABRATORY

,L

Measuring Speed of Light

Scientific

THE above illustration shows how Prof. A. Michelson
intends to measure the speed of light. The light ray
will be sent out from Mt. Wilson and travel to a revolving mirror, from whence it will be reflected from a
series of mirrors to a 22 -in, concave reflecting glass and
begin its twenty -one -mile
journey to Mt. Biddy.

Another set of mirrors
will return the light ray
to its origin.

trt
Utilizing Sun's Rays
THE above photograph shows V. B. Weinberg. head of
the Technology Institute of Leningrad, Russia, with an

apparatus of his own invention, known as the "cell ab-

sorber." This device transforms the solar energy into heat.

Practical uses for the apparatus will be found in the drying
of fruits and in the extracting of salt from water. A number of the solar heat-

ers are to be con-

Sound by Light
Pr HE above photograph shows a new device which produces and controls sound artificially by means of light,
utilizing a new type of portable sound synthesizer. It is

structed and will undergo rigorous tests.

believed that this apparatus will answer the need of the talking movies and phonograph companies.

LH!

Lights for Swimming Pools
MITE above photograph shows a new
1 method of lighting adapted for
swimming pools, wherein the lamps are
placed beneath the water. The pool appears to be empty but is really full of
water.

Fossil of Ichthyosaurus
AT the left is a fossil Ichthyosaurus
recently f o u n d in England. It
measures 29y. feet in length.

Self -Cleaning Lamp
THE General Electric Company has
developed a practical method for removing the black deposit which collects
on the inner surface of high-powered

incandescent lamps. The deposit remover is a tablespoonful of coarse tungsten powder placed within the lamp before it is sealed. The above photo
shows an old and new lamp.
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The Golden Arrow

Progress

ABOVE is a cross-section of Major H. 0. D. Segrave's
racing car, the Golden Arrow. This view shows all
details of the construction of the car which captured the
world's speed record at Daytona Beach, Florida. The draw-

ing is published by permission of Major Segrave and has
been given to us exclusively.

Science Catches Criminals
Pr HE photograph at the right shows
1 bullets taken from bodies of gang-

sters which match with the bullets from
the killers' guns. No two bullets have
the same markings if fired from different guns. The criminologist tires a bul-

let from the suspected murderer's gun
and compares the markings with the
bullet taken from the victim's body.

Fifteen -Mile Tunnel

16. FIFTEEN MILE tunnel

Moon Model

nearing comple-

is

ABOVE is shown a model of
the moon constructed by
German astronomers and given

tion in Great Brit-

cago, by Mr. Lewis Reese. The

through the base of

rington, curator of geology, explaining the globe to some chil-

ain's highest moun-

It will provide
water power for inain.

to the Field Museum, of Chi-

dustry and runs

photo shows Prof. 0. C. Far-

one of Great Brittains.

The photo-

graph at the left
shows the two huge
pipe lines which

dren.

carry the water.

Floodlighting for
Buildings

THE Fisher

Building at Detroit, Michigan, has
been arranged espe-

Check Signer

cially for flood light-

THE photograph at the left
shows a new machine which
will affix your own signature to

engineers. The

checks at the rate of 125 per minThe machine cuts the check
apart and stacks them.
ute.

ing by illuminating

1,0

building surface is
entirely of marble sufficiently rough to take the
flood lighting readily. The edifice was adapted

for night illumination by the use of setbacks.
The above photo shows the building at night.
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Is a College Education
Justice John Ford,

Justice of the Su-

preme Court, State
of New York, was
born at Knowles-

ville, Orleans

County, New York,

on July 28, 1862.
He received a degree of A.B. from

Cornell University

in 1890 and served
in the State Legis-

lature during t h e
years 1896 to 1900

inclusive. He
served on the National
eight

retired

Guard for

years

and

as a cap-

tain. He was

elected to the Supreme

Court

in

1906 and again reelected in 1920.

By JUSTICE
JOHN FORD

Supreme
Court,

New York

0

NE'S personal experience naturally colors his
views upon the value of collegiate training. I

was one of a family of eight children on a sixteen

acre farm in Western New York and "hired out" as a
farm hand at the age of thirteen. My desultory attendance-winters only-at the old-fashioned district school

left me at the age of eighteen with very little education.
I could read and write and knew some geography but
no grammar. My arithmetic was fragmentary. I had no
financial resources or backing. My earnings had gone
into the family exchequer as they continued to go until
I entered the university. I practically prepared myself
for entrance-Latin, Greek, English, algebra, geometry,
all were mastered. Altogether I spent about forty weeks
at an academy which rather delayed than speeded my
progress.

An uncouth country boy, I presented myself at the

county seat as a candidate in a competitive examination
for a free tuition scholarship in Cornell University. I

won. I entered the University where I took a second
competitive examination in Latin and Greek for a classical scholarship which paid $200 a year in cash for four
years. I won again. With the two scholarships and
what I earned in vacations, together with about $250 in
cash prizes which I won and some earnings from newspaper work, I managed to acquire my B.A. and a Phi
Kappa Key with a job already in my pocket as associate
editor of a weekly paper published in New York City.
I regard my university course as a great help to my
success. A college education constitutes a valuable
equipment for the battle of life. It does indeed help to
a successful professional or business career. I am not

referring to the B. A. degree particularly, but to any
degree conferred by a reputable college or university.
Employers prefer bearers of such degrees. With the

wide diffusion of higher education, business men cannot
afford to have persons of inferior education around them,

and if the captain of industry is himself a little shy in
the higher reaches of erudition, the more he values the
college man or woman.

Is a College Education Worth While?
SOME time or other, in the lives of all of us, this

question crops up. We must weigh it carefully and
give it due consideration.
Perhaps we would like to go to college.
Perhaps we have sons or daughters whom we would
like to send to college.

Perhaps they would care to go, but we question the

value of that college education.
The most logical step to take would be to ask someone who knows.

This publication has tried to make it easier for you,
and before the next college term opens, and prior to
matriculation, we will present to you the opinions of
the leaders in industry, arts and sciences on this subject. The determination of the value of the college
education we will leave to you.
If perchance you care to say something on the sub-

ject, remember that there is a "What Our Readers
Think"' Department for just such comments.

Of course I do not mean to express the view that one
is superior to another merely because the one sports a
degree while the other does not. All I mean to assert is
that, other things being equal, the college graduate has
the advantage. While you cannot make a silk purse out
of a sow's ear, a college education will make the best
that it is possible to make out of that sort of material.
Thus far I have had in mind material success in life
alone. Now I touch upon those other things which a
liberal education brings to its possessor and which adds
to the happiness of life far more than material success
alone can bring. I mean the poise, the broader vision,
the kindly tolerance which drips into the soul as the
student imbibes the wisdom begat of the human experiences and achievements of the ages. College graduates
with rare exceptions are not conceited of their learning.

Rather they have gained from their studies a keen
realization of how little they know about a thousand

things they long to understand. But they have gained
a philosophical outlook upon their world and a deep insight into its problems which comfort and cheer through
all the vicissitudes of the years.
By FRANCES ROCKEFELLER KING

President Frances Rockefeller King, Inc., Bureau
A boy may go to college
And still can be a fool.

For, there's a lot of knowledge
One never learns at school.

EDUCATION is mental calisthenics.

It not only
develops the mind just as physical training develops

the muscle, but also helps the student to use his or her
mind to the best advantage. Here again the professor

has the same objective as the coach.
In the professions a college education is obviously im-

perative ; yet all the degrees in the world will not produce a good lawyer, doctor, or engineer. It merely
supplies the tools. The amount of skill used in handling
them is up to the individual.
Thinking may be one of the lost arts. Pre-digested
thought on any subject is retailed very much like any
commodity and therefore in these days it may be that the
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Worth While?
only possible- way of getting the younger generation to

use its brain is by matriculation in a brain foundry.

Otherwise a college education is no more essential than
a high hat in an Easter parade. The topper may be a
fashion-even attractive- 1,111 it certainly is not necessary.

Therefore, in my
humble opinion, it
is of little impor-

tance what the

motivation process
may be. The thing
that counts is men-

Major General Amos
Fiies was born in

Debello, Vernon
Count y,

March 17,

Wisconsin,
1873.

He

was graduated from
the New York Military Academy in 1898 ;

Engineering School
graduate in 1912. He
was commissioned as

a Second Lieutenant
of the Engineers in
1898,

and promoted

through grades

to

may be obtained in

Lieutenant Colonel in
1917 and Colonel in
1917; Brigadier Gen-

ways and is not at
all contingent on a

Service of the A. E. F.
during the entire war;

tal

action.

This

many different

university training.

"Old Man Experience" is one of

t he greatest schoolwasters. A public
library is an excellent class -room.

eral and Chief of the
Chemical Warfare
Brigadier General in
1920 and Major Gen-

eral in 1925. Since
August 16, 1920, he

has been Chief of the
Chemical Warfare

Service. He was

awarded the D.S.M.

(U. S.); Comdr. Le-

Desire for knowledge is the important factor. Create

gion of Honor

London Court Circular. A few of her

hungry youth will

cessful men, most of course being among Americans. I
have watched them and worked with them in the Army

at social functions, and Miss King

pease the yearning.

Frances

Rockefeller

King

entered

Teachers College, but soon found a

place for herself on a newspaper. She
became press agent and also acted as

a New York representative for the

society friends complained of the difficulty they had entertaining their guests

believed that this difficulty might be

solved by a private entertainment
bureau. Putting the idea into prac-

tice, she established a new profession.

She took this idea to the head of the
B. F. Keith circuit and convinced him
of its worthiness. For a number of
years this department has been particularly successful. She has just in-

corporated the Frances Rockefeller
King, Inc., Bureau to continue to
provide private entertainment and

develop further the service she originated.

an appetite for
learning and the

(France); Companion

St.

Michael and St.

George (British).

find a way to ap- and in civil life-in peace and in war-on land and sea,
the mountains and on the plains, in cities and in tropiThe fault that I in
cal jungles.
find with most colgraduates is

lege

their thought that

the world is the
oyster and their

diploma a knife to
open it with. As a

matter of fact, the
diploma is merely
a whetstone upon
which

the

knife

Everywhere and in every line of work the trained man

beats the untrained man-health, mind and physical

power being equal. A college education is simply the
highest form of training.
Now war is the ultimate in energy and force. It is the
supreme test of skill and leadership. Today that nation
is strongest which combines highest scientific achievements with vast manufacturing and commercial development.

We live in a power age-a machine age-an age
where man -power in war, and in peace for that matter,
is wholly secondary to materiel power.
In hydroelectric plants, steam plants, locomotives, automobiles
and other types of power plants we have nearly seven

must be sharpened before it Will even cut butter.
College has deprived many a firm of a good truck
driver, while on the other hand, many a truck driver has
gained business and professional heights because he had horsepower working clay and night for each man, woman
the urge to get somewhere.
under the Stars and Stripes. Materiel, used
To sum up briefly, in fact to put the whole question and child
is a French word which is all-inclusive for ships
as I see it into a single sentence, "it all depends upon above,
and guns, for railroads and automobiles, for rifles, gas
the boy or girl."
masks and airplanes.
A boy can go to college
In the World War we raised and trained men enorAnd still can be a fool.
mously faster than we could equip them with transportation, rifles, guns and ammunition. Indeed, so far as
artillery, airplanes, and artillery ammunition were conBy MAJOR GENERAL AMOS A. FRIES
cerned, we fought the war entirely with foreign purU. S. Army, Retired
Chief Chemical Warfare Service U. S. Army More Than 9 Years

chases.

IS a college education worth while? By all means, and
in every way, yes ! To explain, I shall be somewhat
personal. I am writing this on the thirty-first anniversary of my graduation from West Point. In those thirtyone years I have been thrown among all classes of men,
American, European, Asiatic.
Among each of these groups I have met many suc-

the question of the value of a college training, but as

These last two paragraphs are not wholly pertinent to

America stands at the forefront in wealth and manufacturing, and as China stands at the bottom of the ladder
among civilized peoples in wealth and manufacturing,
just so America leads in education and the use of power
while China is lowest in those prime requisites of wealth,
health and happiness.
(Continued on page 381)
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Insect Preserved

in Amber

for Traffic

By J. G. PRATT

MASON
CARS

!AXIS

The above photograph shows a species of white ant which was preserved for about 2,000,000 years in a piece of amber.

EXTENSIVE mining operations are conducted on the
East coast of Prussia for Baltic Sea amber or succinite.
which occurs in the Lower Oligocene strata, and appears
to have been partly derived from an earlier Tertiary deposit
(Eocene). In the Baltic Sea amber well preserved fossils of
plant life and insects which existed on the earth between
2,000,000 and 4,000,000 years ago are often found. The

accompanying photographs show a species of termite or white
ant which was thus preserved. It is difficult to photograph

these specimens because of the reddish color of the amber,
and it was found necessary to employ a powerful spotlight
from above and another from underneath which were used
alternately during the exposure.

Noiseless Camera
By DAYTON STEPP
The above illustration shows our artist's conception of the multiple

highway of

the future which will eliminate

traffic congestion.

Separate north bound and south bound roadways will be provided
for pleasure cars and taxis, buses and trucks.

IN order to relieve traffic congestion in New York and other
large cities, a multiple highway has been suggested. The first

four decks or tiers on the bottom could be devoted solely
trucks providing two north and two south bound roadways.
The next four decks may be used exclusively for buses and the
next four tiers or road levels would be used only by pleasure
ears and taxis. The multiple highways, except for the top deck,
\vould be enclosed and protected against the weather. Enor-

ANOISELESS motion picture camera has been perfected
at the Paramount, Hollywood studios, and is used in
filming sound motion pictures. The camera is enclosed in a
sound -proof casing and the mechanism and electric motor is
encased in layers of rubber, cork, cloth and special fibre board
to insure complete sound insulation. Thus, all clicking and
noise is kept from the recording microphones. The stuffy
mettaahoommiTiormispummahr,

to

mous parking space would also be provided on each level.

For each highway it would be necessary to sacrifice one north
and one south thoroughfare. It has been
suggested that Ninth Avenue, in New

York City, be used for such a highway,

because at present this
developed.

street is un-

The elevated motor express highway on

the west side of New York City has

greatly helped traffic and its footings have
been designed to permit the addition of a
second deck or tier. However, at best, it
can only furnish temporary relief and

within a comparatively short time

will

doubtlessly be overtaxed. The cost of
constructing an elevated highway would
be small when compared with the yearly
losses sustained by the increase in traffic
congestion which is estimated to be $500,000,000 in New York City alone.

The cost of such a highway would be

between $100,000,000 and $200,000,000.

The above photograph shows the noiseless movie
camera in use, and at the left an interior view.

sound -proof booths in which the camera
men were previously compelled to work
have been eliminated by the new noiseless camera. Placing the camera and operator in a booth was cumbersome.
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Space, Time
and Relativity
By DONALD H. MENZEL
THE proof
of the pud-

ding," so

runs the old adage.
4`is in the eating,"
a n d relativity is
no exception .to the
statement: In past

articles I have

tried to show you
how, step by step,
the theory of relativity developed.
First of all, I must
emphasize that no
one insists that the
theory must inevi-

tably be true.

There are certain

The photograph in the upper right-hand corner shows the
sun and surrounding stars denoted by circles. Figure 32I
shows a scale of deflections relative to the size of the sun, the

circle at the center which is magnified 2,500 times, that is,
the arrows are 2,500 times too long. The photograph directly
above shows one of the huge cameras used to obtain pictures.
of the sun and stars.

FIG.8

A piece of radium ejects in opposite directions two alpha
particles traveling at the rate of 100,000 miles per second.
This is illustrated at the left.

assumptions that we made, and the correctness of our theory
depends upon the truth of these assumptions. A mathematician
might work out a theory of insurance preiniums along the line
that the average life of a man is ninety years. But if he tried
to test his theory in actual practice, the company would soon go
into, bankruptcy, not because his mathematics are wrong but
because the original postulates are wrong. There are, of
course, ample statistics available to guide him in judging man's
average life. But if he had not been able to refer to these, I
suppose that he would have had to start with some plausible
assumption. I can imagine with what anxiety he might then
await the company's annual balances, for by that method alone
could he judge of the accuracy of his postulate.
So it is with relativity ; we start with assumptions that may
or may not be correct. We develop these assumptions mathematically, and then we test, not the correctness of our figuring,

but the validity of our hypotheses by the results.

Two Fundamental
Hypotheses
THERE are two fundamental hypotheses, both

speed relative to some specific

object-the earth, the sun, a

star, or a nebula. But it never

which is moving, we
or the object ; i.e.,
we c a n determine

relative but not absolute motion.

This postulate is
reasonable, but n o t
necessarily true. If

there is a great sea

of that hypothetical material, the ether, through which the stars
and the planets fly like birds through the air, we should be able
to refer our motion to this stationary sea. Many beautiful ex-

periments have been devised for the express purpose of detecting such motion, but all have failed. In fact, Einstein's

theory of relativity is an attempt to find a reason for the failure
of the experiments. But more of this later.
The second postulate had not the experimental backing of the
first. It requires that all physical laws appear everywhere to
be exactly uniform, whether we are moving or stationary, or
whether we are in an intense field of gravitation. One consequence of this postulate is that, no matter how fast an object
may travel, it cannot exceed the speed of light. A slightly more

accurate statement would be, No measured velocity will be

greater than that of light. Postulate number two is a stumbling
block for many. "Why," you ask, "is the speed of light so
fundamental ?" I confess that
I do not know. "Why not the
speed of sound?" I can answer that one, the point being
that we know of many cases
where objects travel faster
than sound-the planets, piojectiles.

of them quite simple as far as

they go. The first is all motion is relative. To elaborate,
we may always measure our

is possible for us to
find out for certain

We might have built up a

Two automobiles pass an observer at the rate of 60 miles per hour.
If you were seated in one of the cars and observed the speed of the
other, you would find a value of 120 miles. According to the theory

of relativity, your prediction will be verified to a high degree of
accuracy. However, tee Figure 8.

relativity hypothesis with the
speed of sound as fundamen-

tal, but our theory, like the
insurance company, would
(Continued on page 370)
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Motor Hints
Conducted by George A. Luers
Handling Piston Rings
TOOLS for removal of rings and
replacements, which will be appreciated by any owner, are shown
in the attached sketch. These are
duplicates of some shop -made tools
used by one careful owner.
The

tool

for compressing

the

rings is made from a strip of steel,
one length of iron rod, small steel
collar and a quarter -inch nut.

The expanding tool

made from a strip

is similarly
of steel rod,

threaded at one end, and a nut.
The simple details of these tools
will be apparent by reference to the
illustrations. Make up a set of these
tools in your spare time and you

will find them not only time savers,

but a means to save piston rings

Above -1, section through tire at rim,
2, metal shim, 3, rim lug, 4, rim lug

from being broken or mutilated.

bolt, 5, felloe of wheel, 6, rim lug shim

bent to shape, 7, shape of sheet metal
before bending.

Above -1, section of air cleaner operation, 2,
air flow, 3, carburetor, 4, clean -out bowl, 5, oil
or grease in collector, 6, intake heater pipe, 7,
section through pipe, 8, carburetor.

Fender for Heavy Traffic
MO reinforce the fenders and running

1 boards, strips of brass one quarter inch
by one inch wide can be attached in the
manner shown in the appended sketch.

These strips are made for attaching to

the outer edges of the fenders and running

Above -1, is a 1/16" steel strip, 2,
piston ring compressor, 3, collar, 4, 1/4"
rod, 5, 4" nut, 6, chamfered end, 7,
?A" nut, 8, IA" rod, 9, lA" steel strip

Tightening Worn Rim Lugs
WHERE wedge type of rim
lugs wear to the extent of

being loose and squeak, these may be

tightened through the insertion of
shims of sheet metal, as shown in
the sketch, thus making the lugs
tight and keeping the tire running
true.

An ordinary piece of tin serves for
making these shims, simply cutting
strips about one inch wide, punching
a hole for the rim lug bolt and forcing it into place with the lug, which
shapes it into the space between the
rim and the wheel.
One wedge will usually suffice.
However, it is easy to add one above
another to correct excessive wear.
This repair can be made quickly,

will prove as solid as the original

lug, and one of the main advantages
is that it is applicable without delay
or cost. (Continued on page 372)

and 10, piston ring expander.

Cleaning Carburetor Air
THE upper part of the sketch is a
section typical of the usual air
purifying operation.
In the sketch it will be seen that
the air is diverted from a straight
path by a curved intake. The heavier
particles of grit are thrown against

the wall and find their way into a
bowl on the bottom of the cleaner.
This bowl is made detachable for
cleaning and is usually filled with oil

or grease to retain the grit.

A simpler means for air cleaning,
which is of use on any car having a

curved intake breather pipe to the
carburetor, is shown in the lower
section of the sketch. In this method

a slit is made in the pipe, and the
edge is forced in, to separate the
grit from the air.

Above -1, screws, 2, brass strip,

3,

reinforce

ment and rubbing strip for running board, 4,
same for fender, 5, brass screw riveted over,
6, brass screw, 7, section showing strip secured
to fender, 8, tapped holes, 9, brass strips curved
to fit fenders.
boards.

Small screws secure these solidly
in place where they serve to reinforce the
parts to prevent injury, both in traffic and
also while going into parking spaces.

Above -1, assist cord, 2, rope, 3, cloak
rope, 4, leather, 5, fabric, 6, cotton rope,
7, twine, 8, 1/8" brass, 9, screw eye, 10,
end fasteners.
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Fasten top with dowels
etnd (lue , or screws from
below
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A Small Table With
Turned Legs

blocks

Wood

Turning

See detail sheet for

patterns of end
pieces and tor

By

27

H. L. WEATHERBY

Mor ise p_oit

into foot

Fasten shelf in
place with screws

8

Article Number
Twelve In a Series

23.

1

and takes a beautiful finish with less

All dimensions of the table are given in the above drawing. See detail sheet for patterns

trouble than do most cabinet woods. Its
price is sometimes prohibitive and prob-

ably ranges from thirty to fifty cents

ANOTHER table is always welcome ; particularly when it is a
table that has so many uses as
those of the "Small Table," illustrated
this month. It will grace any room in
the house, with the possible exception
of the kitchen, and look very much as
if it "belonged." It is light and easily
carried from one room to another, as

a board -foot, depending upon locality.
Walnut is somewhat cheaper and will
be little more difficult to work. Poplar

or other substitutes, such as maple or
beech, will cost only a fraction as much

as either of the hardwoods mentioned
and will prove to be very satisfactory.
Buy your material then according to
the following list, keeping in mind that

need for a table arises. It would be an
excellent table for mother's sewing, or

these are finished sizes.
One top, 1Y2" X 15" X 25Y2".

dad's radio, or it will look well in the
living room with books and flowers on
it. and it can be used in the hall as a
telephone table. In other words, it is
just a very convenient, beautifully de-

Four legs. 1/" X 1Y4" X 23A".

One shelf, Y8" X 9%8" X 23".

Two shelf rails, 34" X 1/" X 22".

Two shelf rails, .Y3" X 1V4" X 834".
Two top ends, 1A." X 1y4." X 14".
Two bottom ends. 1y4" X 3%" X 17".

signed and well-proportioned small table.

Although listed as a turning project,
there is not a great deal of turned work
involved in its construction. What little
there is, however, is rather difficult, and
calls for the convex concave cuts explained in detail earlier in these articles,
and mentioned at that time as among
the most difficult of turning operations.
Another difficulty that will arise will be
found in the ever-present vibration that

goes along with slender work. The
readers of these articles should know
by this time, however, how to handle
long, slender pieces to secure best re-

sults, and further directions concerning
this point would he a mere repetition of
what has gone before. Great care
should be taken to secure uniform turning and well-rounded curves. A fullsize template, made of cardboard. may
be an aid in securing uniform results.

FOR furnitureof the period which
I; this table represents, nothing takes

the place of mahogany. Walnut runs a
close second, and then, lacking either of

these, a good substitute will answer if
finished.

r==111117E-i
Turned

Scraps to glue to underside of top at
ends-"glue blocks."
(Continued on page 364)
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hogany works easily, is not too hard,
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Mte,

ndg

Top

!ice9 X 23'

The Material

properly stained and

Dowels or screws to fasten top to

frame.

The completed table with turned legs is
shown in the above photograph.

14"

Shelf Rails

Ec.4 22

5zj

8

2.S

Details of the turned legs, bottom ends, top ends and shelf rails are given here.
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HOME MOVIES
How to Dress Up the Vacation Film in a
Professional Manner
Conducted by DON BENNETT
"

HE average home-made film, from the viewpoint of
Tone outside the interested circle of those in the films,
lacks one thing-interest. This interest factor covers

several details, such as

dramatic values, continu-

Mrs. Jones and I took turns making shots so that each would
appear throughout the film. Whenever an obliging stranger
could be prevailed upon, we both appeared in the scene. My
first films were just what

1 am asking you not to

editing and appropriate a nd explanatory
titles. There is usually
no direction and no actity,

make, a hodge-podge of

meaningless shots, no

thought of continuity or

Titles were
put in after the films
planning.

ing in the personal film."

"But, Mr. Jones"

The president of

the

were almost worn out
and all our friends had

7eiiIrcteknome."Cxz....me\

Rockland Movie Club

seen them. Just a waste
of money.

rose to his feet to remonstrate, "we want our
films to be personal, not

carbon copies of Hollywood's products !"

"True, Mr. Blake, but

is that any reason why

.:41,Cdr.G.

"Last summer was

N

FiD

vastly different, and this
summer I hope to improve my vacation film

92.21 .

still more.

soya

your personal films

---f'eta.'rreatfeme wave

of your films?

Fig. 1-T he above picture shows how an artistic sand title is made.

thci.tvill-Cii-o7s\A--DvtAt. Itexs tfc-\

should be inferior, lack
vitality, be dull and boring to the visitor whom
you force to sit through
an evening's exhibition
"Don't you want your

We have

planned a trip that will

last a month, motoring to

the seashore, staying
there a few days and
then going up to the
mountains. In planning
our trip. planning the
film record of it was the

second step before we

films to earn applause instead of comments that must be polite? Isn't 'Show that one

again' better than 'Very nice films, Mr. Blake'?
"If you analyze the professional photoplay, you will see it
is the reflection of life as it might be or even is really lived
by the characters of the story. True, it may be fiction, but
isn't fiction what our writers think life is, or what they want
it to be? Don't we all act, every day, in every phase of our
existence? Don't we try to 'act nature! That is what good
acting on stage or screen amounts to, the ability to be natural in the part one portrays.
"You know, I have been through all the stages of home
movies that you club members are enjoying or suffering.
When the home outfits were first put out, I filmed everything about my daily life that could be put on film. When
vacation time rolled around, my camera went with me, and

had decided on hotels or
anything else. I have with me the continuity. Would you
like to hear it?"
"Yes." "Well find fault with it." "What's a continuity?"
"I'll answer the last first. A 'continuity' is merely a plan
of what you are going to shoot. It provides the scenes and
provisional titles, but everything is subject to changes on
location. If a better shot presents itself than the one we
have planned. we shoot both and select the best one after
we have returned home. Well. here's the continuity. As I
read it, I will make comments on the handling of each scene.
Fade in)
Main title-Vacation, 1929
(Fade out)
(Fade in) Title 1-A record of our adventures and misadventures on our annual vacation.
( Fade out)
Scene 1-Fade in on our car (Continued on page 380)

O

O

Fig. 2, above, shows an example of horizontal line composition
which rovers most landscapes or flat country.

Fig. .3-Showing an example of vertical composition, mostly
found in tall buildings or trees which stand out individually.
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PRESSURE

I CONSTANT

O
The above pressure tank has an automatic pump which keeps the air in the
top of the tank at a constant pressure.
The drawing at the left shows a ther-

mechanic wishes to construct a set of

gauges from three blocks which when
used singly or in combination will give
him any integral number of inches from
one to as high as possible.

mometer thrust in boiling water. There

will be a momentary drop in the mercury column before it rises.

Scientific Problems and Puzzles
By ERNEST K. CHAPIN
as to keep the air imprisoned in the
top of the tank at constant pressure
will the volume of air in the top of

AMECHANIC wishes to con-

struct a set of gauges con-

sisting of three blocks which
when used singly or in combinations

the tank gradually increase, decrease,
or remain constant ? And why ?

of two or three placed face to face
will give him any integral num-

ber of inches from one up to as high
as possible. What should be the
dimensions of each block and what is
the maximum number of inches he
can measure with them ?

HOT water often appears milky
white as it is drawn from the
faucet. Water from the cold water
pipe seldom appears that way. What

HRUST a thermometer
boiling water and there will be a
T
momentary drop in the mercury be-

BOBBY and his daddy are in the

causes this ?

into

habit of taking a drive every

Sunday. If they travel at their usual

fore it begins to go up. Why?

Al PRESSURE tank is often used
to supply cistern water to homes.
If the pump works automatically so
Bobby and his father can motor to the
city in four hours. Bobby made the
observation that if they travel at twice
their usual speed toward town and half
that speed on the way back they would
have turned around at his uncle's house
12 miles from town, and would have
spent just four hours on the trip.

Hot water often appears milky white when
drawn from the faucet. Cold water seldom

appears this way. Below-a river flows at
the rate of 300 ft. per minute and a boy

speed they find that they can motor
to the city and back in four hours.
One day Bobby made the observation that if they had traveled at twice
their usual (Continued on page 368)

walks 200 ft. per minute down stream throwing chips in the water. Another boy counts

the chips as they pass.

If a toboggan slide were shaped like an
inverted cycloid, which toboggan would

reach the bottom first, one that starts
at the top, as at A, or one that starts
half way from the top, as at B?
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Experiments With Acetic Acid
By DR. ERNEST BADE, Ph. D.
An Interesting Field of Entertainment is Offered to the Amateur Chemist in this Article

end of the receiver is connected to a calcium chloride tube.
Moisture must be excluded and the free end of the calcium
choride tube should lead to the fume cupboard to take care of
the hydrochloric acid gas given off during the reaction. Cool
the flask with ice cold water as the phosphorous trichloride is
slowly added to the acetic acid. Then slowly heat the water
bath to 40° or 50° C and keep at this temperature until no
more gas is given off and two layers of liquid collect in the
distilling flask. Then heat the water to boiling and the upper
layer of acetyl chloride will pass over. To purify the acetyl
chloride redistill, keeping the temperature of the thermometer
in the flask between 50° and 58° C. The same precautions
should be taken to keep out moisture by using a calcium chloride
tube.

The acid chloride has a pungent odor and fumes in

the air.
When water comes in contact with acetyl chloride, hydrochloric acid is formed while the original acid remains behind,
heat being generated at the same time. This is shown by

Prepare a flask for distillation with a dropping funnel
shown above. Twenty-four c.c. of acetic acid are
placed in the flask and 12 ex. of phosphorus tri
chloride in the funnel.

as

adding a few drops of acetyl chloride to 5 cc of water. I f
equal quantities, about 2'4 cc of acetyl chloride and ethyl
alcohol are mixed under cold running
water, and if y2 cc of water is added and

mixed, still keeping the test tube cold,

ethyl acetate will separate if made weakly

alkaline with sodium hydroxide or the
addition of a little common ordinary
table salt. Acetanilide is formed when
1
cc of acetyl chloride is slowly added
to 1 cc of aniline, cooling the test tube

ALARGE number of different kinds
of chemicals and raw products for

the industries are obtained with

the aid of acetic acid. Although the acid

itself is more or less weak in character
when compared to mineral acids, it is
one of the strongest organic acids and
as such it combines with a large number of other substances, transforming
them into new products of great value.
The addition of a halogen and more
especially of chlorine, since this is the
cheapest on a commercial scale and is
therefore used most extensively, changes
the acetic acid into the acid chloride also

as the addition is being made.
The
acetanilide then separates out in plates
on the addition of 5 cc of water. This
chemical may be purified by recrystalizing from boiling water.
The organic anhydrides may be considered as two molecules of an acid from
which a molecule of water has been re-

moved.

i&A

!Bove are some crystals of acetanilide
known as acetyl chloride. This is prethey appear through a microscope.
pared by using two distilling flasks, the
larger one holding 24 cc of glacial acetic
acid while the drop funnel, which holds 12 cc of phosphorous
trichloride, leads to the acetic acid. This flask also connects
to a condenser and a distilling flask as a receiver. The open

as

They are prepared from the
acid chlorides and the sodium salts of
the same acids. By taking the sodium
salt of one acid and the acid chloride of

In order to make cellulose acetate, some cotton is pressed into a
flask and 20 c.c. of acetic acid, 6 c.c. of acetic anhydride and a
drop or two of sulphuric acid are added.

another a mixed anhydride is prepared. Acetic anhydride, the
simplest member of the series has a pungent odor but does

not fume in the air.
The receiving flask used in the first experiment shauld
be placed in boiling water and the distillate redistilled
as shown.

The anhydrides have a higher boiling
point than the acids.
Acetic anhydride is prepared by fusing sodium acetate and
powdering quickly and placing in

a

(Continued on page 3691
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EXPERIMENTS
WITH

STATIONARY WAVES
By ER_NEST K. CHAPIN
FASCINATING experiments can easily be per-

formed with simple apparatus. A motor, a flat metal
il
spring, a piece of string and a coil spring are all that are

needed to produce stationary waves or points of no
vibration, called nodes. Complex vibrations in long
springs and stationary waves in coil springs can all be
demonstrated as described below.

ELECTRIC
WALL OUTLET

ECCENTRIC PIN
1", OR LESS,
OFF CENTER

FLAT SPRING OR
CORSET STAY
MAPLE PIN
SOAKED IN

RHEOSTAT

PARAFFIN
(((((((((((((',1(1(404,1

114SPRING
'Wet' ottt t
el

01

mop

;,(CAll

4/01'71

FIG. 1

VISE
MOTOR

BLOCK OF
HARD MAPLE

FIG. 2

.1.04111

'sells 4114(1111 resoles
COILED BRASS)
SPRING

B

HOLD SPRING
WITH FINGER

FIG. 4
HOLD END OF STRING HERE
ADJUST TENSION TO GET

FIG. 3

STATIONARY WAVES WITH ONE,
TWO OR MORE SEGMENTS

In the above illustration Fig. 1 shows an arrangement for producing

stationary waves in a flat metal spring while Fig. 2 shows three
rods which vibrate as shown in Fig. 3.

NYONE with a small electric motor can perform some

fascinating experiments with stationary waves. Fig. 1
shows the arrangement which will produce excellent stationary waves in a flat metal spring. The motor moves a bar
back and forth through a hole in a block of hard wood. The
pin, in turn, transmits periodic impulses to two or three metal
springs clamped in a vise at the edge of the table.

If the motor is started slowly, and its speed gradually increased by means of a sliding rheostat, it will be found that at

Fig. 4 shows how the same apparatus can be used to produce stationary waves in a coil spring and also in a stretched cord. The
points marked N are called nodes and appear stationary.

first none of the springs vibrate appreciably. At a certain
critical speed. however, if reached, the longest spring, A, will
begin to vibrate vigorously while the others still appear undis-

turbed. Increasing the motor speed will cause A to stop vibrat-

ing but will soon bring B into response. At still higher speed
C will vibrate while the other two springs are practically quiet
or else are vibrating in one or more segments as shown in Fig.

With proper adjustment of the motor speed the longest
spring may be made to vibrate in (Continued on page 369)
3.
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Simple glider can be built at
home by young boys at a low
cost of construction

This GLIDER

SINCE writing my article on the sport plane powered
with the "Chevrolet" automobile engine, I have received numerous requests to present an article on

glider construction.

20

Alai

glider.

Then again-it has larger lifting surface with smaller size
of ship as a whole, and the construction is the last word in

IVA 1&e./ t

POSITIONED TO ATTAIN F2. -3

PERFECT pALANCE

simplicity.

Each wing (fore and aft) is built up in one

panel, being a complete unit and interchangeable at both
positions (fore and aft).
No movable controls are employed, control being effected
by shifting the body. This not only saves labor and weight,

4

PILOTS WEIGHT HERE

In choosing the tandem "type, we find many advantagesshort span eliminating many brace wires-greater strength
-much simpler construction, as you will find by comparing
these drawings with biplane or the regular monoplane type.
The machine may be said to be tailless, as the fuselage sides
at the rear section are covered to act as a rudder or fin
surface, and the rear wing acts as the stabilizer and our
glider is more stable than the usual biplane or monoplane

Id 0"
CP

August, 1929

-7 -2* -6"-+-2.-3.-1-1 SIDE VIEW

but adds to the simplicity of the whole, and the body -shifting
method is very effective in a small plane.
Many sustained flight records have been set in a tandem
glider of this type, but this particular glider is not designed
for such work; simply for the boy to step between the lon-

I- 2.-0'1

gerons, lift ship up and run down hill into the teeth of a
steady breeze till the glider lifts him from the ground and

CcIDIAGONALS
AT 1 -2 -3 -4

T

he literally slides down hill on a cushion of air.

More will be said of the methods of flight and of precautionary methods-things to do and things that you should
never do with a self-respecting glider and yourself.
Now for the material layout.

FRONT
NOTCHED FOR TRAILING EDGE WIRE

Construction

CP
DATUM

RIB

SPREADER

3' 0"
RIB

I

LINE

12"-H

WING BEAM

A side view of the glider together with details of the fuselage
top, rib, and fuselage bottom are given above.
In accordance with SCIENCE AND INVENTION'S wishes,
and along with my own views on the subject, I have decided
to present at least one such article for amateur builders for
the following reasons.
Many a lad from the ages of 12 years to 16 years is imbued with the desire to build a glider, and while enjoying the

incomparable sport gliding affords, he will receive very

valuable experience both in the construction and flight ends
of the game, but is discouraged at the high technicality and
cost of such a venture as presented in most articles of this kind.
It is my desire in writing this, the first of my articles, to
assure the youthful builder that a real glider may be built
both simply and cheaply by the average 12- to 16 -year -old
lad-and it is boys of this age that are most interested. At

this age the boy is just becoming imbued with a burning

desire to fly, and naturally the glider offers his best possible
chance of realizing his ambitions.

So this first article is presented solely for the lad of 12

to 16 years, the substance of the same being a non -technical

and simple description of how to build a small glider at

least cost and with least labor.
This glider is really small, but as complete for flight presents approximately 92 sq. ft. of lifting surface, and as the
glider weighs under 50 lbs., and is designed for a live load

averaging 100 lbs., the total flight load will not exceed
150 lbs., giving a square foot load factor of less than 2 lbs.

per sq. ft.
This glider is purposely designed of small size, expressly

for the boy, and while it may be flown successfully by a
heavier person, the flight speed would have to be faster to

make up for the heavier wing -loading and the landing speed
might easily be dangerous. So if you happen to be out of

this class, do not be disappointed, as my next article will
deal with a larger glider for youths of 18 to 20 years, or
average weight of 125 to 175 lbs.

FIRST make certain that all material is of the highest
grade. All fittings are of mild carbon steel, bolts semi -

hard, and all lumber straight -grained spruce, free
knots.

Material Lay -out

4 Wing beams, 12' X /I." X 1%"
14 Wing beam spreaders. 3' x 34" X
26 Wing ribs, 4' 2" X 74." X 34"
4 Fuselage longerons, 10' X 34" X 34"
5 Fuselage longeron diagonals, 10' X 34" X 34- (To
be cut for verticals and diagonals)
150 ft. No. 16 guy wire-steel piano wire
1' X 1' X 1/16" Sheet steel-mild carbon or cold rolled.
Bolts-'so-called stove bolts.
Miscellaneous

10 yards cloth-good grade sheeting or muslin
Dope-boiled starch and water
Varnish-optional

Tacks-ordinary small tinned carpet tacks for leading

edge.

Sew cloth to trailing edge wire and sew loop around rib
and then cloth every 6" along each rib to hold cloth to rib
form when in flight. Ordinary store string will suffice
for this.

Spruce, and good spruce, must be used for framing to

insure the utmost rigidity with the minimum of weight.
The balance of material has been selected mainly for easy
accessibility and economy to the youthful builder.
In constructing the wings, lay two wing beams 12' long
on flat floor surface spaced exactly 3' apart, and squarely
aligned.

Measure off and mark every two feet, including the beam

ends.

Lay the spreaders for the wing, which are 3'XY4."X4,4",
across beams at these positions, drill for and bolt firmly with
3/16" stove bolts, washered both under the head and nut.

Draw just tight enough not to rupture spreader ends or

weaken main beams.

Ribs are 4' 2" strips TA"Xg" and are nailed (and glued)

with small brads about 72" long, arching the ribs when
attaching so that the completed wing has a curvature of

CFP.
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Easy to Build

By

George A. Gerber

a canvas seat perhaps sewed around the lower longerons or
a built-up arm rest attachment may be used. The builder
must suit his taste here, remembering to keep the general
safety factor high and not adding extra weight which may
prevent his glider from flying. The two sides of the fuselage
are built upon a flat surface floor, and then the top, bottom,
and plane spreaders and bracings are built in.

approximately 4" at its deepest pOint midway between the
two beams, and this 4" camber being from top surface of
rib to datum line, as illustrated.
This arching is easy because the spreaders hold the beams
rigidly in position and once arched and attached, the ribs
maintain this curvature.
It is a good plan to wrap each rib attachment point with
several turns of "store" string and daub with glue.
The drawings make the construction quite clear.
The two ribs in each wing (both wings are built
up exactly alike) are cut away at longeron position,
permitting the finished wing to be bolted directly to
the fuselage longerons.
The trailing edge is made by stretching the No.

16 piano wire along the trailing tip of each rib,

which has been notched slightly to receive it, and is

attached with light tin and -brads, or any other
method which may suggest itself to the builder.

Do not stretch this trailing edge wire so tight

that it will break the ribs when cloth is doped and
shrinks taut.
It is a good plan to.run a diagonal brace from
the trailing tip of the outside ribs to the rear beam
at the second rib attachment position to stiffen the

outside ribs against collapse from strain of the

cloth shrinking against the wire edge.
Cover the wings with sheeting or muslin, stretch
nicely and uniformly to remove wrinkles, but not
drum -tight. Cover top surface of wing only.
Tack at leading edge, sew to wire trailing edge,
and sew loops around the ribs and through cloth
at 4" intervals along the rib chord to insure the cloth holding
to the rib when supporting the load in flight.
At greater expense regular wing dope may be used, but
the most economical means of air -proofing the fabric is to

Make all joints tight or. a "wobbly" fuselage will be the
result.

The wings are set with beams directly on longerons,

drilled through and bolted with 3/16" stove bolts.
Be sure and keep all wing surfaces of uniform curve, and
carefully measure the attachment position to fuselage, or a
perfectly balanced glider cannot be obtained.

"dope" with a boiled -starch solution which mother will

probably help you make.
The starch should be boiled just enough to become a light

paste, and it is spread on
lightly with a paint brush.
Two coats should suffice,
and one coat will do nicely
if put on evenly. This is
not a weather-proof finish
and the

glider

cip

FRONT VIEW

must be

housed from rain and gen-

AT

eral dampness.

101

The fuselage is built up

truss

style,

using

AI D ERRS

AS

120

1/16

fibre for plates, glued, and
nailed with A X 18 brads.
Study the drawings carefully and you will learn
more than I could write in

weight and by careful adjustment alignment may be
attained without their use.
.weight in

111111111
N°16 WIRE

TRA LING EDGE

matter of your workmanship.

BRACE

TOP VIEW

be

flight

position

without any noticeable sagging of wings with the
plane carefully blocked up
at wire fitting points on
wing.

The upper wires are to

prevent the wings sagging
downward when the plane

1-12T2:1

The fuselage is square in
section with the pilot's posi-

is at rest and must be nearly

tion midway between the

as tight as the lower wires

approximate center pressure

to insure rigidness.
upper wiring "V's"

average of the two wings,
this position being found

The

(in-

are made up of
g"xg." spruce with fit-

verted)

by testing.
The usual method of
pilot's body suspension is to

Perhaps the builder may
have his own ideas on this;

steel fitting to receive same.
Turnbuckles may be used
to line up the parts, but add

Brace wires should

assembly. You must use
plenty of caution in the

lower longerons so the body
weight rests on the longerons under the armpits.

which has been attached a

tight enough to take pilot's

hours as regards general

hang the arms over the

The wing trussing, as
plainly illustrated, runs from
lower fuselage "V's" to
beam spreader bolts, to

tings

to

attach to wing

beams with A" stove bolts
A front and top view appear above.

The completed glider
feet 6 inches long and twelve feet Wide. Spreaders
are placed at intervals of two feet. The wire trailing edge is
made from number 16 piano wire. The fusilage is square in
section. The wing trussing runs from the lower fuselage "V's"
measures

11

to beam -spreader bolts.

and 3/16" bolt at upper

junction with fittings to
take landing wires.
Plying wire fittings at

fusel age "V's" Tun to
(Continued on page 375)
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Sport Plane

Single -Passenger Airplane of Proven Performance Has a Ceiling of 7,000
Feet and a Speed of 100 Miles an Hour When Powered by a 30 -Horsepower Motor
T is with great

-

pleasure that we
introduce our read-

.x,1 !germ., yor

ers herewith to the

\

greatest of all sports
today, that of flying.
Thanks to the great advances made in the designing and building of

easily constructed aircraft, Young America
doubtless will soon be
winging its way over

I;211

THE CONSTRUCTOR*
How to Build Your Own Airplane
C,iiing

This Ilona...mac 5;nile hts.ertger Sport Mot of Prose. Perforn,t. If,.

of WO Miles Pt, llour with 30 II. P. Engine.

i

7,01/0 to,,, and a Socvd

price is about $1.250.00,

and if a standard 28
h.p. two -cylinder engine is substituted, the
plane ready to fly will

cost considerably less,

while the plane parts
complete

without any

engine but with mount-

ing for engine cost
about $500.00.

the countryside. There

This little sport plane
is very economical, and
will fly thirty-five miles

fields in most locations,

used.

man who builds or buys
such a plane as the one
described here can take

250 miles with one

obtain a

is interesting to note

are sufficient flying

per gallon of gasoline

so that if desired the

of this sport plane

The flying range
is

loading of fuel, and it

can climb at the rate of
800 ft. per minute. It

flying lessons and thus

first-hand

knowledge of the "feel
of the air." By practising with the plane

that the designers have

field, allowing the plane

of the plane. when

figured on a factor of

safety throughout of
eleven;

and taxying over the

to rise a short distance
and then landing again,
flying knowledge c a n
be obtained at f i r s t
hand. We recommend,
however, that whenever
possible, the services of

a competent pilot be

obtained in order that

he inspect the machine

before any flights are
taken, to see that it is
sufficiently strong in

each part

We Were Three Years Ahead of Time!

properly constructed

el UR readers have shown such an interest in the article dealing
V with home -built planes that we are reprinting the construction
details of a sport airplane which originally appeared in the July
and August, 1926, issues of this publication. Part of the page
bearing the article as previously presented is shown herewith. The
design of this Lincoln sport plane still remains top notch and de-

times stronger than

notes the care and judgment exercised by the editors in their

original choice of this particular plane design from which many
planes have been successfully built and flown. Blueprints are
available.

all of its parts, especially if the craft is home built. Also he
will give you all the pointers you should know before ever
trying to rise from the ground. This includes such instruc-

tion as always starting off or landing into the wind. We
have not the space here to give a course in flying, and the
people who sponsor this sport plane and who supply all the

parts, engines, propellers, as well as the complete plane.
ready to fly if so desired, also furnish a low-priced practical
home study course in aeronautics. The complete blueprints,
as furnished by the builders of this famous sport plane, cost
a nominal sum, and orders will be filled by the publishers of

this magazine without any extra charge above the prices
quoted by the manufacturer.

Engine and Speed Data
This little sport plane is of very beautiful lines and has
attained a speed of one hundred miles per hour, its usual
maximum speed being rated at 90 m.p.h., with a cruising
speed of 75 m.p.h. Its landing speed is 35 m.p.h., which is
quite safe, all these speeds being obtained with the Anzani
three -cylinder 30-35 h.p. engine. This engine will cost

several hundred dollars, but it is one of the finest makes for
aircraft that is available today. Another engine is the
Lawrence, 28 h.p., two -cylinder type, and this with propeller
is fairly cheap. Quite a creditable performance can be
obtained with this sport plane utilizing a common motorcycle
engine. There are a number of other light airplane motors
on the market, and of course these could be fitted without a
great deal of trouble. To those interested in assembling the
complete plane with Anzani motor, it may be said that the

and assembled, is eleven

necessary to stand the

given load and strain.
It will be seen by inspecting t h e drawings

herewith that the span
of the plane is 20 ft.,

which means that it
can be stored in a very

small hangar. The

wings are covered with
grade A linen, or airplane cloth; which should receive five
coats of nitrate dope, and they are then finished with two
coats of Valspar varnish. There are a number of books
available in public libraries or from publishers which contain information on how to cover the wings and apply the
nitrate dope, but the course mentioned above is strongly recommended if you have had no experience in building aircraft before. In the next installment special drawings made
by our own draftsman will show just how to build the wings
and cover them with the linen cloth. It is an interesting
process, this coverings of the wings, and the method of sewing the cloth to the ribs will be shown in the forthcoming
drawings in the September number.

Details of Construction
There are many new features found in this little craft,

and by the removal of seven bolts the plane may be dismantled and made ready for crating or storage within thirty minutes. The entire tail unit is of welded steel tubing construction. The stabilizer is of symmetrical camber and detachable, while the rudder and the tin are built into the fuselage,
so that there is a small tin exposed on the underside to which
is attached the tail skid, this also being of steel and resting
on the usual shock absorber cord.
The undercarriage is of steel tube construction with
through axle. The struts are streamlined with basswood;
20"X4" wheels are used. Span of axle is 4% ft. WingsThe webs of the ribs are basswood with the usual lightening
holes, while the capstrips are of spruce. Spars are of the
routed I-beam sections, also of ( Continued on page 372)
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Sport Plane Details
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GOOD FITTING JOINT AND GLUE.

NO. 14 WIRE

14 DIA.--

4 REQUIRED
2'

RUDDER

- WIRES

SPARS

i

AILERON PULLEY

6.

TOP WING A'
ATTACHMENT

STA 3

STA.4

REAP SPAR --

o

ELEVATOR
WIRES

TO N STRUT

1/47 DIA BOLTS--

346 X'/4. DOWEL

TUBE

FUSELAGE
NOSE PLATE

SCALE IN FEET OF

LONGEROti

7/Sx

-PLAN VIEW ASSEMBLY
OF PLANEFINISHED PROPELLER
TO 8E PURCHASED

ASSEMBLED PLANE

The above drawing shows in considerable detail the top and
front views of the two -passenger sport plane described in the
accompanying article. The plane has a ceiling of 7,000 feet and

It is advised that one of the motors mentioned in the text be used,

as a three- or four -cylinder engine is far superior to the usual

two-cycle motorcycle engine. The control features are simple
a speed of 100 miles an hour when powered with a 30 -horsepower and will be illustrated and described in the September issue of
engine. A motorcycle engine can be used by the builder in order
this magazine. A complete set of blueprints will soon be availto keep the cost as low as possible.
able from the Blueprint Department.
(Continued on next page)
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Side View and Details
of Wing Ribs, Engine
Mounting Plate and I

Details for Sport Plane

Strut

(Continued from previous page)

I6'0
GAS TANK

RUDDER

-SIDE VIEW

OF PLANE-.

NCI. 14 WIRE

ELEVATOR

LON GERONS
7/8. X 1/8.

LANDING GEAR VEE

M1%111111111,

161

,"

BEND ON DOT AND
DASH LINES

TOP SIDE

I
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE,
TOP WING - I 1/2°, AND
OF BOTTOM WING - 0°
ALL MATERIAL IN I

2'

STRUT- SPRUCE.

141 DiAES.

'FOUR COATS OF SPAR
VARNISH WHEN
COMPLETED.

EQUALLY -SPACED

I STRUT

ASSEMBLY
TWO REQUIRED
TAKE CARE TO.
GET GOOD JOINTS
FOR GLUE.
ie. HOLES

,,

GRAIN OF
FILLING ON
SIDES OF_

3/1i DIA.

121

PLATES
REQUIRED

HEAD

-...
!

TURNBUCKLES

FUSELAGE NOSE PLATE
AND ENGINE MOUNTING
FOR ANZANI 3 CYLINDER
MAKE ONE. NQ.I2 GAUGE.

'-&

Isf
STAGGER

-HEAD FOR

BOTTOM END

OF I STRUT -

30-35 H. P. MOTOR

END

VIEW

GRAIN

2 ,REQUIRED
SPRUCE

-HEAD FOR
TOP END OF

meo

SECTION A -A
c
16

STRIP V24 WIDE X
THICK. NAILED AND
GLUED TO BOTH
SIDES OF WEB.

A

I STRUT -

END
VIEW

SIDE VIEW
STRIP I* WIDE X
1/1; TH. NAILED
AND GLUED TO

WEBir

BOTH SIDES OF

8

I

END
VIEW

2 REQUIRED

GRAIN

SPRUCE

- WING SECTION -U. S. A 27
.

MAKE OF SPRUCE. BASSWOOD
OR WHITE PINE
Ae.e

8

1/4. DIA.

STEEL TUBE

In the above illustration a side view of
together with
details of the wing ribs, engine mounting plate and I strut, are
given. The mounting plate for the engine is made of steel, and

for motors other than the Anzani three -cylinder, 35 -horsepower
engine a different design will have to be made by the constructor.
The engine mount should be guyed securely.

The axle supporting the landing wheels is resiliently mounted on
the landing gear vees by wrapping %-inch airplane rubber band
around the bottom of the vee frames and the axle. The propeller
cannot be built by the amateur with any degree of accuracy and
should therefore be purchased. The method of covering the
wings will be given next month.
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How to Build a Small
OUTBOARD BOAT
A Sixteen -Foot Family Boat That Is

I ,,..,.,.--,---`:',----...,.-^
:

Capable of Being Used for a Wide
Variety ?f Purposes

--'''-:',.,::,-,-...4..ti.:

, ter_
1

-k

-,-..6,-,..,_

--,t

By William F. Crosby
Our Marine Editor

pROBABLY the chief reason why the outboard-engined
type of small boat is so popular is because of its simplicity of construction and because there is no special
trick required to install the engine. The design presented
herewith is no exception to this rule, and if anything it is
indeed easier to build than most of the others.
This particular boat is sixteen feet in length with a beam
of five feet and is constructed along the simplest lines possible. There are two planks on each side and five or six on
the bottom. There are three frames to make, a stem and the
transom or stern. The

interior arrangement

cross sections in Figure 1, and laying off the measurements
from this point down and from a center line out. Every

dimension is given for the work and there should be no
difficulty.

As each frame is drawn in at full size on the floor, arrange the material for the frame so that the edge comes
three-quarters of an inch in and parallel to these pencil lines.
The three-quarters of an inch is deducted on account of the
thickness of the planking. The vertical half of the frame
butts up against the horizontal section and the two are held
together with a bracket
in t h e corner. These

may be made to suit the
builder either with two

STEM

of wood should be

nailed across the two

tops of the vertical
frames in order to

forward deck and the
conventional runabout
arrangement. For general purposes, such as

make them firm. These

pieces are removed

after the boat is

fishing and summer

with an arrangement

curely screwed in place

and a temporary piece

or three seats arranged
across the hull or, if
you desire, with a short

camp work, it might be
,better to leave the hull
without a deck and

brackets should be se-

This illustration shows how the bottom and side planking is put
on the boat frame.

much like those used in an ordinary rowboat.
The first thing to do is to make the frames. By referring
to the drawings, it will be seen that these are numbered from
one to four and, since there are no curved surfaces, it will
not be necessary to do any steam bending. In Figure 1 we
have the dimensions for the various frames. These should
be laid off full size on a fairly flat floor. This is done by
arranging a datum line to work from, as indicated over the

planked and the cross

seats are added.

The boat should be
built upside down, as
shown in Figure 7. The frames are erected exactly four
feet apart and, since the floor now becomes the datum line,
each frame is raised off the floor the dimension as given in
Figure 1. Thus the upper end of frame 1 will be 4 inches,
the upper end of frame 2 will be 6 inches and so on, clear
of the floor. Each frame must be securely blocked and
braced in position.

In Figure 4 will be seen a detail of the stem, which is

quite easy to make provided one has a fairly
sharp chisel. This is erected four feet ahead

of frame 1, and is so arranged that it has a

STEM

slope of three inches as shown. The transom
is

41- 3,,

4

fitted directly over frame 4, and in this

particular case, after the transom is in place,
the corner brackets to hold the two sections
of the frame together may be removed. The

center of the transom may have to be cut

away a little to permit the outboard motor to
set down low enough. This is shown in the

section on the extreme left-hand side of
Figure 1.

The sharp angle formed by the upper and
lower frames is known as the chine, and it
should be reinforced with a light strip of
wood which runs all the way from bow to
stern. This will prevent leaks and make a
much stronger job. Along the upper edges
of the vertical frames another piece is run

fore and aft throughout the length of the
This is called a clamp and is used to
reinforce the hull at this point. It is nailed
to each frame as is (Continued on page 378)

boat.

This drawing shows the principal dimensions'of the boat frame.
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Water

a

When all boats are completed

TILLER

STEERING ROPE

STEERING WHEEL

SEAT BACKS

HAND HOLE

Connect the two forward hulls by

two cross timbers 6 ft. 4 in.

hi:Re:WOE? OREN

IIEMEILi Ken

111=fi153

:

they should be assembled as shown.

the hulls 2 ft. apart and parallel.
clamping cross timbers to them by
U irons bolted to the hull sides.

C?

minas& ;EAR
I

Pffillffs:4

Steering Arrangement

b.-1411LPtaa"..2 EIStal

STEERING BOAT

CROSS BEAMS

I"PLANK

STEERING

ARRANGE the

steering hull
slightly different as shown.

EYE BOLT

4-0

PLAN VIEW

The tiller is bolted to the stern end

SEAT BACK

PIVOT

STEERING
WHEEL

so that 2 feet of it project out on
each side. A steel arc should then
be fastened to the tiller and under
the riding deck where the tiller will
oscillate when steering. Grease
these plates when assembling. The
arrangement of the pivot bolt is

STEERING
DRUM

EYE BOLT
TILLER

w

MOM

in

length -2 x 4 laid on edge. Spread

CROSS
L

STEERING BOAT

FIN

BACK BONE

0"

16' 0"

itTE

BEAM

MIIIM

BOW

shown in detail.

A fin should then be attached
with angle irons to the center of
the bottom of the steering boat.
Make this fin of straight grained

BOAT

SIDE ELEVATION

hard wood.
The body plank is 16 feet long by
18 inches wide of rigid, hard wood
1A inches thick. Bolt a backbone

AIR PROPELLER
SEAT BACK

STEERING WHEEL

of the same stock to the underside
and drill a hole to fit over the pivot
bolt where indicated.

I "PLANK
TILLER

CROSS BEAM

The steering gear is a flanged

wooden drum, through which pastes

STEERING BOAT

a 2 ft. length of pipe for the shaft.
A steering rope is wound several
times about the drum and fastened
to the tiller ends to complete this

FIN

FRONT ELEVATION

arrangement.
The side view and elevation
sketches show exactly how the bobsled will appear when fully assem-

This illustration shows the plan, side and front views of a marine bob -sled. Dimensions
are also given. This water sled will provide a source of endless amusement.

SLIPPING over calm water at a breath -taking speed in
this marine bob -sled is enough to intrigue even the
most ardent lover of winter sports. With a powerful
enough equipment it will attain all the speed desired and
with perfect safety to the passengers. Considering its size
and carrying capacity such a water craft can be built for a
sum well within the limits for the home constructor.
The bob -sled consists of three hulls supporting a narrow
deck or platform upon which all the load is carried. Their
arrangement is such that there is every factor for safety
from capsizing and everything is kept dry while under

bled. Adjust all moving parts so
just enough movement is allowed for easy working but no
more. All fastenings such as U irons and bolts must be
made as rigid and solid as possible.
The seat backs are merely plain boards braced at a convenient angle but hinged so they can be folded to the deck
when desired. Just forward of the steering wheel can be
placed the tie-up eyebolt or cleat.
When fully completed give all exposed parts a final coat
of paint and paint all iron work with non -corrosive material
and varnish seat backs, etc., if desired.

Mounting the Engine

full speed.

The two forward hulls should be built exactly alike and
after the dimensions shown. Cut one side as a pattern and
then cut the others from it. Use g inch clear pine or cedar
stock. First lay two sides parallel, bottom up on a level
floor. Then nail in the bow and stern pieces 1 ft. 10y2 inches

long, and plank over them after inserting the ribs 2 ft. apart
as indicated. Bottom boards should be beveled slightly to
take the caulking but deck boards can be laid snug. Nail
securely into every rib and countersink the heads. Plane off
all bulges in planking surface, sandpaper smooth and then

paint both inside and out with at least two coats of good
paint. Spread white lead under all seams. Then cut out
the hand holes indicated and fashion a tight -fitting plug.
These holes are for pumping out water that may leak in
and keeping the hulls clear of such weight.
The steering or stern boat is built in precisely the same
manner except for the slight difference in dimensions.

THE power plant can consist of any light weight auto -

mobile en-

gine developing
around 20 H. P.

and capable of
2,000 R. P. M.
As engines dif-

fer in size,

shape, etc., no
definite install-

ing measure-

SHAFT
AIR
PROPELLER

THRUST WASHERS

BUSHINGS

PIPE

Ikr1::::17 '

FLANGE
FRAME OF PIPE
OR ROUND IRON

f 4Ig.

1i ii hi

SPROCKET
RADIATOR

CHAIN
FORWARD

, IIIILIKrli 'as I
11,

BRACE

MIS liflL

GAS TANK

4CYL.ENGINE

PLANK

GAS LINE

ments can be
given but will

Above is

worked out by

devise a different plan should his engine

have to be
the builder. The

ENGINE BED

merely a suggestion for the
mounting of the engine. The builder can

make it necessary.
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Bob -Sled

By L. B. Robbins

suggested mounting is, however.

adaptable to any ordinary auto
engine and can be built to suit your
particular requirements.

BOTTOM RIB

running through a pipe with

60"J/
SIDE OF STEERING BOAT (2)

4.-0"

TILLER

COLLAR I

FASTENING FOR STEERING BOAT
HOLE FORiICOTTER

COUNTERSUNK

013 /I t E

STRAP IRONS

_T__.1

-

S 0"

-No

PIVOT BOLT

FLAT STEEL TRACK ON
TILLER & UNDER PLANK

(2)

*"3 7.-0"

TILLER

This shows how the hulls which support the narrow deck or platform are built, and gives
the arrangement for steering the vessel. Passengers are kept dry even at full speed.

The engine is started by adjusting the controls and rock ing the propeller. Keep clear of it at all times when in
motion. When under full speed avoid making too short
turns. It is a tremendous strain on all fittings and hulls.
It is much better to slow down and take a wide turn when ever possible.

Q TEERING is accomplished by means of a wheel placed
in the forward part of the sled. A rope passes from the
wheel to either
side of the tiller.

0

BUSHING

ENGINE
BED

LANK

END VIEW OF FRAME

Details for the construction of the engine
bed, the making of the seats and the backbone are given in the illustration here.

be adjusted so that they work freely. Do not allow too much
play. The side view and elevations serve to give the builder
an idea of the appearance of the finished bob -sled.

Second-hand, lightweight engines for the power plant
can be bought cheaply. One developing about fifteen to

twenty horsepower at a speed of 2,000 revolutions per
minute should be chosen. A mounting suggestion for the

engine is given here. It is regretted that no definite details
can be given for the mounting, but as engines vary greatly
in size and shape such a procedure is obviously impossible.

The engine installation will have to be figured out by the

Additional Details

SEAT BACK

STEERING ARRANGEMENT

5 0"

holes.

IRAC

TO BOTTOM OF DRUM

DETAIL OF FIN

cutting off the engine in case of emerge ncy.
Soak up the hulls by anchoring the b ob-sled in shallow
water a few days, then pump them dry through the hand -

401,,HINGE

FLANGE BOLTED

DRUM

The Controls

PIPE

PLANK
TO TILLER

on
the propeller is centered
its hub. No wobbling should occur.
If it does, make exact centering
adjustment by means of the flange
bolts holding it to the hub.

!

WASHERS

PIVOT BOLT

the propeller will turn over from
1,500 to 1,800 R. P. M. See that

9_0-

HEEL

STEEL DISK

supplementary

BACKBONE
.;BRACE
BACK

C-0"

SIDE OF BOW BOATS (4)

the engine running maximum speed

I

IRON (8)

-2

7

braces are also needed forward to
take up the torsion produced by the
propeller thrust at high speed. The
illustrations show this arrangement
in detail. The driving sprockets
from motor shaft to propeller shaft
should be of such a ratio that with

plank to the driver's seat behind
the steering wheel. Also install
here a supplementary switch for

'1)

FASTENING FOR BOW BOATS

\J

-t0

around 6 feet. Two such brackets
are needed to support the shaft and

GASOLINE and spark controls
should be led underneath the

_L_

BOTTOM

DETAIL OF BOAT CONSTRUCTION

a

cr

HOLES

DECK RIB

can be satisfactorily made as the
diagram indicates. They are constructed triangular in shape and of
galvanized piping to straddle the
engine bed and are bolted to the
plank. The height depends upon
the propeller length which will be
Two

BOAT

SIDE

bushing in each end. The brackets

bearings.

suit'

BOW PIECE

The engine bed consists of two
heavy timbers bolted to the deck
plank to suit the crankcase shape
of the engine.
The propeller shaft is 1 in. steel

*U"IRON

2Z4"CROSS BEAM

DECK

The steering
gear is a wooden
drum around

which the rope
wound several times. The
is

plan drawings

give all the de-

tails of the steer-

ing arrange-

ment. All moving parts should

builder. The suggested mounting is applicable to most automobile engines and the constructor should have no difficulty
on this score. The bed for the power plant merely consists
of two heavy pieces of wood fastened to the deck.
The brackets are made from piping, preferably galvanized,

and straddle the bed for the engine. The height will be
dependent upon the propeller length chosen. The torsion
produced by the propeller thrust at high speed is taken up
by two braces placed forward. With the motor running at
high speed the propeller should turn over at 1,500 revolutions per minute at a minimum. It is important that the
propeller does not wobble but runs true. Exact centering
is necessary.

All metal which is exposed should be coated with a good
non -corrosive paint for protection against the elements.
When the sled is completed all exposed woodwork should
also be given a final coat of paint. White lead should be
pressed under all seams to assure a watertight construction.
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IT
Growing Sweet Potatoes for
Ornaments

In two or three days the roots will begin to
sprout, as shown above. The skin is cut
before placing in q.vater.

The above photograph shows the potato
after the leaves have just started to sprout.
Notice length of roots.

FEW would believe that the sweet

in a tumbler of water.

Shoots and
roots will be sent out by the tuber in
the period of two or three days. The

potato is a root. But nevertheless a
root it is, filled with starch or stored -up
energy, as one might call it, waiting to
be released under certain suitable con-

shoots will soon rise to a height of several feet. When the growing tuber is

ditions.

placed in a hanging vase an excellent

The potato, both the sweet and white
or Irish variety, is composed mainly of

house plant is formed.

starch, covered with an outer layer of
what is really cork. This layer acts as
a protective covering, preventing the

with water. It can then be fitted with a

drying out of the water contained

within and around the starch grains,

and keeps out the smaller insects which
would rob the potato of its valuable
contents.

But make a few marks so as to cut

the corky wall of the potato, and a

The shoots soon rise to a considerable
height in a few days. When placed in a

hanging vase, the shiny green leaves make
a fine house plant.

change occurs when the potato is placed

Miniature Hot -House
ASMALL hot -house can be con-

Shaving Mirror

Uses for Cans
BOTTLES containing liquids may be
kept safely out of the way by hanging them on the wall in old cans cut as

The heating tank is an old oil

can or paint can fitted in the box horizontally and packed in damp sawdust
until the box is half full. A hole is cut
in the box to admit the mouth of the
can. Strips of wood placed over the
sawdust hold the plants. A sheet of
glass is now put over the top. Where
only a moderate heat is required, the

stand made from wire or suitably suspended from the wall or ceiling.
Carrots may be grown in the same
way and form a pretty and ornamental
house plant. The green shoots contrast
pleasingly with the orange -red color of
the carrot itself. Potatoes and carrots
may be grown in the manner described
here and make fine house plants for the
winter months.-R. B. Wailes.

in

structed from a box about two and
one-half feet square and three feet
deep.

Instead of plac-

ing the potato in a glass of water, the
tuber can be hollowed out and filled

The metal may be cut with a
pair of shears. A small portion is left
intact for fastening to the wall. Many
other uses for old cans will suggest
themselves to the shop mechanic.-J.
shown.

MIRRORED SURFACE CUT AWAY 1"All AROUND
EDGE TO PERMIT LIGHT TO SHINE OUTWARD

Baker.

can need only be filled once in 24 hours.

-S. L. Bastin.

M RRORED
SURFACE

SOCKET
WOOD BASE

I

LIGHT
BULB

CORD & PLUG

A good shaving or dressing mirror for the
home can be made as shown above.

AN excellent shaving light can be

had by removing the silvered surface for a depth of one inch around the
entire margin of the mirror in the presA small hot -house caw be made with a box ent cabinet. An electric lamp is placed
and a can for hot water, which is packed in the cabinet behind the mirror.-H. R.
HOT WATER SAWDUST

in sawdust as illustrated above.

Wa'!in.

O ne

way in which old cans may be utilized
has been illustrated above.
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The illustration at t he
right shows a holder for
small objects when they

Shop
Mechanics
Glass Drill
FIRST PRIZE, $10.00
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are to be drilled in the
lathe or drill press.

DRILL PRESS

The

work is held firmly in
place and danger of personal injury is entirely
eliminated.

Lathe Holder for Small Objects
SMALL pieces of work can be held
in place for drilling in the lathe or

drill press by means of a clamp such as
that shown in the drawing. The object

CARBORUNDUM

is held in place without danger of injury to the operator. The clamp or
holder is made of metal and is adjust-

HOLDER

able. The tail stock of the lathe presses
against the back portion of the holder.
Leverage is obtained by pressing the
arm of the holder against the bed of the
lathe. When used with a drill press,
the arm is pressed against the upright

SPLIT

I or standard.-H. IF. S.

I

The above illustration shows the glass drill
made from a piece of carborundum and the
manner in which it is used.

Back Stop

ADRILL made from a piece of an
old carborundum wheel, rounded
and pointed as shown, makes an excellent drill for glass. Drawing illustrates
manner of use.-E. A. Seastrom.

Drilling Kink
10 STAGE

V lZ"-D STAGE

3.osTAG! The tendency of small pieces of wood to tilt

when being planed

overcome by
using the above expedient when planing.

The drawing above shows a method of
drilling holes accurately. Three sizes of
drills are used in the procedure.

Q MALL pieces of wood can be prevented from moving while being
planed by providing the bench with an
extra stop notched at the edge. A discarded plane iron holds stop in place.-

T N precision work it is necessary to

Valve Grinder

DRILLING

1 have

HOLE

all holes

ACCURATELY

good fit. The valve grinder is easily
made in a short time and will prove to
be an exceptionally useful tool for the
car owner.-R. Nenenschzvander.

Pipe Wrench

V. V. Johnson.

accurately drilled.

The hole is first started with a drill

point smaller than the size required and
then drilled slightly deeper with a still

A substitute pipe wrench can be made as

larger size drill point and, lastly, the

shown with an ordinary wrench and a

correct size drill point is employed.

round file placed between the jaws.

Care should be taken to choose drill

points that differ considerably in size.H. W. S.

WHEN there is no regular pipe
wrench at hand, a good substitute
can be made by employing an ordinary
wrench and a round file placed between
the wrench and pipe.-./. M. Wolfskill.

File Cleaner
AN old tooth -brush can be used for
cleaning files if it is fitted with a
copper chisel point, as shown. This is
placed near the end and serves to dis-

PRIZE AWARD

lodge the pieces of metal held in the

teeth of the file. The brush can also be

VALVE

used for this purpose on small files.-

Each month $10.00 will be given
to the contributor of the best shop

Contributor send name.

wrinkle. Shop Mechanics is a new
TOOTH SRUSH

COPPER CHISEL

A file cleaner can be made from an old
tooth -brush, changed as shown above.

rc

The above drawing shows the manner in
which a handy valve grinder can be made
from a bit and bitstock.
AVALVE grinder may be fashioned
from an old bit and bitstock. The
lips are cut off on AB, shaped as shown.

A small quantity of emery and a few
turns on the valve seat will insure a

department which first appeared in

the June issue of this magazine.
Garage men, shop workers, and
those engaged in similar occupations will find much of interest on
this page and are asked to submit

their own favorite kinks to the
editors.
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WRINKLES, RECIPES and FORMULAS
RUBBER TUBE

Reading Chair

A Silver Fluid

Trick Lung Tester

A silver fluid for silvering brass and
copper articles can be made by taking
1 oz. of precipitated silver and adding
to it Y2 oz. of potassium cyanate and 1/4
oz. of sodium thiosulphate. Put all into

a quart of water and add a little whitening. Shake before using. Apply with
a soft rag.-B. Heller.

AIR
BUBBLE

Blue Ink
Dissolve soluble Prussian blue in pure

INVERTED

water. Then add 12 grains of gum arable. Add about 12 grains of boric acid
to every ounce of water for making the
ink.-B. Heller.

GLASS

VIAL

Microscope Cement for Opaque

WATER

Objects
A good transparent

cement for
mounting opaque objects for the microscope can be made by taking 2 parts of

FLAT
PINT BOTTLE

FLASK

part of gum
isinglass and adding
arable. Then cover with proof spirits,
cork bottle loosely and place in water.
Boil till solution takes place, strain and
use.-B. H.
1

A trick lung tester can be made from a fiat
pint or half-pint bottle and a small vial or

length of glass tubing sealed at one end,
as shown. The vial is inverted quickly and

placed in the mouth of the bottle so that an
air bubble forms. Pressure on the flask

causes the vial to rise and fall, and thus
the operator can fool the audience.-E. R.
Vass.

Permanent Paper Clip

Garage or Small Kitchen
Chimney
A good way to rig up a chimney for
garage or chicken coop, or even for a
kitchen, is to use lengths of earthenware
sewer pipe. After the sewer pipe is all

Upholstered reading chairs can be equipped

with a permanent lamp, as shown. A box
made

of

insulating material is

placed

within the back of the chair and contains
the lamps. The portion of the back adjacent to the lamp box is hinged for ease
in making repairs and replacing bulbs. A

window of glass or other suitable transparent material is provided and a switch situ-

ated beneath one of the arms allows the
light to be conveniently turned on or off.

Drafting Tool Repairs

set up. wrap a number of turns of wire
around the pipe. This will prevent the
pipe from falling apart, if it checks or
cracks from the heat, but this is not
very likely to happen.-H. F. Smith.

Fireproof Match
Did you ever absent-mindedly burn
your fingers by letting a match burn
down too far? Here's a remedy. Mix
a small quantity, Y. oz. or so, of water
glass

thoroughly.

Hold

the

match

by the head and clip it in the water
to Yt inch
glass to a depth of
from the end. This, when left to dry
for a while, makes a fire -proof handle
on the match and does away with burnt
fingers.

The fire goes out when it

comes to the treated wood.-E. J. CutThe above illustration shows how papers
may be fastened together permanently with
an ordinary paper clip. Two slits are cut

in the paper.-E. R. Vass.

Joining Short Pencils

tings.

Tracing Aid

The following wrinkle will be found
very useful by those skillful at drawing
as well as amateurs. Moisten a piece
of paper with a cloth soaked in benzine.
Any picture desirable can then be traced
easily. The paper will in a short while
be restored to its original opaqueness.Frank Schmulowitz.

Drafting scales and triangles made of celluloid can be repaired with a solution made
by placing sheet celluloid in a small quantity of lacquer thinner. The repair is then
given several coats of lacquer and finished
with a file.-E. R. V.

Key -Ring Holder
BOWL

Emergency Typewriter Spring
I have found that a spring from an

G STAPLES
ONE TO EACH SIDE

old clock will make a very good substitute for the spring which is used to operate the carriage on a typewriter. It
is necessary to make a loop in the end

of the spring, and this can be accom-

Pencils that have become too short for use
may be again put into service by joining
two of them together with staple type

paper fasteners.-E. R. lass.

plished by heating the spring to take the

temper out before making the hole by
punch or drill.-Contributed by Leslie
Carpenter.

A handy key -ring holder can be made from
an ordinary tablespoon bent in the manner

shown above.-Contributor send name and
address.
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Photo Oscillator Gives Enlarged
Television Images
New Invention provides an

SCREEN

RING

improved method for throwing

MIRROR ------

the light vibrations of a neon
tube upon a screen.
ARMATURE
TO

NEON

ARECENT invention which may
be termed a photo oscillator cov-

LAMP

ELECTRO

SPRING
ARMATURE

MAGNETS

ers the production of enlarged

The light vibrations
of the neon tube may be thrown upon
a screen by means of a mirror vibrated
electro-magnetically. Figure 1 shows a
perspective view of the arrangement of

TO VOLTAGE SUPPLY

television images.

the parts used.

Construction
1kWOODEN or metal base supports

a screen of transparent or transThe light vibrations
from the neon tube connected to the

SET
OUTPUT

FIG.1

The above illustration shows a diagrammatic perspective view of the
photo oscillator. The light from the
neon tamp is focused upon a mirror

which is vibrated electro-magnetically.
The reflected beam from the mirror is
thrown upon a screen of transparent or
translucent material.

lucent material.

output of the radio receiver are focused
upon a mirror. The mirror is supported
within a ring by rods, so that it may be
rotated about its vertical axis. A pair of
uprights support the ring by means of
rods in such a manner that the ring can
be rotated about its horizontal axis. A
rod is connected with the lower part of

the ring and a rod is connected to an
arm, which in turn is connected to the

LEVER

SPRING ELECTROMAGNET
ARMATURE
AINIPAOP,OP.41,01, 4OP OP IE.

mirror, as shown in Figure 2.
A lever is pivoted between its two

Illll

ends to an arm carried by one of the
uprights and a similar lever is pivoted
to an arm carried by the other upright.
An armature is connected with the

The drawing above shows an enlarged

3I

FIG.3

ADJUSTING
SCREW

view of the means for supporting the
mirror.

image and the number of details to be
transmitted thus equals six hundred.

As they are transmitted in one -six-

teenth of a second successively, there
must be ninety-six hundred light immagnetic vibrator is shown above. The
magnets, A and B, are arranged adpulses per second. These are picked up
vibrations can be regulated by means of
jacent to the armatures. A spring conby a photo electric cell, transmitted in
the variable resistor.
nects the lower end of each lever with
the usual manner and converted back
its arm and tends to hold the lever in a
light impulses by a neon lamp at
position with its armature bearing against an adjusting the receiver. Thus, ininto
order to produce the image on the
screw carried by a post on the base. The extent of move- screen, one electro-magnet
must vibrate two hundred and
ment of the armature can be adjusted by this screw.
forty times per second and the other eight times per second.
A variable resistor connected in the circuit of each magnet The spot of light thrown upon the screen by the mirror will
permits the rate of vibration to be varied. As shown in the trace the screen in one -sixteenth of a second with thirty
schematic diagram, the circuit will be closed when the arma- .vertical lines.
course the actual number of details necesture is resting against the set screw. This screw is con- sary to produceOf
a clear image would be in the neighborhood
nected with the magnet and the armature is connected with of two hundred thousand per second. Some experimentation
the battery, but as soon as the armature is attracted by the will be necessary in calculating the angle of vibration, so
magnet the circuit is broken. The spring then brings the that the spot of light is thrown upon the screen in the correct
armature back against the set screw, again completing the manner.
circuit. The vibrations of the levers will cause the mirror
A practical manner in which to arrange the parts is in a
to rock about both its vertical and horizontal axes.
cabinet. The screen should be placed in an opening in the
lower end of each lever and two electro-

The circuit diagram of the electro-

Operation
an example of how the device operates we will choose
an image or picture which is traced by the explorer of
the sending apparatus in one -sixteenth of a second, the complete image being explored in thirty traces or lines parallel
to each other. In each trace there are twenty details of the

A!

front. The two variable resistors are also placed on the
front panel. The mirror is located in thecenter of the cabi-

net in back of the neon tube. In this way the mirror will
reflect the light from the tube to the screen at the front.
The two electro-magnets are placed in the rear part of the
cabinet. Another way of breaking the circuit of the mag-

netic vibrators consists in using a bell -crank, which dips into
a mercury cup.
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What Our

Readers' Opinions and Comments
Will Be Welcomed by the Editors

Dreams

Likes Exposes
Editor, SCIENCE ANI) INVENTION :

Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION :

I have seen in the March 4. 1929, issue of the New Fork Evening Journal a column about a seance.
Many other readers of your magazine, I am sure, will be very
pleased when we again see the familiar articles on "Seances"
and "Exposes." Why have these been so long omitted? They
were a wonderful asset to your publication.
I am very glad to be able to send the newspaper clipping. It
is small, but I'm sure that it bespeaks the praise for Mr. Dunninger that is really his.

As a regular reader of your interesting magazine, I have read
studies about dreams in it. I wish to explain a few facts, from

MILTON TRAVIN, Brooklyn, N. Y.

my own experience, and for which I have found no real explanation, although I submitted them to different people, physicians, philosophers and psychologists.

In December 1913, I was 15 years old, I saw in a peculiar
dream a part of a timber ceiling, with sacks, clothes and such
things hanging from it. The scene was dully lighted. There

were rays as though the light had come through a cloud of
steam.

This dream, or more properly vision, as there was no action,

(For some time SCIENCE AND INVENTION magazine has carried

a box, asking its readers to forward information on any swindle

or get -rich -quick scheme, and telling them that we have an
excellent department which gives information on all sorts of
treating devices, both of electrical and medical nature. Some
readers have taken advantage of this service and have gained
much valuable information and saved many dollars which would
otherwise have been spent on very obvious frauds. This publication will continue to expose all methods of flimflamming the
public whenever the evidence conclusively indicates that the

was very clear, and struck me so as not to vanish from my
memory for two or three days, then I forgot it altogether.
Eighteen months later, I was a prisoner of war in Germany.
I could not have foreseen the Great War, nor my early voluntary engagement, nor my capture by the Germans, nor the inner
aspect of a prisoners -camp barrack at night.
In any case, I
awakened one night
and I saw exactly
to the latest detail that the vision

manufacturers are guilty of perpetrating hoaxes.-Entroa.)

had seen was before my eyes. The
mist was caused by
I

Ionaco Still Being Sold
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION :

the breath of the 250
odd men sleeping in

was going to take a free demonstration of Wilshire's Ionaco.
My friend's husband's told me that he saw in one of your magazines some time ago an article concerning this same product
and that it was a fake or something like that. I did not know
whether he meant that the price was a fake or the instrument
itself was worthless. At any rate, he stated that the magazine
claimed one could be made for about $6.00.
They are charging $45.00 for them now, the former price was
$59.00 cash, but the price has come down considerably.
I would like to know if Gaylord Wilshire's Ionaco invention
does what it is supposed to do, and if it could be made cheaper.

My friend told me that he thought he could make me one for
Inasmuch as he is a telegraph operator, and I think
he is studying engineering, he ought to know something about
electrical work. I would appreciate all advice and information
on this product, because my husband thinks $45.00 is too much
money for it. A lady I met through another friend told me
that she bought a Wilshire's Ionaco and it cured her of high
blood pressure and rheumatism. I have been suffering from a
pain in my back for two years and that is why I am interested
in this apparatus.
about $6.00.

Mits. A. CLOUTIER, Fort Worth, Texas.

the
seen

and the

strongly.

It might have been
a coincidence, so I decided if such a vision should again appear
to note my dream.
Eight months later I was ill, and lying in the camp's hospital,

I saw a room, with oak

I again had a dream of that kind.

planking floor, all white enameled walls, large windows, through
one of which I could

see a tall pine tree.
I noted it carefully
in a pocketbook.
No action what-

ever was present to

In the

"Amazing
BARTON'S ISLAND, by Harl VinIn

his

previous story,

"The

give any significance

cent.

to that vision.

gave us an inkling of what he was

given for winding the coil of wire which encircles the body and which, according to the claims made for it, produces an assumed
mysterious effect upon the blood of the wearer.
Practically any product can prove its value by testimonials,

the sickest people to

-EDITOR.)

them,

dream struck me

Two months later,

which show the value of an article absolutely worthless as either
a cure-all or as a specific for any one condition. The human
body will often repair itself without additional aid. Imagination
greatly helps in effecting this repair. If the person becomes well
while using a contraption of supposed benefit, he subconsciously
attributes his well being to the use of it. The Ionaco is not a.
specific ill the treatment of rheumatism or high blood pressure.

space,

remembrance of my

a commission of

whether the product is put out by a quack or an organization
that believes in carrying on a strictly bona fide business. It
is difficult for the layman, therefore, to distinguish between the
testimonials acclaiming the value of a useful product, and those

confined

their clothes and sacks
hung just as I had

(In the October, 1927, issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION magazine an article appeared which was entitled "The Ionaco
Swindle." In the article it was demonstrated that an Ionaco

could be built for less than $6.00 and full instructions were

condensation of

the

Recently- I was speaking to a lady friend of mine and her husband, and during the course of the conversation I told her that I

Swiss officers visited

the hospital, and decided

to

pick out

be interned in their
country

until

the

end of the War.
Four months later
I was sent to Switzerland, and interned
small hotel,
"Pension Les Violettes," in Veytaux.
The interned had
in

a

naturally to do all

the work in the
hotels where they

were placed.

So I

had to scrub floors

Seventh Generation," Mr. Vincent just
capable of doing with a theme dealing
with the future. He bases his ideas of
the future on present political and scientific trends and draws a realistic picture of what may come.

OUT OF THE VOID, by Leslie F.
Stone. A serial in two parts (Part 1).
With such inventions as permalloy and
the strides which are made in the field
of aviation, we can look with less cynicism on the possibilities of space flyers.

THE ETERNAL PROFESSORS, by
David H. Keller, M.D. Just because
one member or one part of the body
becomes incapacitated through disease,

doesn't seem sufficient reason for the
complete

elimination of

the

entire

Some ideas have been written
on the subject before, but Dr. Keller,
in his well-known manner, strikes the
subject definitely and with much unbody.

derstanding.
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Questions and Discussions of
General Scientific Interest

Readers Think
some days, and as I entered a room reserved for the officers,
which I never entered before, I recognized again the room seen
in my dream, and confronted it with some details noted in my
booklet: double windows, peculiar form of their locking device,
the pine tree, everything was there as I had seen it before.
In this second case there can be no doubt I saw that place in
my dream, as I never saw double windows before my internment
in Switzerland. They are used there against the heavy colds of
the winter.

tific discoveries and advancement of the present age, as does
SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

So appealing is every department of your magazine, it. .is

difficult to think of dispensing with any one of them.
Personally being a lover of the out-of-doors, Dr. Ernest Bade's
articles are most absorbing to me.
I have learned and am learning more and more of the marvels
of nature from his splendid contributions.
Please thank him for me; and do give us more.
JAMES DAWSON, Engelmine, Calif.

Again, I could not have had forethought of any of the cir-

cumstances of my presence there: I was among the first men
interned there; I did not think of the existence of a small town

named Veytaux, and still less, of a particular room of a particular hotel there.

I did not have such dreams since, but these two cases are

(We hope that we will always be able to give you those articles

which you so enjoy, and trust that we may be able to live up to

your expectations and keep you as a constant reader of this

publication for many years to come--Enma.)

strange enough to puzzle the people to whom I described them.
Do you see any possible explanation of them, other than that
we are all wrong with our notion of time?
Jos. MUSSCHE, Brussels, Belgium.

Reversed Vision
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION :

About four years ago when in the States, I remember reading

(It seems very difficult to try to explain a dream of the nature
you described, assuming that all of the facts contained therein
are absolutely authenticated. However, that is the difficulty

an interesting article in a Sunday newspaper published in a

would not dream of them as being in existence, unless the party
had an inventive turn of mind. But even if you jotted down the
details such as double windows, peculiar form of locking devices,
pine tree, etc., it would scarcely be likely that those details
would be in exactly the same position as was indicated in your

being given.

with such dredms, even when care is taken to jot down the
detail. Ordinarily one who has never seen double windows

dream. Of course, when describing a thing of this nature on

the pages of a notebook, you probably did not go to the trouble
of taking any meticulous care in the positioning of the objects in

the room or in their detailed description. A blind man, for
example, who has been blind from birth generally dreams of
odors, of touching and feeling objects or articles, and of various
tastes. Never having enjoyed the faculty of sight, he rarely

dreams that he is able to see, nor can he, in his dreams, visualize

a city street or an elephant or any of the other animals unless
he has had an extremely minute and detailed description of the
object. Sometimes he dreams of seeing lights, but he does not
know what a light means, and as a result, his description of the
same would be vastly different than would yours. It, therefore,
seems that you must have seen the double windows, and in particular, the peculiar
lock on these winAugust
THE DIMENSION SEGREGATOR,
by J. Harold Click. Much has been
written about the mysterious fourth dimension, but it remains more, rather
than less, mysterious. This new author's idea about , it is incontestably
good. In order to learn about the fourth
dimension, it is necessary to know
more about the second dimension. Log-

ically it must be so. It is a good idea
unusually well handled in every way.

THE WAND OF CREATION, by

Stanton A. Coblentz.
may some day become an established
matter - so much experimenting is
being done in that field now. How desirable successful experiments in this
Synthetic life

field would

matter.

prove, is quite another

soft drink at the soda fountain, and the clerk hands the glass
over to him to the boy's right. But the boy, instead of reaching
out in the direction in which he sees the glass, knows by previous
experience that it is not actually there, and has to grope around
to his left before he can secure the drink!
Similarly he would sometimes accidentally bump into people
in the streets through steering himself in the wrong direction.

His affliction was discovered by his teacher when he first
started going to school, who found that he wrote backwards
when copying from the blackboard.
On consulting a cer-

tain notable eye specialist, the reason for
this reversal of vision
was found to be due
to the nerves leading
from the retina to the
brain being

crossed

or twisted.
What a lot of bunk!

them. We are quite

public?

that no
telepathy exists here,
confident

and we know of no

other force except

the power of imagination which could
be called upon.-

Was the paper de-

liberately hoaxing the
Or

did it

really believe what it
printed?

For all one could

tell, without actual
examination of the

eyes and nerves, etc.,
every other person in the street may have "reversed" or even
"inverted" vision.

EDITOR.)

For that matter it could be quite possible for one person to

Well. Well!
Editor, SCIENCE AND
INVENTION :

Have been a reader

of your most excellent

magazine

for

THE GRIM INHERITANCE, by
Carl Clausen. It is almost appalling
when you consider the deleterious

the past year.

can have on the well-being and health
of an individual.

in understandable

effect a minute, defective ductless gland

Several instances illustrating the effect of reverse vision were
Take the following for example. The boy orders a

furnished.

either in a
photograph or in
reality, before you
could have dreamed
dows,

Stories"

Western State, about a boy of 12 being afflicted with "Reverse
Vision"-that is, he was supposed to see things the wrong way
round. This article was claimed to be quite authentic, photographs of the boy and his mother, their names and addresses

I can think of no

publication that con-

veys to the layman

language the scien-

see objects as being twice their normal dimensions without the
person concerned being aware of it. For the eye does not
measure the actual size of an object, but only its size relative
to other things.
If a person had "reversed sight" since birth it would be impossible that the effect could make itself manifest in any way.
Even if such a reversal of the sight were to take place suddenly,
it would only be a very short time before everything would appear normal again, and the brain and the members of the body
would respond naturally again.
Maybe other readers will remember this same article in more
detail than I do.
Congratulate you on the series (Continued on page 362)
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The illustration below shows the racing car speeding along the course, directed in the exact center
by the transmi.,Jion of radio beams.
REED
INDICATOR
RECEfVER_

Invisible Beam
Will Guide
Racing Car
By PAUL L WELKER
RADIO beam or beacon signals are now employed
for directing ships and aircraft through the fog

and the lihtckness of the night. Their field of usefulness will be broadened. however, when P. C. Amhurst
Villiers drives hi, radio -directed car at Daytona Beach

in 1931 in an effort to better the speed record made by
Major H. 0. 1). Seagrave. The racing car will be powered with a 3,000 -horsepower engine capable of driving
the car at an estimated maximum speed of 400 miles an
hour. The weight of the new racer will be four and one-

half tons, and it is to have eight wheels all directly driven.

The photograph

above shows a
radio beacon receiver installed in

Radio Beacon Stations

a racing car. It is
supported by rub-

ITLTATED at each end of the track will be a radio
beacon station with the antennas placed above the
(-1,111",t' to allow the car to pass beneath. Of course. an
optional placement of the antennas would be at the two
extreme ends of the track. The beacon system has been
described in past issues of this magazine, but a brief explanation will be presented for those unfamiliar with the

ber cord, which ab-

S

principles of operation.

The directive radio beacon station employs two loop
antennas, crossed at an angle of 90 degrees to each other.
(See diagram.) Lack of these emits a train of waves, A
and B in diagram, hich is at maximum in its plane and
at minimum at right angles thereto. In the type to be
used, both antennas transmit (Continued on page 367)

sorbs practically

all of the vibrations
detrimental to the
set.
The receiver

is tuned to

the

transmitting f r e -

gurney and the

controls are then

locked in place.
The photograph at
the

right shows a

visual vibrating
reed indicator.
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New
Radio
Devices
Screen Grid Tuner and 245 Amplifier
ASCREEN grid tuner kit employing UY

224 tubes and a

push-pull amplifier
using 245 tubes have recently been made

available by a New England radio company.
The tuner is entirely a.c. operated and has four

cellent characteristics, comparing

fa-

vorably with standard tubes of well14

front view of the

screen grid tuner chassis

appears above. The actual assembly is not difficult, as the manufacturer supplies the base
with sockets already in
place. The tuner is a.r.
operated a n d employs

four LT 224 tubes

known make. The photo -electric cells
are made in a two-inch and a four -inch
size.

Concert Dynamic

in

the r.f. stages and a 227

heater type tube in the
The new 245
push-pull amplifier is
detector.

shown at the left.

227 is used in the first
audio stage and a 280
for rectification.

stages of radio frequency. The first

s age is untuned, so that single -dial con-

trol may be used. A 227 is used for
t le detector and four 224 tubes in the
r.f. stages. The base is supplied with
sockets in place and the coils are obtainable in sets of four. The variable con FILAMENT
PLATE
GRID

MICA
SPACER

densers are equipped with trimmers to
compensate for capacity in the wiring.
The control grid lead is brought out in

two places to facilitate wiring. All
coils are shielded and the actual labor

of construction is small.
The push-pull amplifier employs two
of the new 245 tubes in the output stage.
with a 227 in the first audio and a 280
tube for rectification. This unit supplies a.c. heater voltage to the r.f. tuner
and also supplies the necessary B volt-

age to the tuner unit. A jack has been
provided for a phonograph pick-up.
The combined amplifier and power sup-

ply unit

is surprisingly compact and
measures 12 V4"Xloy4"x7". A com-

plete set can be assembled in a short

time by using the two described units.

New Tube Line
ONE of the Rhode Island manufac-

turers has announced a line of
tubes available in all types. as well as

photo -electric cells and neon tubes. At
present 12 types of radio receiving
tubes are made. The elements are rigidly held in place with heavy supporting

ELEMENT

U. X

BASE
SUPPORT RODS
The internal construction of the new
tubes is shown in the above drawing.
All elements are rigidly supported and
held in place by a mica sparer at the
top.

wires.

A mica triangle keeps the ele-

ments spaced apart and insures long life.

as the danger of the elements touching

is negligible. The five -prong base tubes

are provided with a standard UY base
and the four -prong base tubes with a
UX base.

Under test the new tubes showed ex Names of manufacturers supplied upon request

A three-quarter rear view of the concert
type dynamic reproducer appears in the
above photograph. Four models are
available.

AWELL-KNOWN speaker manufacturer has recently brought out

a new dynamic reproducer known as the
concert type.
It is available in models operating
from 110 volts a.c. or d.c.. 220 volts d.c.
and 6 volts d.c. A 10" cone is employed
and frequencies as low as thirty cycles
are produced with excellent volume. A
new kind of paper is used for the cone
and a specially drawn wire is employed

for the field winding on the movable
Great rigidity and strength are
gained through the use of the above mentioned features, and yet they provide much lightness and freedom of
coil.

movement in the actual sound -reproducing mechanism. Harshness and the socalled "barrel" effect that were noticeable
in the first dynamics are entirely absent.

Although only the speaker chassis is
shown here, complete speakers housed
in cabinets are available from the manufacturer. Fine response over the entire
range of voice and musical frequencies
is assured by the use of the new repro-

ducer.
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The new radio receiver was first tested in the Bell
Telephone Laboratories' airplane, which is shown
in the photograph at the left. The antenna used
is of the rod or mast type, which does away with
the trailing wire used previously. The high efficiency of the receiver makes it possible to use this
type of antenna. An interior view of the airplane
receiver appears below. The three shield grid
tubes may be seen at the right.

Lightweight
Radio Set
for Planes

The placement of the parts in the receiver is dearly

shown above. Only one stage of audio frequency is
used. The set is extremely sensitive, due to the employment of a space charged grid detector circuit.

pounds supplies both 10 and 220 volts to the receiver. Filters for eliminating objectionable
noises are included in the set.

Transmitter
MHE transmitter developed and used in conjunction with the set has a carrier power of
50 watts, but it is arranged for 100 per cent.

modulation, so that a peak power output of 200
watts is obtained at full modulation. A frequency
range of 200 to 50 meters is maintained within
The airplane set is housed in a duralumin ease and weighs only 12
.025 per cent. under all conditions. This is accompounds. A single dial is used for tuning.
plished by using a crystal oscillator, which is thermostatically controlled to maintain a constant freANEW lightweight radio receiver, which will pick up quency over a temperature range of from 40 degrees below
radio beacon signals, weather reports. and messages, zero Fahrenheit to 120 degrees above. This portion of the
has been developed by the Bell Telephone Labora- equipment weighs less than 9 ounces.
tories for the Western Electric Company. The new receiver
Power for the transmitter is obtained from a double -voltage
is contained in a duralumin case and weighs but 12 pounds. direct -current generator geared to the airplane engine.
It is approximately 12" long, 8" high and 4" deep. A single
The lightweight radio transmitter and receiver will be
dial is used for tuning and makes the receiver extremely
employed in two-way telephone communication between airsimple to operate. Because of the high efficiency of the set, planes and the ground. Special microphones, designed to
a rod antenna can be used on the plane instead of a trailing eliminate outside noise, will be used.
wire.

Construction
FOUR tubes are used. three of which are of the screen
grid type and the other a three -element a.c. tube. Two
stages of radio frequency amplification, a detector and one
stage of audio frequency are used. The screen grid tubes

give an amplification of approximately three to one as compared with an ordinary 201A tube. Added sensitivity is
gained by employing a screen grid tube in the detector circuit, connected as a space charged grid detector.

A small wind -driven generator weighing less than 7

Power for the receiver is obtained

from a wind -driven
generator, which is
shown in the photo-

graph at the right.
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A Monthly Question and Answer Department Conducted with a
View Toward Helping Radio Constructors and Experimenters

Radio Oracle
Grid Leaks

series with the relay. The pendulum is of

Definitions

special design, similar to an inverted T
(720) D. B. Leibman, Salem, Illinois, with the cross piece slightly bent so as to

permit one end to fit into the magnet coil.
Q. 1. What is the function of a grid This portion of the apparatus is similar to
the plunger type electro-magnet. When
leak in a detector circuit?
A. 1. A grid leak is a high resistor
the magnet coil is energized, the oscillawhich is connected between the grid termi- tions of the pendulum are acted upon. At
nal of the detector tube and some portion the top portion of the pendulum, or rather
of the filament circuit. The purpose of the pendulum support, is a ratchet which
the grid leak is to assist in controlling the moves with the swing of the pendulum and
grid bias and also to allow the, excess of closes contacts. When this auxiliary cirthe negative electrons that ac-

(723)

writes :

cumulate on the grid to leak

ELECTRO
MAGNET

rectification without

using a leak, but this method is
not as sensitive as the grid leak
detector. The value of the grid
leak used depends upon the type

tic reactance, acoustic resistance, acoustic
ohm? I recently came across these terms
when reading a report of electric acoustic
devices used with radio receivers.
A. 1. The Handbook of Radio Standards of the National Electrical Manufacturers' Association gives the following
definitions for the terms men-

MINUTE HAND

Acoustic impedance - acoustic impedance of a sound medium on a given surface is the

MOVABLE
RATCHET\

vector ratio of the pressure

CONTACTS

(force per unit area) on that

1111-1

of tube employed and on the

strength of the received signal.
To some extent, it is also dependent upon the tendency of
the receiver to oscillate. When

'ARMATURE
ARMATURE

CD
COIL

RADIO RECEIVER
RELAY

weak signals are being received,
it is necessary to employ a high
resistance leak for good volume, and when loud signals are
being received a low resistance,

in order to maintain fidelity. A
compromise value must therefore be chosen to give both
quality and sensitivity. If the

following terms : acoustic impedance, acous-

tioned :

away. By correctly biasing the
detector tube, it is possible 'to
obtain

J. Berger, Altoona, Pa., writes:

Q. 1. What are the definitions of the

PENDULUM

surface to the flux (volume velocity or linear velocity multiplied by the area) through that
surface. The acoustic impedance may be expressed in terms
of mechanical impedance, the
acoustic impedance being equal
to the mechanical impedance

divided by the square of the
area of the surface considered.

Acoustic resistance-the

The above illustration shows the connections of the apparatus used in setting clocks by radio. Any number of timepieces can be set exactly upon reception of the hour signal
from the broadcasting station.

leak has too high a value, the
set will block and howl. If the
resistance is too low, distant stations will

be weak or entirely absent and it may also

cuit is closed an electro-magnet is energized and attracts an armature which

point is reached, the receiver will suddenly
fall into oscillation.

Antenna Clock

acoustic resistance of a sound
medium is the real component
of the acoustic impedance. This
is the component of the acoustic impedance resulting from

the dissipation of energy.
Acoustic reactance-the acous-

tic reactance of a sound medium is the

imaginary part of the acoustic impedance.
be found difficult to make the set regen- moves the minute hand by operating a It is the component of the acoustic impederate. Further, when the regeneration four -toothed cam.
ance resulting from the effective mass or

Grid leaks are also used in amplifiers
of certain types. In choke coil and resistance coupled amplifiers the grid must
be supplied with the correct bias. A choke

coil or resistor of the correct value will
keep the signal in the right channel, but
will also allow the d.c. potential of the "C"
battery to be impressed upon the tube grid

and yet will not short-circuit the signal
current.

Acoustic ohm-an acoustic resistance,
reactance or impedance is said to have a
(722) A. Burtow, Brooklyn, N.Y., writes : magnitude of one unit when a pressure of
Q. 1. In the June issue of SCIENCE AND one bar produces a volume of one cubic
INVENTION, on the New Radio Devices centimeter per second. This is an acoustic
page, a description of an antenna clock ohm.
A pressure of one dyne per square cenwas published. Can you furnish me with
a diagram of the internal wiring, showing timeter is called a bar. The above definihow the light lines are used as the aerial? tions are from a preliminary report of the
A. 1. An illustration showing the inter- Institute of Radio Engineers.
nal

Setting Clocks by Radio

compliance of the medium.

connections

appears

at the

right.

The two leads from the line are led into
the base of the clock, but only one of them

t
110 V \
HOUSE CURRENT
condenser is connected in series with the
sas, asks:
lead used and the radio set. This preQ. 1. Will you please publish a diagram vents the flow of the direct current or the
showing how clocks can be set by impulses low frequency alternating current. The
sent out over the air?
radio frequency signals are, however, able
DISCONNECT
A. 1. On this page you will find a sim- to pass through the condenser to the set.
ple diagram showing how this feat may be All of the present light -socket antennas use
accomplished. Any number of clocks can the same principle, employing a fixed conTO
be set exactly upon the reception of the denser in series with one side of the line.
AERIAL
hour signal from the broadcasting station. An aerial of this nature can be made at
A relay is connected to the output of the home in a few minutes' time and can be The internal wiring of the antenna clock
radio set and its contacts are closed peri- used with almost any of the present-day is illustrated above. A small fixed condenser
odically with the reception of the signals. receivers employing two or three stages of is placed in series with one side of the line
A magnet coil and a battery are placed in radio frequency.
and the radio receiver.

(721)

J. G. Willys, Manhattan, Kan-

is used for the antenna. A small fixed
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Scientific Humor
A Monthly Fun Page for Those Who Enjoy a Laugh
DON'T BE SO SPECIFIC
HALF-There's no such thing as a

useless article.

IS MORE THAN 500 POUNDS

SOPH-I don't see how freshmen

LAI Ort-1( Ncr

keep their hats on.
DITTO (physics shark)-Vacuumpressure, boy, vacuum pressure!

WIT-Well, how about a glass eye at
a keyhole?
-Howard H. Lucas.

-Walt J. Robertson.

ONLY TO AMUSE
PEDESTRIAN (who is nearly knocked

ONLY LOOKS, NO STAMINA
JACK-Not a bad -looking car you
have there, Brown. What's the most
you ever got out of it?

down by taxi)-Say, don't you have
any horn on that car?

TAxi-DRivER-Yea, you wanna blow
it?
-Mrs. Charles K. Berlin.

BROWN-Six times in one mile.

-Fred Erdos.

HAD WATER

ON THE
BRAIN

THE WOMAN
DOES NOT

HALF-My
father died
from a hard

PAY

drink.

WITT-How's
that?

HALF-A

piece of ice fell

-Fred Erdos.

on his head.

FRIEND - Do

no such
thing as 'nothing,' and I challenge

you know, Mrs.
Brown, that this
dining -room set

How about water anhy-Milton Felstein.

Louis the Fourteenth?
MRS. BROWN - That's nothing, my

'My friend, there

is

goes back

you to give me an example."
CHEMISTRY BEAR-Oh, I don't
know.

dride?

SARGENT-DON'T COPY

HIGHBROW

First Prize-$3.00
PERFECT

whole living -room set goes back to
Sears -Roebuck the 15th.

PRINCETON STUDENT - Where does

that boy with long hair come from?

HARVARD STUDENT-From Yale.
PRINCETON STUDENT-Oh, yes,

have often heard
LOCKS.

I

of these YALE

-Edwin Levy.

SOUNDS
HOLESOME

A professor

explains how in
this age nothing
goes to waste,

-Juanita H. Squires.

A LL jokes published here are paid
.11 for at a rate of $1.00 each;

$3.00 is paid for the best joke sub-

TRY THE

mitted each month.
Jokes must have a scientific strain
and should be original.
Write each joke on a separate sheet
of paper and add your name and address to each.
Unavailable material cannot be
returned.

DRUG STORE

A professor

in a Chicago
university h a s

perfected an in-

strument to
measure the intensity of a
chorus girl's

he continues:

"Why, even the

THEY KILL ONE OF THEM

dough -nut is

Mosquitoes and sheiks are alike

hole in the
stuff macaroni."

.

blushes.

All that is necessary is something to

.

.

is nothing to slap them on the
now used to there
back for until they go to work.

-Adolph F. Lonk.

-Henry A. Courtney.

IN THE YEAR 2000
FIRST ADMIRAL-I'm going to blow
that fleet to atoms.
SECOND ADMIRAL-Don't be so oldfashioned !

Who wants to leave any

whole atoms?

to

QUITE A STEEL
CUSTOMER-I want something with
lots of iron in it.
GROCER-Have you tried the chain
stores?
-Henry A. Courtney.

make a chorus girl blush.

-S. G.

NOT FROM WHENCE IT CAME
A man having dropped his wig in the
street, a boy picked it up and handed it

to him.
"Thanks, my boy," said the owner of
the wig. "You're the first genuine hair
restorer I have ever seen."

-Miss J. K. Fifrick.

SCIENTY SIMON SCIENTIST
GLAZIER
WELL 1 seg THAT
PE:PLACED THAT BPOrcEn/
We...1MM PANE

14A5.

ITIOLY MACKERAL
sco-iErimeoG,:s ooesR.
posoor -THAT co.p.ss!
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No 33

is MADE
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e 5012freCe5
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Latest Patents
Hair Drier

Child's Vehicle

Notice to Readers
These illustrated and described devices
have recently been issued patent protection
but are not as yet, to our knowledge, avail-

able on the market. We regret to advise
that it is impossible to supply the correct
addresses of inventors of the devices to
any of our readers. The only records
available, and they are at the Patent Office
No. 1,707,554, issued to William F. Hendry.

The above invention provides for a helmet
which fits over the head, conducting hot air
to the hair to be dried. Incorporated in the
helmet is a means for blowing a stream of
cool air upon a portion of the head. The

smaller tube carrying the cool air is adjustable. The jet of air can be regulated

at Washington, D. C., give only the addresses of the inventors at the time of
application for a patent. Many months
have elapsed since that time, and those
records are necessarily inaccurate. Therefore, kindly do not request such information, as it is practically impossible to obtain up-to-date addresses.

by means of opening or closing a valve.

No. 1,705,540, issued to Miles W. Rumloy.
This invention is an improvement on a

child's scooter, wherein the frame of the
structure is connected to the supporting
wheels at off -center points, so that an irregular up-and-down movement will be
imparted to the frame.

Treating Trees

Scaffolding

Method of Refrigeration
No. 1,695,292, is -

s u e d to Cassius
C. Palmer. This
method of refrigeration uses solid

No. 1,702,509, is-

carbon dioxide,
from which par-

sued to Frank B.

Johnston. The
scaffold shown
here provides an
improved means

for hoisting,
which embodies a

number of independent

hoisting

drums carrying
cables adapted

for connection

with the scaffolding at different points. A common drive is
used for simultaneously turning all of the
drums to raise or lower the scaffold by the
use of a single motor. The hoisting devices are mounted upon the adjustable plat-

No.

issued to James Abram
This invention provides for a

1,700,030,

Davey.

method of tree surgery, whereby the tools
used are operated largely by compressed
air, which is compressed by a motor truck
adjacent to the trees. The exhaust air may
be used to blow the chips out of the cavities. Special tools are used for boring and

cutting, while a sprayer is employed for
applying water -proof paint.

Frankfurter Roaster

machinery. The diaphragm is fully protected from injury. The
diaphragm is in the
form of two concave

No. 1,706,225, issued to D. Goldberg, S.
Goldberg and A. M. Young. The device
shown above provides a roasting bar,
around which the frankfurters are bent, the
skin having previously been cut on one
side. A tooth -pick holds the frankfurter in
place. After roasting, the frankfurter will
retain its circular shape.

Telephone Busy -Signal Device
No.

1,701,288,

is-

sued to Fred S.

Wertheimer. T h e

member is con-

telephone. A small

diaphragm. The

upper portion
of the case is

shown is designed

for attaching to a
lamp is provided

which flashes and

the user
that a party denotifies

sound - carrying

sires a connection.
Besides this, an indicator is provided
for recording the

t au o ear -pieces.

operated.

provided with a
nipple for con-

necting the

rubber tubing,
which ends in

amount of shavings, the temperature of refrigeration can be con-

carbon dioxide. Means are provided for
feeding the cutting blades toward the block.

signal device

nected to the

be cooled. By
varying the

surface of the
block of solid

discs which are placed
within a case. A sound

transmitting

plate, one side of
which is exposed
to the chamber to

and pass over the

Point or from the platform itself.

is a stethoscope, which
is particularly adapted
for locating all knocks
or other noises such as
occur in motors or other

distributed

over a metal

blades are operated by a motor

the scaffold may be controlled from a fixed

No. 1,708,992, issued to
Emil 0. Woekeck. The
device shown at the left

and

trolled. Cutting

form and may be connected together for
simultaneous and equal operation, so that

Motor Stethoscope

ticles are shaved

number of times
that the signal is

Acoustic Device
No. 1,708,943, issued

to Charles L. Goodrum. The object of
this invention is to

provide a light and
relatively stiff diaphragm, the move-

ments of which, in

to vibrations, will be apresponse

proximately the same

at any point on

its

surface; t here by
simulating a piston. like action. The dia-

phragm consists of
two dished surfaces,
secured together to

form a hollow body.

T. h e opposing sections serve to mu-

tually reinforce and
stiffen each other in
the direction of applied vibration.
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A Monthly Scientific Question and Answer Page
Exterminating Moths
Carolina, asks :
Q. 1. I would appreciate some informa-

tion regarding the killing of moths and
their

larva'.

Also

methods

whereby

A. 1. Naphthalene flakes scattered among

the clothes in an ordinary trunk or tight
chest will kill larva and will prevent the
eggs from hatching. In open drawers

substance which can be used in place of
the naphthalene flakes is paradichlorobenzene. It is used in the same manner as

the naphthalene flakes and will not injure
the clothes.
Cedar chests and cedar -lined closets are
also useful in protecting clothes from
moths. The protection is afforded by a
volatile oil present in red cedar wood.

The fumes will kill newly hatched larva',
but will not generally destroy the moths
or their eggs or half-grown larvae. The
cedar chests or closets . should be kept
closed, at all times, except when actually
removing the garments.

Clothes should be hung in the air and
sun and then brushed in order to dislodge

sticks are best made of spruce, as this

wood is not liable to break under strain.
Each

Oracle

clothes may be protected from these pests.

naphthalene will not give much protection.
Before putting the clothes away, they
should be aired and brushed well. Another

A. 1. On this page. at figure 1, you will
find a drawing of this type of kite. The

The

(2318) Frank Boyle, Charlotte, North

knolvit at present whether this compound
will harm the body. In the past year many
new substances valuable as perfumes and
food flavors have been obtained from cornThese compounds possess pleasant

cobs.

odors and one may possibly be used as a
substitute

for

maple

syrup

flavoring.

Apple, caraway and raisin flavorings have

The "Oracle"

is

only matter of sufficient interest will be pubRules under which questions will
lished.
be answered:

I. Only three questions can be submitted

to be answered.

2. Only one side of sheet to be written

on; matter

written

sidered.

must

in ink;

be typewritten or
no penciled matter

else
con-

3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on
Questions addressed to this
department cannot be answered by mail free
of charge.

subsequent airings and brushings. Woolen
blankets can be stored away with camphor

nominal charge of 50 cents is made.for each
question. If the questions entail considerable research work or intricate calculations,

It

is

also advisable to spray the

cracks in closed closets or chests with

benzine before putting the clothes away.
Suits and overcoats can be stored away in
cardboard boxes with all cracks thoroughly
sealed by paper strips. Moth -proof paper

bags are safe receptacles for clothes, and
cold storage plants are very effective.

Walnut Poison
(2319) Allen Herbert, Williston, North
Dakota, writes:
Q. 1. Attempts to grow potatoes in the
vicinity of walnut trees have failed. What

the poison which seems to keep the
ground underneath these trees bare of
plant life?
A. 1. Everett F. Davis of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, at Blacksburg. has
succeeding in isolating the poison which
exudes from walnut trees. The name of
is

4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a

a

special

rate

will

be

charged.

Corre-

spondents will be informed as to the fee
before such questions are answered.

Tailless Kite
(2321)

H. T.

Hilton, Fort Worth,

Texas, asks:

Will you furnish me with the
necessary data for the construction of a
Q.

1.

talless kite to be about five feet high?

of

Thin paper should be placed loosely over
the frame. The deepest part of the bow

of the stick AB is equal to 1/10 of the
length of AB. The bend on each side of
the junction E should be equal. The bag-

ging of the paper on triangles AED and
BED must be equal. The belly -band or
hanger is shown at figure 2 in the side
view. This is fastened to E and D and
should make a right angle at E and an

Airplane Vertimeter
(2322)

E. Verne, Crawfordsville, In-

diana, asks:
Q. 1. Please give me a brief description
of the various rate -of -climb meters used on
aircraft.
A. 1. Rate -of -climb meters or verti-

meters are employed for measuring the
ascent or descent of airplanes. They assist
the pilot in obtaining the maximum rate of -climb of the plane. The most common

in use are of the capillary type. These

have an air chamber connected to the external air by a capillary tube and a
manometer or indicator to measure the

When the plane

ascends the external pressure decreases and

the pressure of the air in the chamber can
be equalized by flowing outward
through the capillary tube, the small bore
of which retards this flow and produces an
excess of pressure in the air chamber,
which is indicated by manometer. The
reverse takes place when the plane is deonly

scending.

The manometer may consist of a liquid
column or a sensitive metal or non-metallic

diaphragm, the deflections of which are
transmitted to a pointer by means of a
multiplying system.

Sensitivity of the
liquid manometer is increased by inclining
the tube. Mechanical indicators are generally preferred on airplanes since the
rate -of -climb and descent are great.
In free balloons, the anemometer rate -of climb indicator is used frequently. This
consists essentidlly of a small device, simi-

unwieldy and it has been suggested to call

lar to a windmill, mounted so as to be

acted upcin by the vertical air current with
reference to the rising balloon. This type

family Juglandacem.

vertical motion of the balloon
relative to the air. Its indication may be
affected by any distortion of the vertical
air flow around the balloon. The vertical
indicates

Corn -Cob By -Products
(2320) George Starr, Washington, D. C.,
writes:
Q. 1. Can you give me any information

component of air -speed serves as a measure

of the rate of ascent in the magnetic type

regarding the work which has been done

of instrument.

with corn -cobs at the Iowa State College?
1.

section

center of gravity marked at F is 35%

and the external air.
also been produced. Fragrant substances
which may supplant the present perfumes
have been extracted, and a local anaesthetic
as effective as novocaine was prepared
from corn -cob material.

it juglone, as the botanical name of the
walnut tree is Juglans. It belongs to the

A.

cross

difference in pressure between the chamber

the substance is penta-hydroxy-alphanaplitha-quinone. This chemical term is

A propeller -driven arma-

ture revolves in the field of a permanent

Organic chemists at the Iowa

State College have succeeded in producing
from corn -cobs a compound approximately
300 times sweeter than sugar. The work
is in a preliminary stage and it is not

a

of CD from the top of CD. CE is equal
to 18% of CD in all types of this kite.

for the sole benefit of

all scientiic students.
Questions will be
answered here for the benefit of all, but

separate sheets.

balls.

has

acute angle at D.

the eggs and larva: which may be on them,
before they are put away. It is also well

to take them out about once a month for

stick

5/16" x /2". The stick AB is 68 4/10"
long and the stick CD is 60" long. The

magnet, the speed of rotation of the

The above illustration shows, at 1, the con-

struction of the tailless kite, and at 2 the
manner of attaching the belly -band or
hanger to the kite.

armature and the positions of the armature
and magnet give a measure of the vertical
component of air speed. This is independent of air density.
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Jules Verne Comes

ack

to Life!
AMAGIC name-Jules Verne !

A name

that has brought untold joy to untold

millions.

have huge heads and no bodies; of the things

a man might well see and hear a thousand
years from now !

Who can fail to remember his famous novels,

"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea,"
"From the Earth to the Moon," "To the Center
of the Earth," and other equally imaginative
triumphs of this world renowned novelist ? Few

writers have ever equaled Jules Verne's vivid

imagination, and still fewer have been able
to paint these pictures of the mind so brilliantly in printed words.
And now Jules Verne comes back to life !
Comes back with stories that increase your
pulse and make your heart pound. For in

AMAZING STORIES, the magazine of scientific fiction, the famous school of authors who
have followed in Jules Verne's footsteps now
offer you the fertile fruits of their imagination.
In their colorful minds, the inventions and discoveries still to come are already here. They

write of a voyage to Venus, that silvery star

seen so often in the evening sky; of cor-

respondence with a mythical people on Mars;

of radio messages from still more distant
planets ; of giant insects and of people who

It's a thrill you've never had ! For it deals
with the Future, and the things your children's

children may some day actually experience
and enjoy.

Get the next 6 Big Issues of AMAZING
STORIES delivered to your home by the postman. Read with a relish these profusely illus-

trated stories of a weird, but not impossible

future.

As a special inducement we
offer all 6 Big Issues for a single

OF SCIENTIFIC
FICTION

3 8 1 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

CLIP
AND
MAIL
THE
COUPON
BELOW!

ing the first issue, we will let you
keep

it FREE, and send your

dollar back.
Sit down right now, and fill out
the coupon below. It is your insurance against dull evenings
from now on !

r
THE MAGAZINE

SIMPLY

(The news-stand price is
$1.50). And if you are not convinced AMAZING STORIES is
worth twice the price, after read$1.

- -.....

--

AMAZING STORIES
Dept. 2508-S, 381 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:

I enclose $1 for which send me your next 6

issues of AMAZING STORIES.

(Reg. price $1.50)

Name

Street
City

State
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The Invisible Incendiary
By F. N. Litten
(Continuid from page 325)
down, crossed the steel network of rails that
gleamed, reflecting light from the car windows.

The

roadster moved off

through the

crowded street, still brightly lit at midnight

and hectic with a flow of war transport

The Letter That Saved
Bob Johnson's Job

trucks, pedestrians, pleasure cars-a hurrying traffic-all touched with the mad stimulus of those fevered days when the big push
was imminent.

-and payed the way !or a better one!
IT wAs written to his employer by the International Correspondence Schools. It told how
"Robert Johnson had enrolled for a course of
home -study and had received a mark of 94 for
his first lesson."
Bob answered the summons to the Chief's office with
some fear and trembling, for men were being laid off.
But as Bob came in. his employer rose and grasped

his hand.

"I want to congratulate you, young man, on the marks
you are making with the I. C. S. I am glad that you are
training yourself for your present job and the job ahead.
"We're cutting the pay roll. Until I received this letter, I had you in mind as one of the men to be dropped.
But not now. Keep on studying-we need trained men."
Won't you let the I. C. S. help you too? Won't you
trade a few hours of your spare time for a good job, a
good salary and the comforts that go with it? Then mark
the work you like best on the coupon below and mail it
today-your first big step towards success. Do it now!
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

"The Universal University"

Box 6193.F, Scranton, Penna.

The Big Mystery
"TjERE'S the story," began Weeks ab-

ruptly. "De Mours, as you know, are
chief suppliers to the Entente of nitrocellulose explosives. We make a lot of

cordite, too, for the British. And, of course,

there are the by-products, celluloid, silk
substitutes, and pyralin. But you may not
know that for the past year we have produced three-quarters of the finished fabric
for airplane wing and fuselage covering.
We process a fine count Irish linen which
comes to us unbleached,' and turn it back

for airplane assembly lighter, more pliable
than silk; waterproof and of great strength
and toughness." He paused. "I developed
a refinement of the process in the De Mours
research laboratories-making the linen fire-

Without coat or obligation on my part, please send ma
a copy of your 48 -page booklet, "Who W ins and Why"
resistant."
and tell me how I can qualify for the position, or in therevamped
subject, before which I have marked an X:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
0 Automobile Work
al Architectural Draftsman 0 Aviation Engines
0 Building Foreman
0 Plumber and Steam Fitter
0 Concrete Builder
0 Plumbing Inspector
0Contractor and Builder 0 Foreman Plumber
O Structural Draftsman 0 Heating and Ventilation
OStructural Engineer
DI Sheet -Metal Worker
0 Electrical Engineer
0 Steam Engineer
0 Electrical Contractor
Marine Engineer
0 Electric Wiring
Refrigeration Engineer
R. R. Positions
El Electric Lighting
0 Electric Car Running
Highway Engineer
0 Telegraph Engineer
Chemistry
Pharmacy
El Telephone Work
0 Mechanical Engineer
Coal Mining Engineer
O Mechanical Draftsman
Navigation 0 Assayer

a Architect

0 Machine Shop Practice 0 Iron and Steel Worker
0 Toolmaker
0 Textile Overseer or Supt.
0 Patternmaker
0 Cotton Manufacturing
0 Civil Engineer
0 Woolen Manufacturing
0 Surveying and Mapping 0 Agriculture 0 Fruit Growing
El Bridge Engineer
0 Poultry Farming
0 Gas Engine Operating 0 Mathematics 0 Radio
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
()Business Management 0 Business Correspondence
HIndustrial Management 0 Show Card and Sign
Personnel Management _, Lettering
Traffic Management
0 Stenography and Typing
Accounting and C. P. A. 0 English
10CostCoaching
0 Civil Service
Accounting
0 Railway Mail Clerk
0 Bookkeeping
0 Mail Carrier
0 Secretarial Work
0 Grade School Subjects
D Spanish 0 French
0 High School Subjects
0 Salesmanship
0 Illustrating 0 cartooning
OAdvertising
0 Lumber Dealer
Name

Street

Address

City

State

His harsh laugh jarred. "We
an old plant warehouse for my

process-got into production sixty days ago.
first. . . . But in the last
. . . 0. K. at
month we've cracked open !" He speeded
up the car impulsively, and Gorton strained

to catch the next words. "A failure-the
process. . . . Dr. Heilsbronn says it's defective solvent that is causing it-"
"Causing what ?" asked Gorton irritably.
"Fires. . . . Destruction of the linen rolls
in the process oven. We've had three burnouts this last week. The money loss alone

is over fifty thousand, but that's incidental.

. . We're letting down the governmentthey can't turn out the planes. Another

If you reside in Canada, send tide coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

week the air force will be crippled on every
Allied front." His hands clenched the steering wheel. "And Gorton; the big push is
due !"

"Heilsbronn.
henzollerns is

The birthplace of the Hoa Bavarian village of that

name." The dry precision in the voice contrasted with Weeks' strained utterance.
He turned to Gorton in the darkness :

"You mean you think that Heilsbronn-

but that's impossible. He's a director in
De Mours--research advisor-our best processes are his development. This failure has
him half crazy, too. . . . Besides-I've
there's a sentry constantly on duty. Nothing happens that I don't see . . . no one has
access. . . . It's in the formula; it must
be, Gorton !"

I CHALLENGE

you that I will teach you, by mail, in one lesson, the

simplest, shortest method. Not telepathy. You can read
one's mind to a dot, by only looking in the eyes of partner,
chum, sweetheart, etc. All for $1.00. Praised by New
York, Boston, Montreal Police chiefs; colleges; Thurston;
Blackstone, etc. If fake, let them arrest me.
Sta.

A. HONIGMAN, Dept. INV. 6

E., P. 0. B. 85
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Quick, Easy Profits-HB
does work of 5 brush painters.
Paints autos, furniture, houses, at
lowest prices, with big profits tor you.
MEN
Pays for itself-only $20 monthly. EBB,
lowest. terms brings it. PractIcall3
no investment. 30 days' trial
Write for valuable bulletins.
EASY TERMS,
Hobart Brothers co.,
30 DAYS TRIAL
Box sal. Troy. Ohio.
DOES THE

WORE OF

QUICKLY PAYS
FOR. ITSELF -

ess this fabric is dangerously. close to all
this tricky stuff. Why, the nitro -glycerin
kettles are just across the next hill. And
the last fire threw brands that lit on the
steel roof-some of them."

He turned left through the city of de-

struction, down a street checkered with deep

shadows and alternating lights from the
many windows of the crowded steel -clad
buildings. Workers passed them, singly and
in groups, all strangely quiet, their voices
hushed. The deep chord of the midnight
whistle boomed ominous, sullenly.
"Twelve o'clock." Weeks looked at his
watch, replaced it, and Gorton saw his

hands were not quite steady. "The midnight crew is going on. Graveyard shiftthese powder jugglers call it-good name."
Then he pointed. "Look in there-drying
M D cordite. And the next building they
cut it up in chunks, like macaroni-oversize. Breakfast food for Fritz. . . . Well,
here we are."

$21,000.00 FOR

SPIRITS
$1,000.00 offered by this publication
for spirit manifestations which cannot
be duplicated or explained by scientific means.
$10,000.00 for spiritual phenomena
offered by Joseph F. Rinn.
$10,000.00 offered by Joseph Dunninger for manifestations which he
cannot explain or duplicate under
identical conditions.
Total: $21,000.00 now offered.

.

watched at the oven night and day; and

Occupation

plication. The old building where we proc-

The De Mours Plant
fell silent and the car, reaching the
WEoutskirts
of Steel City, speeded up;

coasted over rolling hills and toward the
lights of the big De Mours plants, seen,
when they topped occasional high crests, as
a field of diamonds sowed in geometrical

precision. They entered a wire gate flanked

by a sentry shelter ; a posted sign -board
read, "Leave Matches Here"; and two soldiers hailed the car, saluted Weeks and

stepped back. They rolled on, and between
the hills stretched long, low buildings, cord-

ite and trinitrotoluene bunks, flood -lighted,
guarded each by men in khaki.,

"Enough TNT in here to blow up the
Atlantic coast," said Weeks witli a short
laugh. He went on: "That's another corn-

He stopped the car before a larger building, with a receiving platform at one side,
on which a truck was discharging burlap covered bales. Men loaded these on hand

trucks, clattered from the platform and
disappeared within the building. Weeks

hastily slid out from underneath the wheel.
He turned, in some relief, to Gorton.

Prof. Gorton Meets Dr. Heilsbronn
"THEY'RE getting ready for a run-was

afraid they'd close the oven before we

got there. Want you to see it all... .. Oh,

that's Dr. Heilsbronn. I'll introduce you."

He passed around the car and, crossing

to the platform, hurried up the steps. Professor Gorton was deliberate in following.
He looked up at the man Weeks had pointed

out, who stood under the purple glare of

the arc above the platform, absorbed in the
perusal of a notebook which he held. His
face was in shadow, but at Weeks' greeting

he swung quickly, and the professor felt

somehow a let -down, a disappointment. He

had not, even to himself, confessed to a

suspicion of this man. It was a fundamental of his great analytic powers to approach
every problem absolutely without bias.

From this came much of his success; it
was clearly his work in the case of the

Dardanelles -U -Boat mystery which Down-

ing Street acknowledged as a triumph of

our Secret Service. But with .the press re-

counting daily the uncovering of plots to
destroy bridges, cripple rail communications, blow up arsenals, and the information
as to the sinister activities of the Wilhelmstrasse filed with our Secret Service, and to
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which he of course had access, it was not
strange that subconsciously he should single
out a man whose name plainly marked Teutonic origin for surveillance. His feeling

of chagrin increased as Heilsbronn spoke.
The voice, unutterably weary, only emphasized the harassed dejection in his thin,
gray -shadowed face. He stepped toward
Gorton ; with a springless, beaten gesture,
held his hand out.
"Professor Gorton. We are thankful.
Yes, that is inadequate to express our feelings. This matter is more than the failure
of a process. Weeks has told you," his
voice dropped and he came closer, "that a
drive, the major operation of our armies on
the front which we have taken over from
the French, is now impending. I have a
message here (he unfolded from the notebook

a

square of yellow

paper)

Will you risk 20 for a

200 return?
ARE you willing to gamble
a 2c stamp on the chance
that this free booklet, "How

to Judge a Used Car", will
do for you what it has done

from

Washington-the Service of Supply. Two
hundred planes that should be aboard transport steaming to that front are waiting on
our fabric for completion
And we
have failed." His voice, bitter with self recrimination, broke off and he pressed his

for thousands of others-

to him distasteful; he found no place for it
in the cold mechanics of his mind.
"The ovens are being loaded? I should

Emotion was

What do code prices mean?
How can I avoid "orphans"?
What is a fair price to set on

Heilsbronn returned a doubtful nod, as

a used car offered by a friend?

lips together.
Gorton heard him coldly.

that it may save you $200
on the used car you buy?
See if the answers to these
questions are worth 2c to you:

like to see them, please."

though half offended by the chill distaste in

With sober courtesy

Gorton's voice.

he

said :

"Yes, you are in time. Come !" Turning,

he led the way under dotting arc lights
down the long aisle. Piled high on either
side, they passed vast stores of wooden
crates, showing through the slats a glint of
bright metal. Further on, these gave way
to rows of carboys that massed far back

into the gloom.
"Reserve stock," Heilsbronn waved his

hand briefly, "glycerin-nitric acid. The
essentials of glyceryl tri-nitrate, nitroglycerin. We receive our normal supply

in tank cars.

Pledge to the Public
on Used Car Sales
1 Every used car is conspicuously marked

1

This warehouse is only for

emergency use. We also carry cotton linters here. That is why a fire is to be
dreaded."
He stopped before a long, steel -sided room

and laid his hand on Gorton's arm.

justments.

Every purchaser of a used car may

The Scientific Process Oven

3 drive it for five days, and then, if not

"HERE is the process oven. Mr. Weeks'
development."

He smiled sadly.

A.,

with its lowest price in plain figures,
and that price, just as the price of our
new cars, is rigidly maintained.
All Studebaker automobiles which are
sold as CERTIFIED CARS have been
properly reconditioned, and carry a
30 -day guarantee for replacement of
defective parts and free service on ad.

"I

do not mean to taunt him with that statement. It held wonderful promise, this de-

velopment. Imagine wing fabric waterproof
and fireproof, as tough as oak -tanned

satisfied for any reason, turn it back
and apply the money paid as a credit
on the purchase of any other car in
stock -new or used. (It is assumed
that the car has not been damaged in
the meantime.)

What is the model year of a
given used car? What does
the speedometer tell? The
answers to these questions
and a host of others are in
the 32 interesting pages of
text and picture you get for
a 2c stamp when you send
for your free copy of "How
to Judge a Used Car".
Will you take a chance on

your own judgment when
you buy your used car -or
will you have the benefit of
the information that car experts have accumulated during years of buying experi-

ence? Fill in and mail the

coupon below - let a 2c
stamp insure you of used car
service and satisfaction!

leather, and with the weight of sheerest
silk ! That no tracer bullet would ignite
nor wind stress shatter. . . Revolutionary !
. . . This is the control panel on which the
.

thermostats for regulating oven heat-"
He stopped.

Gorton had turned from him. He was
staring at a workman mounted on a ladder
that stood before the ebonite control panel;

130,000 people have saved money

by mailing this coupon!

watched with odd, intent gaze while the man

placed new carbon pencils in the arc lamp
hanging from the ceiling close against the
board. Then he started, as if suddenly
aware of his discourtesy.
"I beg your pardon, Heilsbronn," he said.
And, with curious inflection, "Carbon arc
lamps are a rarity in these days."
The research director's face showed that
he resented Gorton's rudeness, and Weeks,
to bridge the incident, broke in :
"The arc system was installed many years
ago, I understand; and as this warehouse
has been vacant, it has not been changed.
There is an advantage, too, which Dr. Heilsbronn pointed out, in that the arc spectrum
is

correct for judging color of the proc-

essed fabric-"

"Cooper -Hewitt lamps would do better
for that purpose," the professor interposed
dryly, "and at less cost for maintenance.

THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Dept. 178, South Bend, Indiana
Please send me my copy of your valuable
free booklet, "How to Judge a Used Car."

-1

',me
St re3et ...

City

State___...._.__..___._

STUDEBAKER
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How often do the carbons need replacing?"
The man on the ladder moved, frowned

down at Gorton and spoke quickly, interrupting Weeks' reply:
"I make the rounds once a day. . . The
repairs are nothing compared to the break.

age of the filament lamps in the other
buildings."

Heilsbronn showed satisfaction at this answer, but Weeks said in sharp reproof :
"That will do, Barr."

The man turned hack to his work with

impassive face, and Weeks looked at Heilsbronn anxiously. From the doctor's atti-

Guessing Games

tude it was patent that Gorton's trivial
criticism had been construed as an affront.

Conscious of the unfriendly silence, he
began again.

were a lot of fun when we were youngsters,
those guessing games. Guess who this is! Guess
the number of beans in the pot! Guess how long
the pendulum will swing! Sometimes we come
pretty close to the right answer. Sometimes we were
a long way off. Whichever we were, we all had a
good time, and the worst guesser got as much of the
THEY

"This is the process room ; the oven." He

opened a thick door beside the control
panel. "There is no access to it except

through this door which is padlocked when
we start the process. Dr. Heilsbronn and
myself possess the only keys which are both
required to free the lock." As he said this,
his eyes met Gorton's coldly, as though to
refute the other's doubt of Dr. Heilsbronn.

evening's refreshments as the best.

How far away those guessing games seem now!
And how they have lost their appeal. Perhaps it's
because we learned, as we grew older, that to know

$5,000 FOR PERPETUAL
MOTION

is better than to guess. Guess which is the best package on the grocer's shelf ! Guess which bolt of cloth
is 'pure wool! Guess which talking machine will give
us most satisfaction! No, guessing for those things

The editors have received thousands of
different designs of perpetual motion devices, and have received hundreds of circular letters soliciting finances for the

building of perpetual motion machines.

wasn't so much fun. We wanted to be certain. And

The editors know that if they receive
these letters, there are thousands of others

that was one of the reasons we turned to advertising.

this. country who get similar letters
and who fall for the claims made in the
numerous prospectuses giving the earning
in

Advertising takes the guesswork out of buying. It

lets us know what is best and what is cheapest and

capacities of the various machines.

what will last longest. It does away with unsatisfactory uncertainties. The advertisements in this maga-

Most of

zine tell a concise, interesting and accurate story
about articles you need.

the

shares of

stock for these

perpetual motion machines are being sold
at a rate of $1.00 per share, although some
inventors are trying to sell shares of

Reading them is the surest
It eliminates

stock at $100.00 per share.

and quickest path to wise buying.

Therefore, the editors of this publication say, "Just come in and show us-

guessing.

merely SHOW us-a working model of a
perpetual motion machine and we will
give you $5,000.00.

But the machine must

not be made to operate by tides, winds,
waterpower,

midity.

natural

evaporation

or

hu-

It must be perpetual motion."

Then his voice continued: "See, they are
placing the cloth now on the spindles."
Gorton stepped into the steel -lined room.
Mounted on heavy spindles, supported from

the hollow metal floor, were the bolts of

linen, like rolls of news print paper, a dozen
or more, placed end to end across the oven's
width. Workmen were unrolling the bolts,

Now!
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stretching the cloth down the long room

and fastening the ends to empty spindles.

"The spindles at the far end are powerfrom a chain and sprocket-the

driven

motor is outside. The linen unrolls slowly,
and travels down the room like a belt, winding up on the empty spindles. These," he
pointed to a set of fan -shaped nozzles in the

ceiling, "spray the treating solution on the
cloth as it unrolls; and steam with a high
super -heat, circulating through pipe coils

underneath these gratings in the floor, bakes
the impregnated linen dry before it winds up.

"We control the temperature inside this
room from the panel board outside. It is
carried at three hundred degrees. . . No
one could live who would attempt to enter
when the processing was on. And it is then
that these fires start, which leave the con.

tents

so

much

ash and

cinders."

clenched his hands impotently.

He

-
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"Interesting," commented Professor Gor-

And Weeks, stung by the cool unnant answer that rose to them.
ton.

concern, hit his lips to keep back the indig31

An Inspection of the Formula.
"HERE are the formula;," he said. "I
-L hope, Professor, you will give them

careful study. It may be there are chemical

combinations formed by the process -heat,

which ignite spontaneously ; certainly it is
possible; with Amyl Alcohol, Acetone, and
the volatile nature of the other solvents
used. The fire -proofing agent, finely divided

feldspar, would not prevent combustion until the solvent had been evaporated.

.

.

.

You see plainly that no outside source could
cause these fires."
Gorton took the papers from him, stepped
beneath a light insulated by a marine fitting
to withstand the oven heat, and .which gave
a feeble, yellow glow. After a moment he
looked up.
"The illumination is certainly defective
here. However, I can read enough to satisfy

me." He placed the paper in his wallet.
"What is most interesting," he said, turn-

ing with bland unconcern to Dr. Heils-

bronn, "are these antiquated arcs which we
saw outside. And in a plant with the reputation for
bears."

modernity which De Mours

At this direct taunt, the research direc-

tor's tired face slowly tinged with red. His

shoulders lifted and in his eyes glowed a
faint spark of anger. The emotion died out.

Thousands of improvements
in central office equipment in 5 years

He said, with a dignity that made Weeks
ashamed for the cold -faced Gorton:

.1dvertisement of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company

"Professor, you are difficult to underI am not responsible for these
And what is this trivial matter to
which you constantly recur, beside the fact
that Pershing's army on the western front
may, as a sequence to the failure of our
process, meet defeat. I am more concerned
that no further time is lost in making a
last effort to ferret out the cause of these
stand.
lamps.

IN THE last five years there

have been hundreds of im-

disasters."

provements of major im-

Gorton received the reproof with imperturbable composure, nodded without speaking and stepped deeper into the process

portance in telephone central office
equipment in the Bell System, and
lesser improvements by the thou-

He walked slowly to its end, inspecting carefully the rolls of linen, the
brass spray nozzle's pointing downward
from above. He glanced about the steel
walls, and at the ceiling, its surfaces blackroom.

ened

by

previous

conflagrations

sands. Improvements have been
made in switchboard cable, in relays, in cords, in condensers, in
selectors, and in the development
of new and better materials for

except

where a new section replaced one utterly
destroyed. Suddenly he started. Pointing
at a set of brightly polished discs above the

spray guns, he asked, his voice like the
sharp crack of a whip:

all kinds of equipment used in the
central offices.

The Mystery Deepens
HAT are these?"
Weeks. startled by the abrupt vibrance of the voice, swung round; his eyes

began to regret that he had called in the

service of the future.

rum

tuts
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formulae, I should return to Mercer."

"I don't under-

Gorton frowned. He had no love for the

I'LL PAY YOU

$20 A DAY
To Show My Mystery Lighter to

Almost as though he read the thought,
Professor Gorton slowly turned.
"If my mission here is to correct your

theatrical, for pose; and when his state -

There is no standing still in the
Bell System. Better and better telephone service at the lowest cost is

increasing complexity of telephone

the investigation of the formuke?

Weeks stared at him.

of country.

the goal. Present improvements
constantly going into effect are
but the foundation for the greater

professor. \Vhen would he lay aside this
trivial questioning and begin his work-

stand-"

inating delay from the personal
contacts of people anywhere in
the United States, whether they
be separated by three floors of a
building or three thousand miles

These improvements have not
only helped to meet the steadily

followed the professor's pointing finger.
"They are deflectors. . . . To turn the L
spray. We found the fabric as it moved
along the room swayed up and down, rvtd
splashing the solution hack against the ceil- fan.
ing, where it hardened. Waste, of course. Sat

Then Dr. Heilsbronn devised this. It has
cured the trouble."
"Indeed," returned Gorton, still studying
the shining discs. His dry precise intonalion again made Weeks burn inwardly. He

requirements. They also
make possible the highspeed service which is elim-

al.1

47°.
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Salesmen, earn from 2 to 10
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ments, always to him obvious, were interpreted as enigmatic, became quickly irritable.

"There is no flaw in the formukcs" he

said, clipping off the words impatiently.
"Then, what i.e your explanation? You
think the cause might he physical-a surface
friction that ignites the cloth ?" Weeks
hazarded the guess.
The professor shook his head.
"Physical, yes ; but not in the sense that
you express. I am convinced," his words
were charged with positive emphasis, "that
there is a human agency behind these fires.

BOYS ! !

. Who had supervision over the construction of this process room?"
Heilsbronn stepped forward.
.

Be a Model Airplane
Flyer

.

"I am responsible,"

His voice

rose,

"Do I understand that you accuse
me of a knowledge of the origin of these
shrilly.

Join the

disasters?"
Gorton eyed him unemotionally.

American Air Cadets

-The time for accusations has not come.
I say only that there are appearances of a
clevcr hand in this.... Are there any others,

Send Today for Your Hand-

less and Weeks, after a pause, broke the

strain.

"Keller, who is foreman, and the electrician outside, Barr. The rest were men

be

regularly employed on constructon about the

Form your own club. Teach others.

plant."
"Keller ?"
"He is fastening the last roll there."

too,

can

cord,

Club.

Weeks indicated a man in overalls, who, as
he spoke, wrapped and fastened the last bolt

Have an official Rank that means

room.

Make your present club a National

of linen to its spindle at the far end of the

something. From Grease Monkey to
Ace or Eagle.

"A new man?"
"Well, he was transferred here from our
Coronado plant. A good worker, but hard
to get close to."

AERO MECHANICS

The foreman turned and came toward

is the OFFICIAL MAGAZINE of
the American Air Cadets

Heilsbronn watched the heat

gauges, glancing up with an occasional, im-

patient frown at the man above. Gorton
stood back half in darkness.

Weeks saw Keller at the triplex pump
loading the grease cups, and joined him.

The foreman seemed uneasy in his presence.

Weeks, after an awkward silence, spoke

sharply, repeating the question he had asked
the foreman in the process room.
"What's wrong, Keller ?" The man
turned with strange intensity.
"There's a jinx on the job. A powder

plant that's always catching fire's no place
for me. Everything's wrong-big and little.
Look at that lamp Barr's working on. Jam
against the panel; so close he had to hang a
slab of asbestos to keep from scorching it.
And when he was helping clean off them

IMPORTANT
TO NEWSSTAND READERS

Dr. Heilsbronn 's anger left him speech-
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workmen for example, who were engaged in
the building of this oven, now employed in
operation of the process?"
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Outside on the ladder, the electrician,
Barr, still worked with the mechanism of
the arc. Beside the panel, holding in his
hand a wire guarded lamp from an exten-
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Unaware of the professor's scrutiny,
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"I'm quitting Saturday," he said heavily,
his face averted. "Give you notice now."
"What's wrong, Keller?"asked Weeks.
The foreman shrugged.
"Just quitting." He evaded further questions by stepping quickly to the door. Heils-
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he drew Weeks aside.
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bronn swung about and followed, and
Weeks returned the professor's curious
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"I see the rolls are ready," Gorton said,
raising his eyes again and studying the
spray guns at the ceiling absently. "And I
am ready, too. In fact, I have seen all that
I require-until you start the process. In-
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He turned back to the fire -proof door and
passed out. Weeks remained for a last
nervous survey of the process room. His
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deflectors in the oven yesterday, one slippec
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out sight in the big push ahead.... It must
not happen.

loose and just missed crashing in my head.
I'd rather pack a Springfield." He pointed
to the sentry- pacing down the aisle nearby.
"We're all up against it, Keller," said
Weeks slowly. "But someone's got to see
this through."

AMERICAN AIR CADETS so that I may enjoy all
benefits and advantages of the National Organization.
Please send me my handsome A. A. C. Pin and

futility. He had done all-all that he knew.

short laugh. "I ain't that patriotic."

AMERICAN AIR CADETS
381 Fourth Avenue
New York City
Yes, I want to be an American Air Cadet-receive

the official magazine and win model airplanes.
closed find One Dollar ($1,00).

MECHANICS-the Official Magazine-for five months
regularly as published and ENROLL me in the
Official Membership card.
Name

(Print plainly)

Addiess

City

State

Please tell me how to start a Club CI

I belong to a club now 0
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But with the words came a sense of their

But it was not enough. And Gorton. on
whose aid he had built, engrossed in some
vague theory.
less gesture.

His arms dropped in a hope-

Keller, in the doorway, called: "Ready?"

And Weeks, his voice hoarse with the

growing tension, answered :

The Fabric Process Starts
"TURN on steam."

He stepped out, the door clanged shut

and as he screwed down and locked the
heavy tension -bar, steam crackled, whirled

against the coils, and he heard the spindle
motor hum in crescendo up the scale. The
fabric. on which an army's fate might rest,
was tnoving through the oven.

"Not me," returned the foreman with a

"Those deflectors; you attend to them?"
Keller, startled by the sudden voice behind
him, swung about. He nodded briefly at
Professor Gorton.
"Me or Barr."
"You keep a good polish on them, Keller.
Bright as mirrors."
The foreman peered at him suspiciously as

though striving for the intent of the words.
"We keep the plant in shape best we
can," he answered.

Gorton's voice persisted.
"And do they function better at an angle?
I should say that they would stop the

splash of liquid better to be placed flat
against the ceiling."
Keller stared at him, incensed at the
words.
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"You would, hey? Well, mister, change

'em then. I figured out the idea in the first

Is ere./ the Tuned

place-me and Barr-but if you can better
it, 0. K." He brushed past the professor,
angrily passing out of sight around the
corner of the oven.
Gorton said quietly:

Underground Aerial

"There are some

pieces in the puzzle which are difficult to fit.
. Keller, for example." He turned back

. .

to the control board and Weeks followed

for Better Reception

him.

Barr had at last repaired the arc, and its
sharp purple rays flooded down, throwing

into hard relief the faces of the men beThe foreman snapped off the extension light and coiled the cord. Barr, drag-

neath.

ging his ladder back to fold it, struck its

end against the shield that hung down from
the ceiling between the arc lamp and control
panel, breaking one of the suspending wires.
The foreman called out sharply:
"Watch out! You're against the shield.
Set up your ladder. Here."
With the words he took the ladder from
Barr's hands, extended it again and climbed
up beside the light. Gorton glanced to

where the shield swung, and his
widened.

eyes

"What is that material?" He asked the

question casually of Barr.

The man shrugged without answering

and after a moment Dr. Heilsbronn replied
for him coldly:
"Asbestos-to protect the panel." He
added with sarcastic emphasis, "No doubt
we are again subject to your criticism. We
should, of course, remove the arc to a distance from it. However, the wiring is in
conduit and there is work of more impor-

Here's great news! For the same cost
as an ordinary overhead aerial you can
now enjoy greatly improved reception
and be through once and for all with the
old-fashioned, inconvenient, noise -gather-

ing roof aerial.

There has been such a
great demand for an improved underground aerial that for over a year we
have kept engineers busy designing, testing and perfecting a satisfactory device.

The result

the new amazing SUB TONE. It is designed to decrease static
and noise, get finer selectivity and give
true radio enjoyment, by virtue of Tuning the underground aerial to the radio
is

circuit.

men by the panel stood transfixed. A

strange light in the eyes of Gorton held
them. The ladder, as Keller moved his

weight, creaked loud in the silence. Weeks
felt the atmosphere about him grow ominous
with impending crisis. Gorton and Heils-

bronn, as he watched them, seemed frozen
into

immobility, their features outlined
sharp against the darkness, as a bold craftsman might paint vividly in black and white.

Above, the light purred; softly clicked as
the magnet lifted up the carbon pencil. A
dull hum of machines faint in the distance.
The professor's face changed. A ripple

aerial in it.

white-faced Doctor lunge out with in-

credible swiftness-light flashed on a dull
glinting object-a hoarse cry from KellerThe arc blinked out, then a flame -burst in
the darkness, and simultaneously the crash-

ing detonation of an automatic ploughed
through the silent building and returned in
harsh compelling echoes. A voice cried,
high and febrile ; sounds of a desperate
struggle.

Silence.

Then the scuffle of approaching feet, the
click of breech -block as a shell snapped to

the chamber of a Springfield.
Weeks
groped for the extension cord, and its yellow

light glowed suddenly, painting a strange
tableau there before the panel.
(Continued on page 363)

Just

Sub -Tone is also

equipped with a scientific ground
plate, so that you can take care of
antenna and ground in one simple operation. The leadin wires are brought to the set-the aerial wire connecting first to a binding post on the Tuner, a small, compact device that can be placed in the radio cabinet or any
convenient place near it. Your aerial is out of sight and
protected from lightning, soot, wind and interference.

You avoid many aerial troubles with the use of Sub -Tone.

Sub -

Tone

Works

Try SUB -TONE On Your Own Set FREE!

on A.C.

or D.C.
Sets

or

Sets Operated with
Batteries or

Battery
minators

EI i

The pur-

pose of

You don't need to take our word for the merits of Sub-Tone-we want you to
try it and prove to yourself what tests and reports from users have already
proved to us. Put in a Sub -Tone entirely at our risk. Just hear the difference and judge for yourself! If you aren't delighted with the improvement,
the trial doesn't cost you a cent. Send for all the startling information on
Sub -Tone. You've a surprise waiting for you. Write today!

BETTER RADIO PRODUCTS

Sub -T one,
the marvel-

ous new Un-

derground

Aerial, is to

bring in the ra-

141 W. Austin Ave., Dept. 827-L.T., Chicago, Ill.
BETTER RADIO PRODUCTS,
141 W. Austin Ave..
Dept. 827-L.T., Chicago, Ill.

dio broadcasts you

want to hear, clear
and without interruption, and with the
greatest possible convenience.

of quick comprehension flooded over it. He

stepped forward, stooped to pick up a fragment of the broken shield. Barr stumbled
awkwardly into his path. Weeks saw the

Finer selectivity is allowed
and reception is clearer
and more enjoyable.

dig a small hole and place the

Professor Gorton bent, staring at it
strangely. Heilsbronn leaned forward too.

CONSCIOUS of a sudden tension, the

With Sub -Tone, the aerial

is tuned to the broadcast
being received. This allows the broadcast signal
to have greater strength
than the static and noise.

Takes but a few minutes.

A crash interrupted. The remaining wire
from which the shield hung had given way,
and the rectangular slab fell, shattering on
the floor beside him.

Things Begin to Happen

and the set is unable to

get the desired broadcasts.

It's So Simple a
Child Could Install It!

tance always waiting for our-"

The professor's gaze swung upward to the
light, returned to the Doctor, whose tired
face in the pitiless beating of the arc's rays
had suddenly grown white. Gorton's expression was of a man reaching out; almost
to grasp solution of some mysterious intangible thing which has evaded him.

With an manned aerial,
frequently the sensitivity
of the set is not great
enough to give the broadcast signal a predominating strength over the existing noise level. As a
result static predominates

1.11

Rush details and proof on Sub -Tone, the new Tuned Underground Aerial,

and how I can test it Free.
Name
Address
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State
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INVENTORS
Protect Your Ideas
Send for our Guide Book, HOW
TO GET A PATENT, and Evidence
of Invention Blank, sent Free on
request. Tells our terms, methods,
etc. Send model or sketch and
description of your invention for
INSPECTION and INSTRUCTIONS
FREE.
TERMS REASONABLE.
BEST REFERENCES.

.....
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PATENT ADVICE
CONDUCTED BY JOSEPH H. KRAUS
In this Department we publish such matter
as is of interest to inventors and particularly
to those who are in doubt as to certain patent
phases.
Regular inquiries addressed to
"Patent Advice" cannot be answered by mail
free of charge. Such inquiries are published

Should advice be desired by mail, a
nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each
question. Sketches and descriptions must
be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet
should be written on.

NOTE :-Before mailing your letter to
here for the benefit of all readers. If the this department, see to it that your name
idea is thought to be of importance, we make and address are upon the letter and envelope
it a rule not to divulge all details, in order as well. Many letters are returned to us

to protect the inventor as far as it is possi- because either the name of the inquirer or
ble to do so.
his address is incorrectly given.

RANDOLPH & CO.
Dept. 172, Washington, D. C.

Heated Window Screen

S. Berlowitz, Bronx, N. Y., asks
whether we think it would be a good idea
to patent an electrically heated window
screen, the wires for heating the screen zigzagging across the screen itself.
A. In some sections of the country such
an electrically heated window screen might
(1179)

Name

Street.....

be of value, but for the majority of home

City

.NEW YEAR - NEW IDEA
PATENT YOUR IDEAS
Call or send me a sketch of
your invention. Phone LONgacre 3088

FREE Invent stiDergig

Blank

U. S. and Foreign Patents secured by

Z.H.POLACHEK Reg.PatentAttorney
Consult. Engineer
MI 1234 Broadway. New York

INVENTORS
may now arrange to obtain
PATENTS
and pay for them on the basis of

DEFERRED PAYMENTS

INVENTORS SERVICE BUREAU
Dept. C, Union Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

INVENTORS
We have been in business 30 years. If your invention or patent has merit, send details or
model, or write for information.
Complete
facilities. References.

ADAM FISHER MFG. CO.
205-D
St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS
WRITE FOR FREE INSTRUCTIONS

Send drawing or model for examination.
CARL MILLER, Patent Attorney
Former member Examining Corps, U. S.
Patent Office
261 McGill Building, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
BOOKLET FREE
HIGHEST REFERENCES
PROMPTNESS ASSURED
BEST RESULTS
Send drawing or model for examination
and advice.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
724 9th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

owners in the United States such a product
presents no marketable value. The cost of
electric current is too high to make this
device very practical.
You make no mention in your plan of a

method for preventing shorts due to rain

falling on the window screen, and the temporary fireproofing that you suggest might
make the product rather hazardous to install.
It is doubtful if a patent on this article
could be so protective as to prevent any
other competing manufacturer front duplicating the idea. As a consequence, we would
not suggest further action.

Opposed Cylinder Engine

Thomas D. Longon, St. John,
N. B., Can., submits a description in diagram of an engine with opposed cylinders
(1180)

and requests our comment.

A. We believe that your idea is rather
too elaborate to produce practical results.

Many engines have been developed heretofore in which opposed cylinders produced
the power. You must remember further that
repairs- on your system would be far more
difficult to make than in those engines
wherein but one piston acts in a cylinder.

hours. No failures.

Complete outline FREE.

Robertson, Bloemfontein,

opinion.
A.

The drilling and tapping of nuts in

one operation has been done heretofore, and
while some contend that it is more practical
to perform this work in one operation, most
of the automatic machines such as the Acme
automatic lathe employ two operations for
the same work. In this way, if either tool
breaks, it is replaced at

a much lower

cost, and the tools can also be ground more
easily.

For automatic machines your tool would
be useless because most of these

permit of more than one operation at a
time, and in view of the fact that the spin-

dles must go around completely before the
product is cut off by the cutting -off tool, it
is easy enough to add several tools to perform such simple jobs. For ordinary work,
a machinist could not use your product. We

believe that you will have a difficult job
selling your idea to a manufacturer or to
retailers and consequently we advise no
action.

Airplane Parachute

firing, you would lose approximately onefourth of the horse -power instead of one eighth, as in the case of other mechanisms.

Finger Extension

planes before. There is consequently no
reason why they could not be mounted on

John Watt, Seattle, Wash., has
designed a finger extension for the thumb of
each hand and made in the form of a finger,
which is to be worn by piano players, so
that they could more easily reach the notes
(1181)

when stretching several notes beyond the
octave range. He asks about the chances
for patenting the article.
A. We believe that you could probably
secure a patent on this idea, but that, in
itself, is not the greatest difficulty. The
question is "What are you going to do with
it after you get it patented?" It is doubtful
if even one piano player out of a hundred
would care to have such a finger extension
for the purpose of stretching a few extra

system.

Perfect Penmanship Inst., Dept. 44. St Louis, Mo.

S.

South Africa, has designed a tool which
drills holes in small pieces of metal and
taps them at the same time. He expects
that with such a tool the work of making
nuts will be expedited. He requests our

In the event that either cylinder stopped

with small hands that would require such a

Wonderful, new device, guides your hand; corrects
your writing in few days. Big improvement in three

D.

A. T. Smith, Woodward, Okla.,
asks whether he should patent an idea of a
parachute combined with a helicopter, so
that if the lifting planes have any difficulty
in keeping the ship afloat the parachute
could be opened and could then permit the
ship to land gracefully.

notes. The average player can span an
octave and more. There are too few players

/

Drill and Tap
(1182)

We certainly would not suggest applying
for a patent on a product on which a market is going to be difficult to secure and consequently advise no further action.

(1183)

A.

Parachutes

helicopters.

have

been

used

with

Perhaps the first time that a

parachute was used in conjunction with an
ordinary airplane was in the picturization of
a motion picture play called "Wings." There

are a number of other patents for para-

chutes for airplanes as, for example, the following, which were patented but recently :
No. 1,582,202, issued to S. Wiley, April
27, 1926 ; No. 1,597,918, issued to J. B. Mangan, Aug. 31, 1926 ; No. 1,587,941, issued to
F. N. Doty, June 8, 1926; No. 1.509,410.

issued to J. W. Ruff, Sept. 23, 1924; No.
1,523,200, issued to H. E. S. Holt, Jan. 13.
1925.

In the Next IssueAnother valuable article on

Finance, "How the Stock

Market Operates," by Alfred
M. Caddell.
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What Our Readers Think

Heart of

which commenced in the March issue dealing with Evolution.

may put to us touching on patent,
trade -mark and copyright law. You
may ask: "Should I protect myself

patent, or register under the
trade -mark or copy -right laws? What
by

kind of a patent should I obtain?"
and many other questions that may

These are vital points

occur to you.
to

consider and questions will be

cheerfully answered.

Evidence of Conception

Before disclosing your invention to
anyone send for blank form, "EVIDENCE OF CONCEPTION," to be
signed and witnessed. As registered
patent attorneys we represent hundreds of inventors all over the United
States and Canada in the advancement of inventions. The form, "Evidence of Conception," sample, instructions relating to obtaining of
patents and schedule of fees sent
upon request.

LANCASTER & ALLWINE
270 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Originators of forms "Evidence
of Conception"
MX
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Assume, for the sake of the argument,
that you are attempting to pick up a stone

from the sidewalk.

According to the

story you should reach up into the air for
this stone, but the moment that you stretch
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downward toward the stone, even though
you believed that the stone was above you.
The same is true of every effect and every

Prepared by Raymond F. Yates, famous inventor,
former managing editor of Popular Science Monthly,
who knows what manufacturers want. New. re-

Consequently,

you

motion and move your arm

It is, of course, true that there are certain individuals suffering from a mental
condition who will do things reversely to
the way they are instructed. If a man is
told to button his shoes, he will invariably
take his shoes off ; if told to close his
eyes, he will open them wide; if told not
to eat a thing, he will eat it ; but these

Kars." Here is a remarkable book which tells you
what inventions are NEEDED in every field. Don't
waste your ideas. Send today for

vised 1929 edition. This book may start you toward a
fortune. Send no money. Just write a postcard. Pay
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persons are generally incarcerated in some
institution, and as soon as the doctor dis-

covers that they persist in doing things
reversely, he gives the individual a reverse
command.

/1

At any rate, you will admit that the

good
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the purpose of settling an argument-is it
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corner of their eye. But we have agreed

to settle this argument by an appeal to
you-so what is your explanation of this?
ALBERT J. BAWDEN,

Hamilton, Canada.

(It is impossible to make a person turn

around by looking at his back.

Elkhart, Indiana

Amazing new book,..SateCounstal,"

Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

Occa-

sionally a person is vividly impressed by
the fact that, when he turns around, someone is staring at him. He believes that
that individual staring has been responsible for the turning movement. Such is
not the case. If that same individual were
carefully checked, he would find that he
turns around dozens of times and sees no
one looking at him. The coincidence,
however, markedly impresses the person
stared at.-EDITOR.)
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or bath and

$2.50

your arm, you will see, because of this
reversal of vision, that the arm is not

24-26 West 40th St., N. Y. C.

INVENTORS

4,

in the article were well attested, and yet
one cannot conceive how anyone could

TOWER BUILDING - Chicago,
HOBART BLDG., San Francisco, Cal.
VAN NUYS BLDG., Los Angeles, Cal.

who derive largest profits know
and heed certain
simple but vital
facts before applying for patents. Our book, Patent -

For two
s
.
Rooms with shower

hemisphere of the brain.
It seems as though the facts mentioned

If he wants the man to drink
a glass of water, he will tell him not to
drink a glass of water, and be sure that

Books and Information on Patents
and Trade -Marks by Request
Associates in All Foreign Countries

Rooms with running water .

(It would be difficult for any optician
to tell whether the nerves were crossed or
whether they were not. In the normal
human eye the nerves from the right eyeball cross over to the left and terminate in
this portion of the brain; and those from
the left cross and terminate in the right

action.

PATENTS

2000 Rooms

Sydney, Australia.

continue through life and persist in demonstrating such vision reversals.

7th Ave. 50.5Is!Sts.
New York City

Times Sq.
District

CHARLES F. WALTON,

Service

Without charge or obligation, we
will inform you on any questions you

Wonder Rota of New York
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(Continued from page 345)

PATENTS
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LEARN CARTOONING

At Hoene-in Your Spare Time
The famous Picture Chart Method
of teaching original drawing has
opened the door of success for hundreds of beginners. Whether you
think you have talent or not, send
for sample chart to test your ability, and examples of the work of
students earning from $50 to $300
per week.

Please stale

your age.
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1460 National Bldg., Cleveland. 0.
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The Invisible Incendiary
(Continued from page 359)

PATENTS

Barr, his face contorted in a frenzied,

futile rage, struggled in the arms of Gorton.
The professor's long fingers clamped about
the trigger guard of the blue -barreled German Leuger which the workman held, and
his face still was cold, lacking emotion ; it

OUR OFFER

For the Protection of Your Invention

YOUR FIRST STEP - The inventor should write for our blank
form "RECORD OF INVEN-

was as though he unwillingly rehearsed a

dramatic pantomime which bored him. The
sentry, his rifle held at port, was staring
at the two men, petrified. And Dr. Heilsbronn leaned back weakly on the panel.
"Remove the pistol, please," said Gorton,

TION." Before disclosing your invention, a sketch and description
should be made on the blank sheets

"and before I release my hold it would
be advisable to

make search for other

of our "RECORD OF INVEN-

weapons."

The soldier hesitated, then interrupting
Barr's frantic struggles wrenched the automatic free and handed it to Weeks.
"What next, Mister ?" he asked of Gorton,
alertly, running through the captive's
clothing.

"Take him to military police headquar-

ters. He is an agent of the Wilhelmstrasse." He released Barr, and the man

collapsed, shaking in an anticlimax of emoThe sentry prodded him up callously.
"A Heinie spy, hey? Up, Fritz, and get
your gruel!"
Barr staggered upright. Keller, descendtion.

ing the ladder, stared at him in awe. The
professor pointed to the broken fragments
lying on the floor.
"This shield, Keller-where did it come

TRADEMARKS

VICTOR BUILDING

Our New Building, Nearly Opposite U. S.
Patent Office, Specially Erected by Us
for Our Own Use

TION" and signed by the inventor
and witnessed, sent to us, and we
will place it in our fireproof secret
files. WE WILL ALSO GIVE OUR
OPINION as to whether the invention comes within the Patent Office
definition of a patentable invention.
This "Record of Invention" will
serve as "proof of conception" until
the case can be filed in the Patent
Office. THERE IS NO CHARGE

OR OBLIGATION FOR THIS

SERVICE.
Write for Our Five Books Mailed Free to Inventors
Our Illustrated Guide Book

from?"

"Barr-Barr brought it from the store-

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT

room on a requisition," the foreman stammered.

Contains full instructions regarding U. S. Patents. Our Methods,
Terms, and 100 Mechanical Movements illustrated and described.

Gorton. Then he turned to Dr. Heilsbronn
in whose face unutterable relief and aston-

Shows value and necessity of Trade -Mark Protection. Information regarding TRADE -MARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION IN TRADE.

The Mystery Explained

We have Direct Agencies in Foreign Countries, and secure Foreign
Patents in shortest time and at lowest cost.

"Not from the store room," corrected

OUR TRADE -MARK BOOK

ishment were mingled.

OUR FOREIGN BOOK

PROGRESS OF INVENTION

It was too
clever a scheme; the work of a scientific
brain ; I could not credit its inception to this
man at first. We will find, I think, that
he is graduated from some German university of science. . . . I saw that you recog-

"T OWE you an apology.

Description of World's Most Pressing Problems by Leading Scientists
and Inventors.

Delays Are Dangerous in Patent Matters
WHEN THE INVENTOR WISHES THE APPLICATION
FILED WITHOUT DELAY, HE SHOULD HAVE HIS
CASE MADE SPECIAL IN OUR OFFICE to secure protection, save correspondence and secure early filing date in
Patent Office. He should send us a model, sketch or photograph with a description of his invention together with $25.00
on account. We will make an examination of the U. S. Patent

nized almost as I did, that this is not a
section of asbestos, but iodized fluor -spar
crystals, which block out all the visible
spectrum-but permit the infra -red, the

long -wave rays to filter through.
"When I stepped inside the process room,

Office records to learn whether the invention is patentable. If
it is we will prepare the official drawings immediately and forward them for approval and execution. If the invention is not

a theory of the origin of these mysterious
fires began at once to form. . . Those
polished deflectors-polished like burnished
.

patentable we will return the fee less the cost for the search.

Why? Not to catch the spray,
but to reflect light-concentrate it. They
are concave, you remember, and made to
focus light rays. And Keller said that he
and Barr had worked them out. Then the
thought of the arc lamp outside against the
ebonite panel-why, it was no more than a
very pretty reconstructon of Tyndall's old
shields.

Payment of Fees in Installments
It is not necessary that the total cost of a patent be paid in
one payment. Our custom is to permit our clients to pay for

their applications in three installments as the preparation of
the application progresses in our office.

Our Large, Comprehensive Organization has been established

experiment which first proved the existence

for 30 years and offers Prompt, Efficient and PERSONAL
SERVICE by experienced Patent Lawyers and Draftsmen.

of those unseen rays of the spectrum, the
Surely you remember, Weeks?"
He turned to the other for a confirmation,
then in disappointment shook his head.
Infra -red.

"You do not remember? And yet we
demonstrate this in Physics 21A in the
spring semester of every senior year. . .
Here, I will put it simply. The heat rays
of the arc are caught on the screen of fluorspar and pass, invisible to the eye, through
the opaque panel hoard of ebonite into the
.

process

room.

There, in the

deflectors

Every case is in charge of a Specialist. Our Lawyers practice in
all U. S. Courts and defend clients in ,uits involving Patents,
Trade -Marks and Copyrights. ALL COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA strictly
Secret and Confidential. We shall be glad to have you consult us or to answer any
questions in regard to Patents, Trade -Marks or Copyrights without charge.

Highest References-Prompt Service-Reasonable Terms

: VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.

FREE
:
Established 1898
Registered Patent Attorneys
COUPON :
I MAIN OFFICES : 715 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.

cleverly arranged by Barr above the spray
guns, they are brought to a focus and concentrated on a spot of the peripheral surface
of one of the linen rolls. The heat of these
rays, thus concentrated, is intense, like a
giant burning glass at noonday. Your

BRANCH OFFICES: 1007 Woolworth Bldg., New York City; 828 Fidelity Phila. Trust Bldg.,
Philadelphia, Pa.; 1640-42 Conway Bldg., Chicago, III.; 514 Empire Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.;
1010 Hobart Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Gentlemen: Please send me FREE OF CHARGE your books as described above.

one, by the simple lighting of this are

Address

series of mysterious fires were kindled, each

above us."

Name
S
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Half Price
ALMOST unknown three years ago,
today Edgar Wallace is a sensation.

Every book he has published

in America has immediately joined the
best sellers. WHY? Because only Wallace has the eerie power to make your
flesh creep-your blood chill-your hair
stand on end-at the gruesome and terrific situations his magic pen portrays.

For mystery-horror-action-romance;
for a thrill a minute, a shock on every

page, you must read Edgar Wallace
Every other writer of mystery and
horror yarns pales into insignificance
beside this man who cannot witness his
own moving pictures because they are
so gruesome. Midnight shrieks echoing
down cobwebbed corridors. The clank
of chains in mysterious secret passages.
Sudden

coming

shots

from

nowhere.

The silent assassin's knife getting in its
gruesome work under the noses of Scotland Yard's keenest detectives. That is
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Weeks, as he listened, read in Barr's face
the confirmation of his guilt. The soldier,
of curious workmen.
Gorton smiled at Keller.
"You, too, had a part in my suspicions.
fliit when Itarr's pistol made appearance,

By H. L. Weatherby
(Continued front page 328)
Glue,

stain,

finishing

materials,

etc.

Construction

your timely act in turning out the arc light
absolved you. Perhaps it saved me from
the bullet. At all events, I thank you."
Then as if in dismissal of a boresome
subject. the professor yawned and scanning
his wrist watch, spoke to Weeks:
"You might wire the Service of Supply
advising that they may depend on shipment
of the processed fabric for the two hundred

should he carefully squared to
and then centered very exactly in the lathe

ing train for Mercer?"

made square with a little more work. The

waiting planes. ... Is there an early morn-

ASIDE from the turning, the construction

is

simple enough.

The posts

for turning. Tenons are turned on the
ends of these pieces to fit into round mor-

tises, bored into the top and bottom end
cross -pieces. If desired by the builder,
these mortise and tenon joints may he
round ones will he perfectly satisfactory
when well fitted and glued.
The top and bottom end pieces are very

End

In the next issue-

similar, and should he made up next. Square

LATEST AVIATION
ADVANCES
"News," as well as construction
details

off some blank paper, for full size pattern;
for these, and lay the curves out according
to the diagrams given. Cut these patterns
out and mark around them on the squared -

up wood, and saw the parts to size and
shape. Finish to the line, with file and
sandpaper, and bore the half -inch holes
for the mortises in the proper places.

Edgar Wallace!

Formerly $8.00, Now Only
$4.90 for All 4!

Wood Turning

at his gesture, swung the man about and
pushed him through the gathering crowd

MODEL BLUEPRINTS

And now for the first time in America you "an get the greatest of these

masterpieces of mystery and horror in
a uniform binding.

Four full-length novels-over 1200 pages
of thrills, crime, mystery, and adventure.
Beautifully bound in red and black
cloth, clearly printed on fine white
paper. Here is your opportunity to

know Edgar Wallace at his best. The
titles of these books are given below:
THE GIRL FROM SCOTLAND YARD
THE TERRIBLE PEOPLE

A KING BY NIGHT
THE DOOR WITH SEVEN LOCKS
.....fri, .-,..

Correct-Easy to Follow
1-2 Horizontal Steam Engine details....... set $1.00
3-4 Boiler construction for
above

5 880 Ton Bark

set $1.00

6-7 Twin Cylinder Steam

50c

Engine and Boiler.set $1.00
8-9 Gasoline Fired Locomotive
set $2.00
10-11 U. S. S. Constitution,
"Old Ironsides" set $1.00
12 13th Century Man -of War
50c
13-14 Chinese Junk.
..set 50c
15-16 Electrically driven

Automobile ......set $1.00
17-18 How to Build a Re-

'4

Now $ A 90
Only

v

Volumes

Simply Mail This Coupon

with your check or money order for
$4.90-and all

4

books

are

yours.

If not perfectly satisfied, send them
back, and we'll gladly refund your
money.

flecting Telescope... $1.00
19 Roman Ballista
50c
20-21 Simple Steam Engine,
set 50c
22 "Santa Maria," complete 50c
23-24 Model U. S. S. Portsmouth
set $1.00
25 Building a Model Tugboat
50c
26 Twin Cylinder Marine
Engine
50c
27-31 U. S. S. Truxton
$2.00
32 Sopwith Biplane
50c
33 Speed Boat
50c
34 Airplane Engine
50c
35-36 Motor Winch
75c
37-38 Vertical Steam Engine $1.00
39 Cannon
50c
40 Steam Roller.
50c
41 Prairie Schooner
50c

Lincoln Sport Mono-

MacKinnon -Fly Publications, Inc.,

Dept. 2508M, 381 Fourth Ave.,

New York, N. Y.
enclose my check or money order for
$4.90, for which you are to send me the
4
Edgar Wallace Books listed above. I
understand that I can return them and

get my money back if not entirely satisfied.
Name

(man -carrying)

State

$1.00

Send Orders to

BLUEPRINT DEPARTMENT
SCIENCE AND INVENTION
381 Fourth Avenue

Street

City

plane (man -carrying) $6.75

Gerber Monoplane

New York City

Showing appearance of two legs assembled

and also a single turned leg.

In boring for the mortises, it would be
well to center the four pieces, and square

across all of them at once, in order to

make certain that they will line up exactly.

The construction of the top should be
left until last for the reason that a wide,
thin glued -up board of this sort is likely
to warp, if it is not fastened down. Therefore, when the side and end rails are
made, and the whole frame is glued together and set up, we are ready to lay out
and shape the top. The end cross -rails
may be omitted as the photograph shows,
if desired.

Another pattern is carefully made for
the top, and the curves are cut around the
edge of the previously glued -up and
squared -up

piece,

by the

best available

method: band saw, compass saw, scroll
saw, or coping saw. These edges are
filed and sandpapered sin,,oth, and slightly
rounded. and after making some glue

blocks for the under side of the top, we
are ready for the final assembling.

The top may be attached with dowels,
and glued as the drawing indicates, or it
may be fastened down with screws from
underneath through the cross -pieces.

The

shelf is fastened in place by this method
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and both top and shelf are reinforced by
rubbing triangular glue blocks to the

under sides of shelf and top, and against
the end pieces.

Glue may be removed easily while it is
still wet by the discreet use of hot water.
This will raise the grain, but a little additional sanding will not hurt the finished
work, prior to staining or other finishing.

Finishing
THE finish to be used will depend upon
the material used, and directions given
in previous articles will apply to this job
as well.
Next month we expect to give the readers of SCIENCE AND INVENTION directions
and plans for making turned picture

frames of various designs. Most of us
have photographs, or small prints that we

would like to frame, but the cost oftentimes restrains us. The turned frame is
a simple method of creating a high-class

article with very little expenditure of time
or money.

If a Giant Meteor Hit a
Modern City !
By Prof. Wm. J. Luyten
(Continued from page 296)
file

it, and saw it with great difficulty,

and one may well have sympathy for those
who toiled here in the blazing tropical

One specimen was shown to the
writer, a piece as large as a match box,
but it had required three hours of continuous sawing, and had used up three
sun.

dozen hacksaws. Fortunately even these
partially successful attempts at mutilation
have ceased now, for the administration of

South West Africa has wisely forbidden
the removal and exportation of all meteoric matter, as a whole or in parts.
That this meteorite is no easy customer
when it comes to sawing need not surprise
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meteoric origin for our new find, there is
still considerable mystery left. When did
it fall? Where did it come from? To
the first question the geologist only can
provide an answer, for, by studying closely
the weathering and the decay of the rocks

around it he may be able to tell more or
less when the strange visitor fell from the
sky. It might he possible to prove that it
had fallen before a certain ice age, and

thus give at least a lower limit for the
time it has been on earth. All we can
say at present is, that it has undoubtedly
been there for thousands of years, possibly for tens or even hundreds
thousands.
The second question will never

of
be

answered in full and we shall have to be
satisfied with emulating Caesar, and write
on its tomb: "It came, it fell and it
stayed." Whence it came? From the
Great Wide Open Spaces. In all probability it originally belonged to the solar
system, and was born out of the sun at
the same time as all the other planets.
Subsequently it may have cruised through
space as part of a comet perhaps, later

possibly deteriorating into a swarm of
meteors. It may even have been alone

all these millions of years, until it met its

fate and struck the atmosphere of

earth.

the

An interesting possibility, that of its
having belonged to a swarm, has been
raised by the fact that further south, in

great Kalahari desert, a whole field has

pare with the Grootfontein giant, representative ones are no larger than about

two feet long and about a foot in diameter,
and weigh only some 500 pounds. The

battlefield where this army has been
slaughtered is 500 miles away from the
solitary meteorite in the north, but it
would be interesting to investigate the

tained indicate a nickel proportion of no
less than 17.5%, iron taking up 81.5%,
leaving just one percent for other metals,
carbon, and other extraneous substances.

from Grootfontein.

small fragments and the single colossus

As far as we now know, the Groot-

fontein meteorite is the largest meteorite
in "captivity." It is approached only by

In short, therefore, this meteor is
nothing less than nickel -steel, with as fine

that of Bacubirito, Mexico, which is
alleged to weigh 50 tons, but even the

and without any flaws whatsoever.

tain. It definitely surpasses the Greenland
meteorite from Melville Bay, brought

Before taking leave of our meteorite
we again looked at its surroundings and
we were struck with the fact that it appeared so unnatural here. Even if the
outward appearance

and

the

chemical

analysis did not convince us that this is a
meteorite, its position and the surroundlimestone structure would provide
ample evidence in that direction. The
ing

mere existence of this black "rock" in
the white limestone would lead one to
suspect its origin ; it certainly does not

appear as a normal adornment of the land-

but very strongly gives the impression of having arrived in a catasscape,

This impression is
trophic manner.
strengthened, even when one examines the
under -lying and surrounding strata of

rock. On the northeastern side where the
pit is deepest, more than eight feet, inspection of the limestone layers shows that

these, ordinarily horizontal, are abruptly
bent and almost vertical on both sides of
the meteor, while directly under it these
layers are obviously crushed and greatly
compressed. It is hardly surprising that a
meteorite, which seems so out of place
here, even appears to disobey the ordinary
laws of physics : while the rocks and the
sand surrounding it feel scorchingly hot

under the blaze of the tropical sun the
meteorite
touch.

itself is delightfully cool to

Although there can thus be no reasonable doubt concerning the reality of the

in 7 hours

been discovered, simply peppered with
small meteorites. None of these can com-

possible connection between the swarm of

a structure as our best man-made steel,

inch to your biceps
2 inches t i your chest

the region of Gibeon, on the border of the

us,

once we have made the chemical
analysis. The best results thus far ob-

EARLE LIEDERMAN, The Muscle Builder

Author of "Muscle Building," "Science of Wrestling,"
"Secrets of Strength," "Here's Health," "Endurance," etc.

A marvelous system of muscular
education that transforms weaklings

in New York.
It would seem well worth while, there-

fore, to remove this new find to a more
accessible locality where it could be admired by those interested. Few indeed
will consider the reward of seeing it suf1,800

miles

from

Cape

Town,

mostly through a barren desert on a train
that runs only once a week, a journey lasting more than four days, and ending up
with an 18 -hour trip on a 2 -foot gauge
railroad, at an average speed of only 16
miles per hour.
The difficulties of removing the meteor-

ite on the other hand, though great, are
not insurmountable. The narrow gauge
railway line, constructed to transport the
copper, lead,

and vanadium

ore

from

Tsumeb and Grootfontein to the coast is
run with engines of 45 tons, and would thus

be demonstrably safe for any such loads
as would be required, even if the meteor
should turn out to weigh seventy tons.
There are no tunnels on the line, and in
the dry season no dangerous bridges. The
present location of the meteorite is about
four miles distant from the siding at Otjihaenene.
possible

It would thus appear entirely
to remove the world's largest

meteorite to more accessible quarters.

almost

men

muscle, and the health and strength that always come with
muscle. In the past 19 years I've taken over 200,000 puny
little underdeveloped bodies-coaxed them along-worked
on them-filled them with new life-new hope-new terrifying strength that forced their owners to be powerful,
fighting, proud he-men. And how simple it all is under
my instruction!

HERE'S HOW I DO IT
All I ask of you is 7% hours of your spare time, divided
into 15 -minute periods for 30 consecutive days. In those
15 -minute periods you are to do exactly as I advise, using
the apparatus I send you. At the end of the 7% hours
step before your mirror, and marvel at the transformation.
Could that great, handsome figure be yours? Those huge
broad shoulders-that immense barrel -like chest with its
powerful lungs-those tremendous arms and wrists, ready
to crush everything before them-could it be possible?
Yours it can be-and odickly, too. But first send for
my new 69 -page book. Let me show you how such a body
can be yours without risking a single penny. How my
ironclad guarantee absolutely protects every single pupil.
Send for it today. Get going to new health-new happiness-new Joys nowt
Send For My New 64 -Page Book

ficient to brave the hardships of traveling

nearly

strong

overnight ...

This is not a fish story. It's a fact! When I say I
can add one whole inch of real live muscle to each of
your arms and two whole inches of the same wonderful
strength across your chest, in Just 7% hours, I mean
just that.
But I don't stop there. I do things with your body
that even YOU never dreamed of. My business is to build

existence of this last one is none too cer-

back by Admiral Peary from one of his
polar expeditions, and now resting in the
great hall of the Natural History Museum

into

'7114satiai,
IT IS FREE
I do not ask you to send me a single cent until you are
convinced that I can help you. All I do ask is that you
write today for my free 64 -page book "Muscular Development," so you will be able to read for yourself just what
I want
I do for you and what I have done for others.
YOU to have a copy for the sake of your future health and
happiness, so send today-do it now before you turn this
page. Just fill out and mail the coupon.

EARLE LIEDERMAN
Dept. 2708

305 Broadway, New York City

EARLE LIEDERMAN, Dept. 2708
305 Broadway, New York City.

Dear Sir:

Please send me, without obligation on my

part whatever, a copy of your latest book,
Development."

Age

Name

Street
City

"Muscular

State

(Please write or print plainly)
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According to a recent article by the
president of the world's largest motor
research corporation, there is enough
energy in a gallon of gasoline it converted 100% in mechanical energy to
run a four cylinder car 450 miles.

NEW GAS SAVING
INVENTION ASTONISHES
CAR OWNERS
A marvelous device, already Installed
on thousands of cars, has accomplished
wonders in utilizing a portion of this
waste energy, and is producing mileage
tests that seem unbelievable. Not
only does it save gasoline, but it
also creates more power, gives Instant
starting, quick pick-up, and eliminates carbon.
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recently was actively identified.

Back in 1917, one share of

Make a Contract

have been purchased for approximately $75. Since then

By Alfred

stock in this corporation could

there have been several capital
split-ups and payments of dividends in stock as well as cash until today

that one share, not including cash dividends, has a market value in the neighborhood of $1800. In other words, that
one share, through split-ups and stock

dividends, has grown to 22% shares, each
of which is a dividend earner.
In form, the Equity Securities Company
would operate as an investment trust,

be officered by men experienced
in the security world. The theory behind an investment trust is that should
one of its investments prove not to be
FREE SAMPLE and $100 a Week a money maker it would be balanced
To obtain national distribution quickly, men are being by an investment that yielded good diviappointed everywhere to help supply the tremendous dends. In a sense, therefore, the plan
demand. Free samples furnished to workers. Write

and

today to E. Oliver, Pres., for this free sample and big embodies investment insurance. Admittedly
money making offer.

investment experts should be in a far

WHIRLWIND MFG. CO.
better position to judge values than the
Milwaukee. Wis. much -referred -to man on the street.
999-36 E. Third St..

One of the most important angles of

the proposed plan is that it will tend to do
Only 4 Motions used in playing this fascinating
instrument. Our native Hawaiian Instructors
teach you to master them Quickly. Pictures
show how. Everything explained clearly.
Playin Half Hour
Easy L
After you get the
Even if YOU don't
four easy motions

know one note from
another, the 62
printed lessons and
clear pictures make
its Ytalearnamck-

you play harmonious

chords with very
little. practice.

No

rozvs.r r,VdcA!

GIVEN .-

IY. aPee as you play.

when you enroll

sweet toned
HAWAII ANa GUITAR, Carrying Case
and Playing Outfit
AT ONCE Si, nursefire offer
five
offer and easy terms. A
Value die to Sso

postcard will do. ACT I

No sztraseverything lgolsoled

Goiter. Ukulele.
COURSES TirrIT: PruiceleV.itnn. dTeitft:eTle-T;
known

FIRST HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC. Inc.
9th Floor. Woolworth Bldg.. Dept. 240 New York, N. Y.

away with stock swindling-at least, in
some of its phases. There is scarcely a

man or woman living who doesn't want to
make money. The first step toward gaining independence has usually been a savings bank account. But there comes a

latest AC Electric or Battery Radio. Free return
privilege.
Big choice
of cabinets

$409

1 dial
Vs.- Lighted
$19
Radio's most amazing bargains direct from big.
29

old. reliable maker. Don't buy unlace 30 daya
esc proves entire outfit unbeatable at 2 tu 3 time.
the price. for tone, selectivity. distance, volume.
Catalog and BIG SPECIAL OFFER
PAIDWEnlIADIO TryPeORATION

Free

409-8A

airacrigiV.cinaguat.o.

EARN V P TO $125 Op

401.1NtNA

Learn in few months to make plates, crowns, bridges,
etc.. for dentists. No books. Day or night schools in
oston, Philadelphia.
Chicago, DetroitRITE
Cleveland,
BBOOK
FOR

"But given widespread prosperity the
need for charity will diminish. A growing population largely without financial
worries will raise ambitious, contented

children. A great affliction in our scheme
of existence is want if not actual poverty
in old age. I believe that condition can be
alleviated if not actually abolished."

At various times in the history of the

world Utopian dreams have come to light,

dreams which were supposed to portray
the highest attaintments in politics, laws,
economics and human satisfaction. Can it
not be said that the plan advanced by Mr.
Raskob

is

partial though

a

practical

realization of such a dream? Big business
owned by the masses of small investors?

With such an interest at stake, who can
place a limit on American prosperity that
lies just ahead?

Financial Questions and
Answers

money. If luck is with him, he will prob-

Will you kindly express an opinion regarding the outlook for Jewel Tea Co.?
L. J. B., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Answer: Since the reorganization in

sires to obtain a larger income on his

ably make a good investment by himself,
but the chances are just as much against
him as they are in his favor.
However, it is not to be thought that
M r.

Depositor has

been overlooked.

Swindlers are after this money as well as
legitimate investment houses, and to the
dubious credit of the swindler it must be

has paid attention to the man of small
AC -8

only hope is charity.

Edited by:Mr. Caddell, Financial Editor

gressive and effective salesmanship to accomplish his end. Put in another way, he
Factory to you. Savo '30% on

ahead are more or less hopeless. Their

time when a savings bank depositor de-

said that he has at least used very agSyr. guarantee

(Continued

It

means.

has

been

estimated

that

swindlers have been responsible for upwards of $1,000,000,000 annual loss to
people who were led on by rosy promises
of wealth.
But will such losses deter people from
making

other

investments?

1920, the company has improved its merchandising policies. Sales for 1928 were

$1,500,000 more than in 1927, showing a gain of 21% over 1927 net. The com-

pany formerly distributed only its own
line, but is now handling nationally advertised products. The company declared a
stock dividend of 75% and an extra cash

dividend of $1 a share and a quarterly
dividend of 75 cents a share on the stock
which will be outstanding following the
payment of the 75% stock dividend. The
business appears to be on a profitable basis
with a very favorable outlook, especially
for the original stockholders.

Hardly.

Learning by trial and error, although
costly, makes people more appreciative of
sound securities, the kind and the only

am worried about the recent decline. Have

aims to bring into being has any idea of

Worcester, Mass.
Answer: We cannot suggest any spe-

kind that the institution which Mr. Raskob

investing in.
In the July issue of SCIENCE & INVEN-

TION, the writer pointed out the remarkable investment structure of 17,000,000
investors, large and small, which has risen
in America since the war. The day of the

small investor has arrived; that is, pro-

I own some Graham -Paige stock and

you any information on it?

F. S. H.,

cial reason for the decline in the stock,
other than the general weakness in the
entire market. All motor stocks have
been gradually selling off. For the long
pull we believe the stock has good speculative possibilities, and if you hold it, no

gressive financiers have lately given recogDentistry
School of Mechanical
nition to the man of small means, realizing
McCarrie
Chicago.
1338 S. Michigan Avenue
Dept. 304

doubt you can eventually dispose of it

plied by thousands and millions of him
that financing of industry will not only

Would you advise me to sell or hold
my hundred shares Pennsylvania Railroad, which was recently purchased? H.
K. P., New Haven, Conn.
Answer: We can offer no good reason
for selling Pennsylvania Railroad stock.
Marketwise the stock may not be very
active, but it is an investment issue held

without loss.

that when his investments become multi-

-FREE Wholesale Radio Catalot
Set Builders -Dealers! Save Money!
Send for the most complete book of nationally known
Parts, Kits, Cabinets. Consoles, Speakers, Power Units,
Sete, etc. All at lowest wholesale prices. Quick service
on all your needs. Write now, it Is FREE-

SETBUILDERS SUPPLY CO.
Dept. 322 Romberg Bldg. Mattson and Market Stn. CHICAGO, L

BeBig
a Traffic
Manager
Pay-Big Opportunity

become more possible but the nation as a
whole will become more healthy.

"The possibilities of this country, industrially and otherwise, have scarcely
been scratched," said Mr. Raskob. "Who
cannot conceive for the not far distant
future even greater things than he has
seen in the past? With electrical communication advancing at a tremendous

Big business needs trained traffic men. At least three
Detroit manufacturers pay their traffic managers better
than $20,000 a year. Train in your spare time for this
highly profitable profession. Low cost; easy terms.
Write now for valuable 64 -page book - FREE.

rate, with the airplane opening up vast unexplored territories ; with science progressing on every hand, who can possibly place
a limit on American achievement?

To be sure of getting your copy every month,
subscribe to SCIENCE AND INVENTION$2.50 a year. Experimenter Publications, Inc.,
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City.

man who can save a little money and does
not compel that saved money to work for

LaSalleExtenslonUniverelty, Dept. 8384-T,Chicago

"There is, therefore, no excuse for a

him.

Of course, those who do not plan

by more than 150,000 stockholders. From

time to time you no doubt will be af-

forded the opportunity of subscribing to
Pennroad Stock on attractive terms.

I am greatly concerned regarding my

Acoustics Products Stock which was purchased at considerably higher prices. Can
you offer any suggestion? S. S. W., New
York City.

Apgust, 1929
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to Become Wealthy
M. Caddell
from page 300)
Answer: Late earning reports are not

available. The company and subsidiaries
manufacture machines and devices for sound
reproduction, including a synchronizing

It is reported that
a production schedule calls for talking
pictures costing over $5,000,000. The result from this field is problematical. Recently the stockholders ratified an increase
in the common shares from 1,000,000 to
1,300,000.
The stock pays no dividend
apparatus with films.

and therefore must be regartled as a speculation, although it has future possibilities.
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same wavelength and adjusted
so that there is no coupling be-

Strongfort
Man Builder tells you

In the plate circuit of the amplifier tubes are
tween them.

the stator coils of a goniometer,

the secondaries of which are
in series with their respective
coil antennas. The plates of the amplifier tubes are connected to a source
of alternating current, one tube being supplied with say 85 cycle voltage and the

how to be powerful

You - like every other man
worthy of the name of "man"have

other with 65 cycle voltage. The:e are the
visual indicator

reeds are tunel.

are

virtually a proposition of liquida-

Earnings have declined steadily in
However, owing to improved methods in reclaiming zinc and
silver ore formerly abandoned, the life of
tion.

recent years.

the property may be prolonged and, of
course, there are possibilities of new ore
liseoveries.

The stock has a present book

value of about $16 for each $10 share

outstanding. It would therefore seem ad-

visable to keep this stock.

Would you advise the purchase at present prices of Anchor Gap Corp. common?
G. L. R., Camden, N. J.
Answer: For 1928 the net income was

This

portion of the apparatus is described with
the receiver equipment. Each power amplifier passes radio frequency current each
alternate half cycle, the frequency being
either 65 or 85 cycles or any other modulating frequencies which may have been

This was about
double 1927 net on 144,000 shares. The
latest balance sheet showed a strong current financial position. The long pull
possibilities for the common are good.
It might be better to consider the Preferred, because the yield is fairly good
and it is convertible into two shares of
common which would seem to make it a
little more attractive.

I am a widow, although self-supportI have $6,000 in a savings bank,
earning 4%. I would like to obtain a
larger income and would appreciate any
suggestion that you may offer. Mrs. 0. S.,

New Haven, Conn.
Answer: Unless you have an income
in excess of your immediate requirements,
would suggest that you leave at least
$2,000 in the savings bank for emergency
purposes. The remaining $4,000 may be
safely invested by purchasing one $1,000

New York Title and Mortgage 51/2%;
one Title Guarantee & Trust Co. 51/2%;
ten shares each American Ice preferred,
Byuk Cigar first preferred, North American Edison preferred and fifteen Standard Gas -6. Electric preferred. These
stocks would cost you less than $2,000 an'd

yield an annual income of $120, and the
bonds will yield $110 annually.

Invisible Beam Will Guide
Racing Car
(Continued from page 346)
signals of the same wavelength but modu-

lated at two different frequencies. A master
oscillator feeds two power amplifiers which

are modulated by two different low frequencies. The outputs of the amplifiers
are led separately to the two loop
antennas.
The loop antennas are tuned to the

to

be

low with too much stomach and
too

little wind-is a ridiculous

object. laughed at or despisedundesirable

in

company,

un-

sought as life companions.
You don't have to be one of this
kind. You can be a real 100
per cent man. You can be just

a man as any one

such

ing forks which supply sufficient voltage to

of the

splendid fellows that I have
developed into fine, outstanding

enable grid or plate modulation of inter-

The world holds no
parallel for the work have accomplished in upbuilding weak
men. And what have done for
others I can do for you through
STRONGFORTISM-my world specimens.

mediate amplifiers could be used and solve
the difficulty of keeping the low frequencies

I

steady.

I

In the grid modulation method, the mod-

ulating frequency is impressed upon the
grid of one of the amplifier tubes. The
plate modulation method applies low frequency voltage to the grids of the modulating tubes, the plates of which are connected to the output of one of the amplifiers in a circuit which is similar to that
used in broadcasting stations. Both meth-

ods are satisfactory but the plate modulation scheme has an advantage in that

there is less distortion of the wave form.

ST RON G FORT

Builder of Men

famed

of

Course

health

and

strength building.

STRONGFORTISM
Outstanding as a Strength Builder

If
I have made powerful men out of mere weaklings.
you seek tremendous strength. If you want to become
a professional strong man; if you want good health

and manly strength-every man wants that; if you
want energy and vitality; if you want a clear, unflinching eye and a steady nerve, if you want courage
"sand" and pep YOU can get all of these by following in the paths in which have directed thousandsyou can be a real man! Above all, you can rid yourself of disheartening weaknesses and blighting ailI

Receiver

176,000 common shares.

ing.

desire

be

of

sallow face-like the flabby fel-

In the foregoing description the system
involves the supply of plate power, direct
to the amplifier tubes at low frequencies.
Vacuum tube oscillators controlled by tun-

equal to $5.17 a share for each of the

burning

vigorous-to be
defense-to be an
outstanding figure-admired and
respected by men and women.
You know the penalty of weakness. You know that the skinny
fellow with hollow chest and
capable

chosen.

Will you kindly express an opinion on
Butte & Superior Mining Stock? F. L.
L., Jersey City, N. J.
Answer: The mines of this company

a

strong-to

two modulation frequencies to which the

THE radio beacon can be used with any
receiving set, merely by replacing the

headphones with some form of visual indi-

One form of indicator might consist of two neon glow lamps, one in each
tuned circuit. The tuned circuits are attached to the output of the receiving set.
When the voltage of either tuned circuit
drops the lamps will give a rather sharp
indication. A direct current galvanometer
cator.

connected differentially to the rectifier tube
could be used. When the racing car was

on the course and the currents in the two
tuned circuits were the same, the direct

ments, such as constipation, indigestion, rheumatism,
lassitude, insomnia, catarrh, chronic
nervousness,
colds, etc.,

if you are so afflicted.

Vibrant Health Awaits You
Many young men write me the most pathetic letters
about their sorry plight and their hopeless state of
What I reveal to them,-what I do for them,
mind.
transforms their lives, makes them happy, joyous
My
souls, with an entirely new outlook on life.
methods give to them speedily a bodily feeling so
new, so different, so vigorous, that they are like
men reborn-vibrant with life, bubbling with energy,
eager for contact with ethers, full of ambition and
pep!

Results are truly marvelous.

Thousands testify

to this fact. They tell a story of rejuvenation, restoration and rebuilding of the human body that is beyond dispute.

Send for My FREE BOOK

IT WILL PROVE A REVELATION

the galvanometer needle would remain in
the center of the scale. Any deviation from
the course would result in the needle mov-

I've packed the experience and research of a lifetime of physical and health building into my startlingly interesting book. In it are plain facts that will
astonish you and help you out of your sorry plight.
It
will tell you frankly how you can make yourself
over into a vigorous specimen of vital manhood with
100% pep. power and personality.
Send for your copy of this book right now-TODAY!

ever, would undoubtedly be too critical

STRONGIFORT INSTITUTE

current outputs would be balanced and

ing to either side of the galvanometer
scale. These forms of indicators, how-

LIONEL STRONGFORT. DIRECTOR.

and complicated for practical use.

PHYSICAL. AND HEALTH SPECIALIST
DEPT. 537

Reed Indicator
T. HE form of indicator which is likely
to be used consists of a device employ-

ing two vibrating reeds. Their vibration
gives the visual indication and they themselves provide the necessary tuning to the
two modulation frequencies. When the
beacon signal is received the two reeds will

vibrate and since the tips of the reeds are
white with a black background behind
them a vertical white line will appear. One
of the reeds is tuned to a frequency of 85
cycles and the other to a frequency of 65

cycles or in other words the reeds are

tuned to any modulating frequencies which
may be used at the transmitter. It is only
necessary therefore, for the driver to watch
the two white lines produced by the vibrating reeds. If the lines are of equal length
the driver will know that he is on the correct course. If the line on the right hand
side of the indicator becomes longer than

the other he knows that the car has run

off the course to the right. The white line

NEWARK. NEW JERSEY. U.S.A.

---Send this Coupon

Free Confidential Consultation
Mr. Lionel Strengtort, Strongfort Institute, Dept.

937, Newark, N. J.-Please send me absolutely free my
copy of your book. "LIFE'S ENERGY THROUGH

STRONGFORTISM." printed in....English....Glerman....Spanish. This does not place me under any
obligation and no salesman is to call on me. I have
marked (x) before the subjects in which I am most
interested.

..Catarrh
..Colds
..Asthma

_Overweight
..Weak Back
..Weak Eyes
..Short Breath
..Weak Heart
..Lung Troubles
..Round Shoulders
..Stomach Disorders
_Increased Height
.
Muscular Development
..Great Strength

.. Headache

..Rupture
.

Th inness

..Pimples
_Insomnia
..Constipation
..Rheumatism
..Nervousness

Private Ailments
Name

Age

Occupation

Street

City

State
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on the left hand side becomes longer when
he drives too far to the left. It will simply

be necessary, therefore, for the driver to
watch the visual indicator and see that
both lines are of the same length. When
this condition exists he will know that the
course taken by the car is correct. Owing

ii-----/ Learn by Doing
k THAT'S the WAY WE TEACH
1:and we do more-we give the student a thorough training which
will insure his success in after
ilife. No field offers such great
possibilities to ambitious men as
the electrical field. You must,
ihowever, be practically trained
before you can reach the harvest of your knowledge.

to the directive nature of the two coil

ing You the Actual Work to Do
Every branch of Practical Electricity is so thoroughly and so
personally taught as to place one
who graduates from our school
several years ahead of the experienced man in the field who
has not had special training such
as we give.

ti

vibrating reeds is shown in the photograph
accompanying this article. The indicator

The stationary observer counts 20 chips

will of course be mounted on the instrument board of the racing car, so as to be
clearly visible to the driver at all times.
The receiving set can be tuned, the dials
locked in place, and the set placed within
the body of the car. Here it will be supported by a shock -proof mounting con-

sisting of rubber cord as shown in the

SCHOOL

29 West 17th Street
New York City

Why discard your present good set when ou
can electrify it for only $6.85, and banish the
annoyance and expense of buying new "B"
batteries?

can obtain any integral number of inches
from 1 to 63.
Length

Breadth

Thickness

in.

in.

in.

1

2

3

8
32

16

Block A

12

C

36

TOWNSEND LABORATORIES,
725 Townsend St., Chicago, Ill.
Please send me full information on the Townsend

"it" Power and Free Trial Offer.
Address

City

State

4

While such a set of blocks is not exactly
a vest pocket affair, it will actually give

one the series of standard lengths indicated
in the query.

water, the glass bulb is heated and expands

The Pressure Tank
In a pressure tank the volume of air will
decrease even though the pressure is kept
constant.

This is caused by the air dis-

solving in the water, the tendency to dis-

FREE!

Will fly for miles at height of 1000 feet. Great

chance to study aerial navigation. Send name and
11 send 6 of our Dew

ietores to dieooee of orne:::si

cclef 26e offer.

for this service we will men this wonderful Airship with

full inetructions free.
C. M. THOMAS, 337 W. Madison St., 8-K-22. Chicago

solve being greater the greater the pressure.
Hence, the water that leaves the tank con-

tains a little more dissolved air than that
which enters

it. the

result

being that

eventually the air in the tank is exhausted
and escapes dissolved in the water that
flows out of the tank.

The Problem of the Auto Ride
If we let X represent their usual speed

RADIO

in miles per hour, the distance to town will

FREE

CATALOG

AT
WHOLESALE PRICES
A fascinating pastime that puts real money in your
pocket.

Everything in radio at actual wholesale

prices. Send for catalog and particulars now.
ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION
Chicago
711 W. Lake St. Dept. D-10

be 2x miles, and the distance to Uncle
If they double their
John's (2.r-12).
speed going to their Uncle's, the time go-

ing out will be (2.r-12) divided by 2.r,

and their time coming back at half speed
will be (2x-12) divided by lAx. The sum
of these two quantities must be four hours.

Solving for x we got 30 miles per hour

for their usual speed and 2.r or 60 miles as
the distance to town. That makes the dis-

JENKINS

97

Watch
-Lighter
Guaranteed 6 Jewel watch and new design
elegant cigarette lighter in one. Watch is
of excellent Swine make, tested and ad-

justed. Two years' written guarantee.
Radium dial-tells time in dark. Lighter
is of sturdy conatroction and can be opened.

with one hand. Given instant flame. Le

ferthlY.E'sredy ret,TEVD fl'At.

MONEY.
Pay on deliveryi 5.147ass.poergoi. Satisfaction..

New

Dept. s.p.ss

the faucet is opened. This reduced the
pressure and thus permits the bubbles to
form in great clouds which give the water
its milky -white appearance. In a few minutes the bubbles escape and the water is
again clear.

The Thermometer Problem
When a thermometer is thrust into hot

cury column.

Boys! Here's the great Navy model Airship. Large
6 -foot air bag with inflators, parachute with automatic release and complete instructions for flying.

Hot Water-Milky White
This appearance of water issuing from
hot water faucets is due to the air that is
dissolving in the water. The heat tends
to make the air come out of solution and

form bubbles, but the pressure of the water
within the pipe prevents much escape until

a little before the mercury gets hot. The
increase in the volume of the bulb then
causes a momentary lowering of the mer-

Name

every 15 ft. or 6%3 chips per min.

min. and will observe 500 divided by 45 or
11 1/9 chips per min.

by using them in various combinations one

B

details, proof and Free Trial
Offer.

Since the thrower of the
chips is walking downstream at the rate
of 200 ft. per min., it is evident that the
stream gains 100 ft. per min. on him. Into
this 100 ft. of water he casts a chip for

rate of 200 ft. per sec., he will pass

The following table shows the proper
dimensions of three block gauges so that

"13" POWER UNITS IN USE
provement in reception and
distance getting. Send name
and address today for full

are 15 ft. apart.

200 plus 300 or 500 ft. of the stream per

TOWNSEND

100,000

per min. in water that passes him at the
rate of 300 ft. per min. Hence, the chips

(Continued from page 329)

Hooked up in a few minutes.
Use same tubes-no changes.
You'll be amazed at the im-

OVER

The Problem of the Chips

Answers to Scientific
Problems
The Block Gauges

ELECTRIFY YOUR 11685
RADIO FOR ONL COMPLETE

point on the curve they start.

Now, suppose the chip thrower stands
still as he throws his 62/3 chips per min.
into the stream which is passing him now
at the rate of 300 ft. per min. Is it not
evident that the chips will be 300 divided
by 624 or 45 ft. apart? If in the meantime the observer is walking upstream at

Write, for our Free Booklet today, or

THE NEW YORK ELECTRICAL

the curve of swiftest

descent, for a body will slide most rapidly
from one point to another lower down by
following a cycloidal path. A free vertical drop is the only course that will beat
it.
Two bodies sliding freely along a
cycloid will reach the bottom of the curve

in the same time no matter from what

photograph.

Call at the school and get full particulars.
School open all year.

cycloid is called

antennas the intensity of one of the modulated waves will increase and the other de-

crease when the car runs off to one side
of the course. A beacon indicator with

We Teach You Electricity by Giv-

science or mathematics should know. The

tance to Uncle John's 60-12 or 48 miles.
If it is assumed that Uncle John's is 12
miles beyond town, the solution for their
speed will be negative indicating that such
a situation is impossible.

Sliding Down a Cycloid
that everyone interested

for August
"THE S -W FOUR," by Samuel Egert. A
new departure in short-wave receiver design,
making use of aluminum shield cans, and
comprising three separable units. The circuit employs a tuned antenna stage of
screen -grid radio frequency amplification and
a regenerative detector, with two stages of
high quality transformer -coupled audio amplification. Plug-in coils cover from 17 to
600 meters.

This set has been selected by the Columbia Broadcasting System for picking up (for
rebroadcasting) the code and voice transmission from the dirigible Graf Zeppelin

on its visit to the United States.

RADIO LOCATES BURIED TREASURE. by Charles E. Chapel, Lieutenant
U. S. M. C. How Lieutenant Williams,
formerly of the British Army, is locating
treasure which has been buried for more

than 250 years at Old Panama City. Lieutenant Williams has applied radio principles
to an age-old problem with considerable
success.

GETTING THE WORLD'S NEWS DI-

RECT ON SHORT AND LONG WAVES,
by Volney D. Hurd, Radio Editor, Christian Science Monitor. A description of how
this international newspaper "picks its news
out of the air" by means of a short-wave
receiver, a long -wave receiver, and a dicta phone which permits the recording and slowing down of high-speed machine -transmitted
code.

WHAT TUBE SHALL I USE FOR MY
AMPLIFIER?, by James Martin. A prac-

discussion of the relative power handling capacities of the various prominent
tical

power amplifier tubes in both straight and
push-pull circuits. The author interprets
these power -handling capacities in readily

A cycloid has a number of interesting

properties

IN RADIO NEWS

in

understood terms of comparative "room volume values" of sound.
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Experiments With Acetic Acid

RAILWAY
POSTAL

CITY

By Dr. Ernest Bade, Ph.D.

RURAL

MAIL

CLERK

POSTOFFICE

CLERK

CLERK

GENERAL

(Continued from page 330)

CLERK

100 cc distilling flask.

24 grains are used.
In a dropping funnel 20 cc of acetyl chloride are placed, the flask is surrounded with
ice water and about half of the acetyl chlo-

CITY

ride is allowed to drop slowly on the sodium
acetate. The mixture is stirred with a gla:s
stirring rod and the remainder is snow's

dropped into the flask.

Then the flask

MAIL
CARRIER

WANT

is

connected to a reflux condenser and the
mixture is boiled on the water bath for
half an hour to complete the reaction. The

A
GOVERMENT

anhydride is distilled off, using a very small
flame which should be kept in motion. The
chemical is purified by redistilling, but be-

JOB?

fore doing this about one gram of fused
and powdered sodium acetate is added. The
receiving flask must be protected from atmospheric moisture by a calcium chloride

$1200A YEAR
to $3400

tube.

Acetic anhydride boils at 138' C. It has
found some importance in the manufacturing of non -inflammable films. In the manufacture of such cellulose esters of the ace-

PICK YOUR JOB
Railway Postal Clerks

City Mail Carriers

tates, pure cellulose, usually air dried cotton,
is used. The first product of the reaction
gives

a product insoluble

in acetone

City Post Office Clerks
General Office Clerks

but

soluble in chloroform. This forms a brittle

NO "LAYOFFS"

The di and tri-acetates gives viscose
solutions in acetone and are flexible. "I -ha ,
film.

These are .teady no.i tips,. Strikes, poor business conditions. or
iv: rr ill not atter.? them. Government employer, ..et their pry for twelve full months every year.
$1,900 TO $2.700 A YEAR
lied, ay Portal (
$1.9nit the first 5 -ear, bring
paid on the first and fifteenth of each month. $79.17

are also capable of withstanding 200' C
without decomposition.

Cellulose acetate may be made by pressing absorbent cotton,
a gram, in a mix-

each pay day.
Their pay Is
Maximum being $5,7w1 a year.

quickly increased. the
$112.20 each pay day.

TRAVEL-SEE YOUR COUNTRY

ture of 20 cc of glacial acetic acid, 6 cc of
acetic anhydride and two or three drops
of sulphuric acid. Let the cotton remain in
the liquid for 24 hours. The cotton will then

have gone into solution and when this as
occurred, the liquid is slowly poured into

a large quantity of water, stirring vigor-

ously. The precipitate of cellulose acetate is

collected on a filter paper and the water is

pressed out. A porous tile may be used.
Then it may be left exposed to the air until
thoroughly dry. The entire mass may be

dissolved in an ounce of chloroform.
The esters, which are formed by the
action of an acid on an alcohol, are found
in nature as the ethereal oils of many plants
and because of their fragrant odor they are
used as a substitute for the natural perfumes and fruit essences. Examples of
these are ethyl formate (rum), iso-amyl
acetate (pear), ethyl butyrate (pineapple),
iso-amyl iso-valerate (apple), etc. A mixture of amyl acetate and ethyl acetate in Ole
proportions of one to two gives strawberry
flavor. They are used diluted.
The preparation of ethyl acetate should
he made with absolute alcohol. It can also

be made with 95% alcohol but the

The mixture of acetyl chloride and sodium
acetate are boiled with a reflux torrdenser.

Railway Portal Clerks, like all Government employees.
a yearly vacation
of 15 working days (about IS
On funs. they usually work 3 days and have
3 days off duty or in the same proportion. During this
off duty and vacation their pay continues hid as though
they were working. They travel on a pas, when on business and see the country. When they grow old, they are
retired with a pen :ton.
CITY MAIL CARRIERS
POST OFFICE CLERKS
have

days l.

In the
SEPTEMBER ISSUE

Clerk, and Carrie, row i.0111111CIIIT at $1.700 a year
and automatically increase $1 no a year to 82.100 and
is have 13 days'paid vacation. Mann
d Evottine ion
gill hr held. City residence Is
unneres., Y.
,

"Hobbies of Famous People"
No. 1. Dr. Edward C. Worden, famous industrial chemist. By Alfred
11. Caddell.

:

GOVERNMENT CLERK-FILE CLERK
(Open to men and women 18 to 50)

Salary 81.700
$2.7,00 a year. Pleasant elerieal and
filing wink iu the vilrhois gir,WIIIM,a departments at
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concentrated sulphuric acid, adding the acid
slowly to the alcohol. Then add a dropping funnel and connect a condenser. Place
the flask in an oil bath. A thermometer

must also he provided and this should dip
into the alcohol -sulphuric acid mixture. As
the temperature reaches 140' C, the liqui,1
in the flask begins to boil and the dropping
funnel, which holds a mixture of 60 cc of
glacial acetic acid and 60 cc of alcohol, is
slowly opened so that this mixture is adde-1

as rapidly as the acetic ester distills. The
ethyl acetate is purified by washing with a
strong solution of sodium carbonate in
water. Then wash in a solution made by
dissolving 25 grams of calcium chloride bi
25 cc of water. Then, after removing the
acetate, it is dehydrated with a few pieces
of solid calcium chloride for a few hours
and the redistilling on a water path, collecting the fraction coming over at 74' to 80'
C. Ethyl acetate boils at 78' C.
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Experiments with Stationary
Waves
By Ernest K. Chapin
(Continued from page 331)
a complex manner intermediate between that

of A and B in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 shows how the same apparatus may
be used to get stationary waves in a coiled
spring and also in a stretched cord. The
points marked N. called nodes, are points of
no vibration. That is, they appear stationary while intermediate points are in vigorous
vibration.
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collapse.

I do not ask you to accept either
Rather, 1 say, "Let us

hypothesis blindly.

play that they are true and see what will

If the conclusions drawn from this
start are not confirmed, 1 shall be the first
to insist that relativity is not true."
I mercifully draw a curtain over the next
happen.

act. The array of mathematical symbols, the

-
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The 'hand -grip'
of.. tiny Rubber band holds
the Hardest -to -Hold thing
known against a 300 -Pound Pull!
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atop oso

tions for stars at different distances from the
sun's edge. The observed deflections are indicated by the dots. While many of these
points do not fall accurately upon the heavy
curve, they do not deviate far from it, on the

PEcnoN

TRUE DIRECTION
OF STAR

44*

-

Naturally the deflections are greatest for
stars close to the sun. The heavy curved
line (Figure 4) shows the predicted deflec-

The left illustra-

STAR
1.74 SECONDS

tion shows how a
beam of starlight
which grazes the
edge of the sun will
be deflected.

.FIG.1
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HERE are the principal predictions:
1. That a light ray will follow a
curved path in the neighborhood of any
great mass, the sun, for example.
2. That clocks are slowed down in an
intense gravitational (using the word in its

At last a high older sense) field.

3. That the orbit of the planet Mercury

Powered microscope is within

will be a sort of rosette rather than an
who wish to ellipse.
study, observe
and experiment
4. That all attempts to measure our abwith the vast solute speed through space will fail.
the means of all

world of minute
objects invisible
to the naked eye.
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A beam of starlight, grazing the edge of

the sun, will by Einstein's calculations suffer
a deflection of 1.74 seconds of. arc. (Figure
1.) Since the sun is ordinarily so brilliant,
no star can be observed close to it, except at
those rare times when its shining disk is
completely covered by the moon. That is

why astronomers travel to the end of the
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earth in order to observe these eclipses. On
May 9th, last, such an eclipse occurred, total
in

Sumatra, the Malay peninsula, and the

Philippine Islands.

It is far too early to

report the observations, but many new at-

tempts to check Einstein's theory were made
at the time.
The most reliable results of the relativity
deflection of light that have been published

up to the present are those obtained by

STOP TOBACCO
Banish the craving for tobacco as

thousands have. Make yourself free
and happy with Tobacco Redeemer.

Not °substitute, not habit forming.
Write for free booklet telling of the

deadly effect of tobacco and the pos-

itive, easy way to remove
all craving in a few days. FREE
NewellPhamiacal Co. BOOK

Dept. 084 Clayton, Mo.

Campbell and Trumpler, of Lick Observa-

average. We cannot hope for exact agreement here. Even the maximum angle of de-

flection, 1.74 seconds, for a star exactly at
the edge of the sun, is tremendously small.
It is approximately equal to the angle subtended by the opposite edges of a penny a
mile distant. (Figure 5.) Therefore, when
we measure the still smaller actual deflec-

tions, our failure to fit the predicted curve accurately is no more surprising than the fail-

ure of a marksman to strike the bull's-eye
every time, when his target is placed at an
unusually great distance.

Our observations

are not infinitely accurate, that's all. The
agreement of observation and theory is excellent. Prediction (1) comes through the
experimental test with flying colors.

The "Clock" Problem
HOW about prediction (2), that a clock
will run slower in intense "gravitational" fields? Our watches arc supposed
to tick five times a second. If, using my
watch, I find that yours ticks but four times
to my five, I conclude that your watch is
running slow, with respect to mine. This
must, roughly, be the procedure of the experimental test. A difficulty arises immediately. We have clocks at the surface of
the earth, of course, but the question is, how

can we transport them to the sun, where
time should pass a little more slowly than
on the earth. There. a clock should tick
500,000 times against 500,001 times here.

The physicist answers the question. An
atom is a sort of clock, which vibrates trillions of times a second, sending out a wave
of light with each pulse. The color of that
light depends solely upon the number of
waves sent out per second, the more waves
the more the light approaches the blue end
of the spectrum. Now if a sun atom "ticks"
more slowly than one on earth, it will send
out fewer waves per second, i.e., its light
should

be

correspondingly

redder.

The

Australian eclipse of 1922.
One of the great cameras they used to photograph the sun and surrounding stars is shown

slight difference of color is just at the limit
of our accuracy to measure. Nevertheless,

picture so secured.
The eclipsed sun, with the enveloping

Einstein predicted.

tory, at the

St. John of Mount Wilson, after years of

in figure (2), while figure (3a) exhibits one

observation, finds the effect to be just what

is at the center of the plate, while
the positions of stars are indicated by the

Astronomers have found that Sirius the
brightest star in the sky, is truly double Its
faint revolving companion is remarkable
many ways. For example. the force of

corolla,

tiny circles.

1:-1
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RELATIVITY
Menzel, Ph.D.
from A. --e 323)

gravitation, at its surface, is 800 times

greater than that of the

sun.

Here the

slowing down of the "atomic clocks" should
be greatly exaggerated, compared to Sirius,
where the gravitational field is less than the
sun's. The observations of Adams and St.
John, of Mount Wilson, disclose the presence
of such a slowing down. A more recent investigation by Moore of Lick Observatory
confirms the result.

had "boarded" one of those alpha particles,
and, as it receded, with tremendous velocity,

measured the speed of the other, you assume,

by analogy with the motor car, that you

would find a speed of 200,000 miles a second.

I venture the prediction that you would find
a value of about 155,000 miles a second.
At first glance, my statement may appear
ridiculous.

In order to justify it I must re -

Mercury's Orbit
ISHALL not give much space to the con-

firmation of prediction (3), the rosette
shape for Mercury's orbit (Figure 6), since
I have fully treated it in the fourth article
of this series. For the benefit of readers
who may not have seen the complete discussion, however, I shall remark that theory
and observation agree in every particular.
In fact, until Einstein's theory of relativity
entered the field, the curious behavior of
Mercury's orbit was an unexplained anomaly.
Herein was one of relativity's first triumphs.

Prediction (4), above, is not so much

a

consequence of theory as it is an original assumption. For if we could, by hook or crook,

Student

This illustra-

7-estinq and

tion shows

Reowithq Molar

the orbit of

Mercury
MERCURY'S ORBIT
(ELLIPTICALLY EXAGGERATED)

ACCORDING TO NEWTONS

GRAVITATION

determine our absolute velocity or find a
velocity greater than the velocity of light,
our postulates would be blasted and the
theory of relativity would come tumbling

(both the el-

lipticity and
the angular
pression ex-

aggerated).
This agrees
with Einstein's theo-

retically predicted orbit.

down upon our heads.
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TWO automobiles, each traveling at 60

miles an hour, meet and pass. What is the
velocity of one relative to the other? (Figure 7.) "One hundred and twenty miles,"
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you say.

A piece of radium ejects, in opposite di reactions, two alpha particles traveling at
100,000 miles per second-a common occurrence.

(Figure 8.) What will be the
velocity of one alpha particle with respect
to the other?
"Two hundred thousand
miles."-Hold on a minute. The velocity
of light is only 186,000 miles a second-about
14,000 miles less than your reckoning. Does
this example refute relativity at the very
outset ?

Examine

carefully postulate

(2)-"No

measured velocity will be greater than that
of light." The figure, 100,000 miles per
second is a measured velocity (which, of
course, is less than light, but 200,000 miles
a second is a conjectured quantity. If you

making training - not correspondence. You work on the greatest outlay of Electrical
Machinery in any school in the country, everything
from Doorbells to Power Plants-everything, to make

mind you that we measure velocities with a

clock in hand, by noting how long it takes
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No Advanced Education

thing should happen either to the clock or the
rule, our measure of velocity would be correspondingly affected.
Suppose I hurl both the clock and foot rule
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from me with a speed of 100,000 miles a
second. What assurance have I that they
remain unchanged? This is not superstition. If we could look at our clock and measuring rod with a super microscope, their
apparent solidity would vanish; we should
see them to be really a swarm of atoms and
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electrons. The wonder is that they keep anything like constant time or shape. Imagine
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projecting a swarm of flies into space at
100,000 miles a second.

ing with such speeds approaching that of
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Radial components of
observed light deflections (mean of two instruments) compared
with Einstein's theory.

The large dots are the
observed group means

and the small ones individual results of fifteen
best measured stars.

light, experience an enormous contraction. The

motion of any electrical particles, whether
through a wire or through empty space, sets

an observer on the flying alpha particle finds

a velocity of 155,000 miles, where we had
figured 200,000 miles. His measures of time
and space are different from ours.
Notice that I have expressly avoided saying that his measures of time and space are

0.3
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standard by which he might detect any
From his point of view it is
we who are whizzing away from himdistortion.

and he may conclude that it is our clocks
and rules that are upset.
Which is right? Since relative motion,
only, matters, the only answer is-each is
right, for himself. The doctrine "Mind
your own business !" is excellent relativity
Measure

velocities relative

to

yourself, but be careful when you try to
forecast what the other man will Mid, for
you may go astray.
The contraction, while an integral part
of -relativity, was predicted many years
ago by Fitzgerald. Owing to its effect,
every attempt to measure the speed of the
earth through the ether, such as was tried
in the "Michaelson -Morley experiment,"
has failed. A few years ago, some inexplicable results, obtained by D. C. Miller,

St. and No

lentless logic and I feel that I fairly express the opinion of the majority of those
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Flexible Robe Rails

attached sketch to good advantage in mod-

in one continuous

The parts are decorative, while at the
same time simple enough to make up to
justify any owner repeating this construc-

is built

panel from tip to tip. The upper plane

has a cutaway at the center over the cockpit, and is fastened to the center N -struts
with four bolts. The lower plane, which
is a single panel, is fastened to the underThe

ernizing his car, which car was several

years old.

tion.

Hemp, manila or cotton rope forms the
body of these attachments. This rope is
about three-quarters of an inch in diame-

the aileron control wires run within the
lower wing. The single I -struts on each

ter. A covering fabric is selected to harmonize with the upholstery. That is, the
shade should he the same, the design of
fabric need not be identical.

up spruce laminations. Landing wires are
single, flying wires are double, all are
3/32 -inch cable. Fuselage-The fuselage

snugly fit the rope. Leather loops are se-

is made into tubes to a size to
cured to the ends of the rope, binding
This

tightly with waxed or other strong twine.
End fasteners are made from brass, filed

The cockpit has plenty of leg -room
for such a small machine. The rear end
of the fuselage tapers off into a horizontal wedge, the whole being nicely streamlined with basswood false work.
The
cowling is of 20 gauge aluminum.

out to make them neat and drilled for

Dimensions

and two short cloak ropes for the sides of
the rear seat add a complete equipment to
the car.

pit.
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(Continued front page 324)

One motorist used covered assist cords
and robe ropes of the type shown in the

is of the girder type built of spruce, the
longerons being of ash forward of cock-
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spruce and spliced in the center so that
they form continuous spars through the
whole span of the wing, with a dihedral
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(Continued next month)

(Continued from page 334)

side of fuselage with three bolts.
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Span both wings, 20 ft.
Chord both wings, 34 in.
Gap between wings, 40 in.
Stagger, 15 in.

Length over all, 16 ft.
Height over all, 5 ft. 7 in.

Wings
Wing curve, U. S. A. 27.
Total wing area, 108 sq. ft.
Angle of incidence top wing, 1/2 deg.
Angle of incidence, bottom wing, 0 deg.
Decalage, 1/2 deg.
Dihedral both wings, 4 deg.

Tail Unit
Stabilizer area, 7V2 sq. ft.
Elevator area, 5% sq. ft.

Fin area, 3 sq. ft.
Rudder area, 3 sq. ft.
Aileron area, each 6 sq. ft.

Robe rope fasteners can be made
from brass screw eyes. However, these
are not as neat as flat -shaped ends. After
the leather is fastened with twine, the fabric tube covers the binding, being sewed
screws.

over neatly.

Two assist cords, one long robe rope

Sport Plane Blueprints
Available at Nominal Cost
Complete Set of Blueprints $6.75

Home Study Aviation Course $2.50
Sport

Plane Constructional

Details

Book-"Flight"-2S cents
Send Orders to Blueprint Dept.
SCIENCE AND INVENTION

381 Fourth Ave., New York City

and
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How I Control Gravitation
By Thomas T. Brown
(Continued from page 313)

first actual evidence of the very basic relationship. The force was named "gravitator action" for want of a better term
120 I.( V

0 MORE "waiting in line" when chilly winds

VERY LONG SUSPENSIONS

begin to shut off the job supply. Men trained in
ELECTRICITY are in demand at big pay all the year
round. Decide now to be one of these fortunate men.

An amazing new method has been perfected that
trains you quickly for a big pay job in ELECTRICITY.
Easier, quicker, better than anything you have ever
heard of.We train you through MOTION PICTURES
right in your own home. Motion Picture machine
given at no extra cost. Thousands of feet of film
furnished. You see moving diagrams that simplify
electrical principles; moving pictures of giant dynamos; trained electricians on actual jobs. Everything
so plain and easy that anyone can understand. This
is the modern way to prepare for a job at the top.
$60 to $150 per week is common. Future unlimited.
You take no risk.We guarantee in writing to give
you the training and employment service necessary
to land you a better job at bigger pay or it doesn't
cost you a penny.

44 LBS
GLASS ROD
DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT

EXCITER CIRCUIT

OF ENTIRE SYSTEM
TOWARD POSITIVE

NT-

FIG

MID -PO
GROUNDED
I

4 simple type of gravitator is shown
in the above illustration.

and the apparatus or system of masses
employed was called a "gravitator."
Since the time of the first test the ap"gravitators" have taken the place of the
large halls of lead. Rotating frames supporting two and four gravitators have

i"The

massive dielectric have given still
greater efficiency. Rotors and pendulums
of

effects of ionization, electron emission and
pure electro-statics have likewise been
carefully analyzed and eliminated. Finally
after many years of tedious work and with

Radio,
Talking.
Movies

Automobile
Electricity,

Drafting

The NATIONAL SCHOOL of

VISLTAL('EDUCATION

made possible acceleration measurements.
Molecular gravitators made of solid blocks

The disturbing

Jobs:

write now for full information. Big, illustrated book shows
hundreds of opportunities open to you in ELECTRICITY.
Tells plainly just how this new MOTION PICTURE method
trains you for the big pay job you've always wanted. This
interesting book is FREE. Merely mail the coupon.

greatly improved and simplified. Cellular

perature and humidity.

All These

Write
Now for FREE Book
If you want to be in the big pay class before winter comes,

paratus and the methods used have been

operating under oil have eliminated atmospheric considerations as to pressure, tem-

You Are

Trained for

Telephony

and

to Bigger Pay"

S. Dearborn St., Chicago, U. S. A. Dept. 8-17I

I

Mail the Coupon

TO DAY

Send book, "The Film Way to Bigger Pay," with facts
about this new, easier way to master electricity.

I Name
ISt. or R. F. D
City

Age

I

I

Take the
Film Way to

Bigger Pay

State

refinement of methods we succeeded in
observing the gravitational variations produced by the moon and sun and the much
smaller variations produced by the dif-

Telegraphy

00 .NEW,

ferent planets. It is a curious fact that
the effects are most pronounced when the

cod HUDSON

affecting body is in the alignment of the

or TOWN SEDAN

differently charged elements and least pronounced when it is at right angles.

Much of the credit for this research is
due Dr. Paul Alfred Biefield, Director of
Observatory.

Swasey

The

writer

is

aits

deeply indebted to him for his assistance
and for his many valuable and timely sug-

Can coe,s,
;Sr Pitemptrae44,

gestions.

Gravitator Action an Impulse
LET us take, for example, the case of a
gravitator totally immersed in oil hut
suspended so as to act as a pendulum and
swing along the line of its elements.
When the direct current with high voltage

(75-300

kilovolts)

is

applied the

Find The Right- Combination.
20
Winner Gefs CASH&
I
8
CASH
PRIZES
HUDSON BOTH
PRIZES
Anyone with a sharp eye may
win this BIG CASH PRIZE of
$2000 and in addition a brand
new HUDSON TOWN SEDAN 4

for promptness, if on timeVERY LONG SUSPENSIO

7 5 3
9 6

or $3500 in all. Why not you?
Think of having a new HUDSON TOWN SEDAN given you for your very own, and $2000
in CASH to do with as you wish, or if you prefer, $3500 in all.

THIS IS NOT A MAGAZINE CONTEST
Anyone Who Can Solve Puzzles May Win
-I-

-I-

To quickly advertise the name and products of the Paris -American
Pharmacal Company and make them better known we are dividing

+

COPPER TANK

FIG2.

+LINE AND TANK BOTH GROUNDED.

The principle of the electro-gravic pendulum is shown here. Gravitator moves in a
direction opposite to that required by the
laws of electrostatic attraction and repulsion.

our profits and absolutely giving away 21 DIG CASH PRIZES,
ranging from $2000 down, and a NEW HUDSON TOWN SEDAN
for promptness-if the first prize winner is on time. What's still
more-we will reward hundreds of others with $1.25 worth of our
products, and duplicate prizes will be given on all awards in case
of .final ties. It costs you nothing to solve this puzzle. You do not
have to subscribe to any magazine or secure any subscriptions to
win any of the 21 BIG CASH PRIZES, ranging from $2000 down,
or the Hudson Town Sedan for promptness, with the $2000 Cash

FIRST PRIZE.

Here is an interesting puzzle. Can
you solve it? To do an the numbers

8-4-2-6 must be put in the blank
squares shown at the left in such
a manner as to add up 15; crossways, up and down and diagonal

from corner to corner - eight
different ways.

If you find the RIGHT COMBINATION cut out this puzzle or make a copy of it

and SEND QT JOICUKR ANSWER

Some sharp-eyed person is going to
win the 82000 cash and the Hudson,
too, if on time. WHY NOT YOU?
The Hudson, remember, is a prize
for PROMPTNESS, if you win the
$2000 you want to get the Hudson
too. SEND YOUR ANSWER TO-

DAY. We will send you at once
complete rules of this prize otter,

telling how close you are to winning,
bow to get the $2000 cash first prize

and make the Hudson yours: there
will be no delay in giving you your

award-so mall your answer AT
ONCE.

PARIS -AMERICAN PHARMACAL CO. - Dept. SI-6-DES MOINES, IOWA
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Play the

ways proportional.

earth's gravity resolved to that point, then
it stops, but it does not remain there. The

are proportional to the gravic capacity.

$1.811.11211

with case

vertical or starting position even while the
potential is maintained. The pendulum

TENOR BANJO GIVEN
Entertain your friends. Be poit.
ler. Play at dances, parties, etc.

Technically speaking,

gravitator swings up the arc until its pro-

Be a Popular Favorite 'When Nu Enroll

Earn extra money. Our 62 -lesson
course will soon makeyou areal Tenor Banjo player.

pulsive force balances the force of the
pendulum then gradually returns to the
swings only to one side of the vertical.

the exo-gravic rate and endo-gravic rate

Summing up the observations of the

electro-gravic

pendulum

the

following

characteristics are noted:
APPLIED VOLTAGE determines only
the amplitude of the swing.

APPLIED AMPERAGE is only suf-

ficient to overcome leakage and maintain
the required voltage through the losses in
the dielectric. Thus the total load approx-

Simple Method Makes it Easy

Even if you don't know a single note, you are sure
to learn by our simple, easy method. You study in
lessons alwaysbefore you.
are
successful students.

imates only 37 ten -millionths of an ampere.

Pay as You Play

It apparently has no other relation to the
movement, at least from the present state

Ovreoarse is low to coat -only. few cent aa day.
No class to wait for. t -tart with small first payment -then pay while learning.

of physics.
MASS of the dielectric is a factor in determining the total energy involved in the

Write for Special Offer

Sweet toned TENOR BANJO and genuine Seal
Orals FabrIkold Case, vaiued 50518 to $20, GIVEN when you enrolL

Write for full information and special offer. A postal will do. ACT!
FIRST HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, Inc.

impulse.

5th Fl. Woolworth Bldg. Dept. 23 New York

Approved os a Correapondetwe School Under the Lasts af the Stota
Nem York.- Member Notioaol Home Study Council

For a given amplitude an in-

crease in mass is productive of an increase
COPPER TANK
-LINE AND TANK BOTH GROUNDED

in

the energy exhibited by the system

DURATION OF . THE IMPULSE,

Reversing polarity does not change direction, extent or duration of gravitator

for Your Model Plane

Feather -weight airplane wood will make
your model airplane fly better. Cut in
all sizes ready for building. Send 10c
for instructive illustrated booklet explaining all details on model airplane constructions, also for interesting information on
the wonderful Balsa Wood and supplies
for model airplane building. Write us to-

day-don't delay.
HAWK MODEL AEROPLANE CO.

4944 Irving Park Blvd.,

Chicago, Ill.

Dept. 11,

Home -Study
Business Training

Your opportunity will never be bigger than your
preparation. Prepare now and reap the rewards of
early success. Free 64 -Page Books Tell How. Write
NOW for book you want, or mail coupon with your
name, present position and address in margin today.
['Business Correspondence
['Higher Accountancy
O Modern

Salesmanship OCredit and Collection
Correspondence
OTraffic Management
['Modern Foremanship
O Railway Station
Management
['Personnel Management

0 Law: Degree of LL.B. ['Expert Bookkeeping
OCommercial Law

DC. P. A. Coaching

a Industrial Management Business English
0 Banking and Finance Cl Commercial Spanish
OTelegraphy
['Effective Speaking

°Business Management OStenotypy-Stenography
LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 8384-R,Chicago

Real Gas Engine Flies
Model Airplane 1 Mile
At last! A practical engine
(not an experiment) has been

perfected to fly model airplanes.
Develops

h. p. Will also run

impulse.

Less than five seconds is required for the
test pendulum to reach the maximum am-

with electrical conditions maintained, is in-

dependent of all of the foregoing factors.
It is governed solely by external gravitational conditions, positions of the moon,

plitude of the swing but from thirty to
eighty seconds are required for it to return to zero.

+111111001-

The total time or the duration of the

impulse varies with such cosmic conditions
as the relative position and distance of the

4

moon, sun and so forth. It is in no way
affected by fluctuations in the supplied
voltage and averages the same for every
mass or material under test. The duration
of the impulse is governed solely by the
condition of the gravitational field. It is
a value which is unaffected by changes in
the experimental set-up, voltage applied or
type of gravitator employed. Any num-

ber of different kinds of gravitators op-

erating simultaneously on widely different
voltages would reveal exactly the same im-

(

CELLULAR TYPE
ONE CELL.

FIGS.
The cellular gravitator is built in the

form of a high voltage series

itself and regain its normal gravic con-

THIN
SECTION
(LOW VOLTAGE)

+1,

dition. The effect is much like that of dis-

charging and charging a storage battery,
except that electricity is handled in a reverse manner. When the duration of the
impulse is great the time required for
complete recharge is likewise great. The
times of discharge and recharge are al -

BAKELITE
LITHARGE COMP)
METAL END PLATES

FIG.6.

cycle.

Send at once for FREE illusFREE lustrated
Bulletin No. 45.

BALI. BEARING
SWIVEL

Special discount to schools and model
clubs. Dynamic Mfg. Co., Monadnock
Bldg., Dept. 103, Chicago.

The molecular type gravitator is made
gwith a dielectric block and metal end
plates or electrodes.

sun, etc., and represents the total energy
or summation of energy values or levels
which are effective at that instant.
SLIDING CONTACT.

I Positively Guarantee
METAL ROD

GRAVITATORS

BAKELITE

PROF. J. A. DRYER
Chicago, Ill.

Box 1850-L

GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY

LEVELS are observable as the pendulum
returns from the maximum deflection to
the zero point or vertical position. The
pendulum hesitates in its return movement
on definite levels or steps. The relative
position and influence of these steps vary
continuously every minute of the day. One
step or energy value corresponds in effect
to each cosmic body that is influencing the
electrified mass or gravitator. By merely

tracing a succession of values over a

Learn

Nthre-rti-WIE

SUDING CONTACT

FIG.4

GLASS

INSULATING

SUPPORT

VexistWi=terkets ssost=iss. Osakott7ws c-xoLob.
71:xtrktais._787 ta=
at 471.61=

fl gravitator rotor is simply an assembly

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING

of units

graduates everywhere. Jost sae paw Put
/02.01.
vs always wanted. Write today. No obbsetico.

Dopt.142-C, 301 allohlgan Ave...

/

THICK SECTION
(HIGH VOLTAGE)

small rowboat or light motor

to Increase your arms one-half Inch
In size, chest one full Inch. strength
25%. health. 100% In one week's
time, by following my instructions
and using my exerciser 10 minutes
mornings and at night. Send $1 for
complete course and exercisers. Satisfaction guaranteed or $1 refunded.

con-

denser.

pulse duration at any instant. Over an
extended period of time all gravitators
would show equal readings and equal
variations in the duration of the impulse.
After the gravitator is once fully discharged, its impulse exhausted, the electrical potential must be removed for at least
five minutes in order that it may recharge

INSULATIONS

LEAD SHEETS

Chien% U. S.A.

period of time a fairly intelligible record
of the paths and the relative gravitational
effects of the moon, sun, etc., may be obtained.

In general then, every material body

so made that rotation resul s

until the impulse is exhausted.

possesses inherently within its substance
separate and distinct energy levels corresponding to the gravitational influences of
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every other body. These levels are readily revealed as the electro-gravic impulse
dies and as the total gravic content of the
body is slowly released.

The gravitator, in all reality, is a very

efficient electric motor. Unlike other forms

of motors it does not in any way involve
the principles of clectro-magnetism, but instead it utilizes the newer principles of
electro-gravitation. A simple gravitator has
no moving parts but is apparently capable

EXTRAORDINARY VALUE!

KOLSTER
Electro Dynamic Reproducer
Combined with 210 Power Amplifier and "B" Supply Unit

of moving itself from within itself. It is
highly efficient for the reason that it uses
no gears, shafts, propellers or wheels in
creating its motive power. It has no in-

common belief that gravitational motors
must necessarily be vertical -acting the

gravitator, it is found, acts equally well in
every conceivable direction.

Height 42"
Width 25./s"
Depth 19"

While the gravitator is at present pri-

marily a scientific instrument, perhaps even
-mine. Multi -impulse gravitators weighing

iundreds of tons may propel the ocean
.iners of the future. Smaller and more

Uses 1-UX-210, 2-UX-281 and 1-UX-874 tubes.
A 20 -ft, cable is included with each instrument. Operates direct from
50-60 cycle, 110-120 volt AC current.
Brand new in original factory cases and guaranteed. Every Reproducer is serial -numbered and
has factory guarantee tag enclosed.

:oncentrated units may propel automobiles
and even airplanes. Perhaps even the fan-

List Price $175.00

tastic "space cars" and the promised visit
to Mars may be the final outcome. Who
can tell?

This famous genuine Roister K-5, AC Electro-Dynamic Reproducer is
contained on a steel frame. This real fine matched rugged Unit weighs
45 lbs. without the Cabinet. The Cabinet itself is Pencil -Striped Walnut,
beautifully designed with Cathedral grille.
If desired, the 210 Power Amplifier will also supply 22, 67 and 90 volts
"B" current, sufficient for any set using up to 8 tubes. An automatic voltage regulator tube, UX-874, maintains the "B" voltage silent and steady.
This Electro-Dynamic Reproducer can be used with any battery or AC
set, replacing the last audio stage, or be used with all tubes of the set.
Wherever used it will bring out every shading and range of tone; every
note is reproduced with utmost faithfulness, pure and undistorted. It will
modernize any radio receiver.

complete with a 210 Power Amplifier and "B" Supply Unit all self-

ternal mechanical resistance and no observable rise in temperature. Contrary to the

an astronomical instrument, it also is rapidly advancing to a position of commercial
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Never it A 9.50

(without tubes)

before %VI'

AMERICAN SALES CO., 19-21 Warren Street, New York City

This Glider Easy to Build
By George A. Gerber
(Continued from page 333)
the fuselage spreader and are attached to
same with TA" stove bolts, to he sure that

the fuselage will not spread apart from
load strain while in flight.

Sections "A" "A" on both sides and at
rear wing position are covered with fabric
to act as rudder or vertical fin surface.

I am sure that the enthusiastic glider

builder or fan has studied many drawings
of different types, and so I believe this
description to

be of

A special technical school with concise but comprehensive course in Electrical Engineering designed to be
completed in ONE COLLEGE YEAR. Non -essentials eliminated. Thorough knowledge of underlying
principles emphasized. Theory and practice are closely interwoven in class -room and laboratory.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

sufficient detail to

enable him to build up this glider with no
difficulty.
Again,

The course is designed for earnest, ambitious young men of limited time and means.

Curriculum includes mathematics, mechanical drawing and intensive shop work. Students
construct motors, install wiring, test electrical machines. Graduates are qualified to enter
the electrical field at once.
Bliss men hold responsible positions throughout the world. Thoroughly equipped fireproof dormitories, dining hall, laboratories and shops. Prepare for your profession In the
most Interesting city in the world. School established 1893. Catalog on request. Address

let me repeat, no attempt has

been made towards elaborateness; in fact,
the opposite course has been followed, to
make the construction of this as simple as
possible for the youth only, and if he succeeds in making a number of "hill glides,"
learns the feel of the air, and experiences
a few of the multitude of thrills which lie

in store for the amateur glider pilot, he

will be amply repaid for his efforts, and I
will be proud indeed to have been instru-

mental in the realization of his dreamsFlight.

BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,

1.48 Takoma Avenue

Win a Nash
Sedan
Or $2,750.00 in Cash
Clip
This

Someone who answers this ad will receive, absolutely free, a
fully equipped 7 -Passenger. Advanced Six Nash Sedan, or its
full value in cash ($2,000.00). We are also giving away a
Dodge Sedan, a Brunswick Phonograph and many other valuable prizes-besides Hundreds of Dollars in Cash. This offer
is open to anyone living in the C. S. A. outside of Chicago.

Ad

Remarks on Gliding

111111
Solve this Puzzle
There are 7 cars in the circle. By drawing 3 straight lines

THE elimination of a great many
"drift" wires, fittings, etc., is a feature
of this little glider, due to the use of
simple truss design, and to the fact that
the short span and stiff fuselage give a

You can put each one in a space by itself. It may mean
winning a, prize if you send me your answer right away.

$750.00
Extra for Promptness
In addition to the many valuable prizes and Hundreds of

great rigidity without the use of drift
wires, and yet permit a reduction of
weight to a minimum.

It should be continually borne in mind
that the lighter the completed glider is,
the slower will be its take -off and landing
speed,

both great advantages, and the

Dollars in Cash, we are also giving a Special Prize of

$750.00 in Cash for Promptness. First prize winner will re-

ceive $2,750.00 in cash, or the Nash Sedan and $750.00 in

cash. In case of ties duplicate prizes will be awarded each
One tying, Solve the puzzle right away and send me your

Send
Answer
Today

answer together with your name and address plainly written.
$4,500.00 in prizes-EVERYBODY REWARDED.
John T. Adams, Mgr.. Dept. Cue 323 S. Peoria St., Chicago, ID.

greater will be its sustaining ability, but no
sacrifice of weight must be made in any part
or in any place which might cause a dangerous weakness.

Your glider must be staunch and rigid
to carry you safely, yet "feather light";

and your workmanship must be methodical

and done with great care to insure a perfect job-but show me the youth who can' not do this, if he is really sincere and with
sa much at stake.

Washington, D. C.

ZIP -ZIP
SHOOTER

Thousands of boys are made happy
with this wonderful Zip - Zip
shooter, scientifically and practically made. If you like hunting

LEARN
TELEGRAPHY
lie an expert Morse
or

Continental

code

WITH

operator! BIG PAY- TELEPLEX
TRAVEL - FUN -

After a few short
weeks of practical study with Telepies you will be an expert operator.
This amazing instrument teaches
you right in your own home. Works
like a phonograph. No knowledge
needed-beginners learn at once!
NOT A SCHOOL. Free 10 days'
trial. Write for FREE booklet 11-11.
Automatic Rubber Co., Columbia, S. C. TELEPLEX CO.. 72 Cortlandt Street. New York City
and

outdoor sports,

get

a

Zip -Zip

shooter with plenty of pep and force.
If your dealer happens
not to have them, order from us. Zip -Zip
shooter 35c or three for
$1. 00 ;
send
stamps,
coin or money order.

ADVENTURE.

How's this for

a flight Record?
The

has

Cali -plane

an

official record of 35 minutes continuous flight
under own power, and in practice flights has
Vfts

remained

45 minutes in air under
its own power
is of the Monoplane type. Its wing
spread is 18", length of fuselage 18". Price eonsplefte, ready to fly, $5.00. Complete parts of plane
knocked down ready to assemble, $3.00. Full size
blueprints of all parts, 50 cents. The only tools
necessary to assemble plane are pliers and screwdriver, and assembly requires only 3 hours. Send
Express or P. 0. Money Order. No stamps.
CALIFORNIA LABORATORIES
Los Angeles, Calif.
Box 1771
Call -plane

The simplest method of flight and the
one for which this glider was designed, is
to coast down a hill on a "cushion of air"

$4000,000

It is not advisable to try gliding with
this plane in a wind velocity greater than
15 miles per hour, and the breeze should
be steady; gusty weather is extremely

(Continued

Add $150 to $300 Monthly PROFIT

$125 monthly with 8 -Hour Battery ChargWayne's Test Bench brought him $275 month. Bruce
doubled battery sales with HB Tester. No investment re-

Johnson added

ing.

quired as fraction of
profits paid for equipment.

dangerous to the inexperienced glider pilot.
Find a good steep slope or hill, free from
trees, fences, stumps, or other obstructions,

preferably with an open space or field at
its base. The ideal location would be a
mound or hill seventy-five or more feet
in height, in the center of a large clearing,
permitting flight from any side, as glides
should always be made into the teeth of
the breeze.

This greatly reduces the

To turn and go with the breeze, unless

at quite considerable height, almost always

results in disaster to the plane and quite
remember, or do away with his remem-

risk on absolute money
back guarantee. Also make
Air Compressors, Car
Washers and

bering.

Paint

The first glides should start with simply

Sprays-all money makers

a run against the breeze, supporting the
glider with the hands until its own lift
draws it up against the pull of the pilot's
arms and this position of support must be
found by trial so that the glider will carry
the pilot's weight nicely balanced and

for you. Underline the
item you are interested

in and mail for full par-

ticulars without obligation to

HOBART BROS.
Box S-89

and similarly permits of much slower landing speeds.

likely will give the pilot something to

Only $16 Monthly
1113 30 days at our

Try

TROY, OHIO

when the take -off occurs a slight shifting

of the body will cause the machine to
maneuver.

PLUMBERS

Once this position has been found and a
certain amount of skill has been attained

Old style plumbers are fading like
the horse and buggy. The world de-

in controlling the plane's attitude by move-

ments of the body, longer "hops" may be

mands modern Plumbing and Skilled
Trained Mechanics to do it. Unlimited, swift growing field. Make $50

safely attempted.

$100 a week or start own shop. We
train you quick. Learn in 8-12 WEEKS

It is useless to try to instruct a person

to fly or glide by written or vocal schooling. Practice and persistence are the only
practical tutors.
For the longer "hops" where the plane

to do any job with ekilland science. Need
no previous experience. Strictly tool us-

ing system. Opportunity knocks. Investigate today -amazing offer -low tuition.

World's greatest school. Write-

UNIVERSAL PLUMBING SCHOOL
2157 Troost Ave.
Kansas City, Mo.

M

really leaves the ground for several feet

or so, we may give a few little tips to
in

Your NOSE
appearance with

Improve your

the

ANITA Nose Adjuster. Shapes flesh
cartilage-quickly, safely and
painlessly, while you sleep. Results
and

are lasting. Doctors praise it. 68,000
users.

Write for 30 -Day Trial 00er

and FREE BOOKLET.
ANITA INSTITUTE, 1173, Anita Bldg., Newark. N. 3.

down.

As you approach the end of your glide
(and in a glide, be sure you are maintaining your flight speed at all times) if ship
gets sloppy or slow, nose down slightly to

pick up more speed, or you will be in

danger of stalling, and if you are an avia-

thoroughly acquainted with the results of
a stall near the ground-nose .down

Automatic

slightly to pick up a little more speed,
level out about three or four feet above
the ground and hold this altitude until

virni
"ed non 15:7:1;.?,T
for fun or
CART. solf-defonee. Keeps away

RIDGEStrammtaifwrizhatogen:_thitivrim

PERMIT

Free! Exe.r.v=1.°Vz:.. 1EQUIRED
ErmigeLtutomaLic.

us

loading and ejection
Goers of cartrYdges,

malt

!tic;

,rful report.

0,,gte.100ceitridithil

Triaiii761"3 °A:L$=4. few York, DePGaJ-63

New Complete"WondeiVorkshoP
Outfit
fief this S -in. Combination
savesyou

$152.

forward and backward to nose up or

tion enthusiast-as you must be-you are

22 Cal. Blank

$499

With body suspended freely
ship in flight, control is effected by
swinging the legs sidewise to bank, or
remember.

ORRECT

Saw 0.5 tools in one)

shipped on 15 days' approval. For factory, workshop or home, will rip, cross
cut, bevel, miter. mortise, groove.
drill, tenon, grind, rabbet, buff
and polish. 1/3 H.P.-A.C. motor
included with all attachments.
Write quick for special 10 -day
offer.

Dealers Wanted

SCOTT-BANSBACH MACH. CO -150 Se.C1IntonSt.Chisage

AVIATION
Information

FREE

Send as your name and address for full Information regarding the
Aviation ed Airplane bassinet.. rind out ***** the many great
opportunities now open and hoar we prepare you at home, daring
spare time, to quality. Our new book "Opportunities in the Mr (Ilene I uuuuu ry" alsieseet free if pap nnnnn at Once.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
CHICAGO
Dept.142-C 3601 Michigan Aso.

By Capt. E. P.

so to speak.

ground speed of the glider when in flight

z,
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the plane loses practically all its forward
or flight speed, then just before it stalls,
shift the weight firmly but not jerkily so
as

to force the tail down at about 10

degrees and the wings will act as an air brake, slow up quickly and settle the re-

maining foot or so to your feet, which

should be in position to start running immediately if the landing has been made a
little fast, or thrust out to take yours and

the ship's weight in an abrupt stop, if
your descent has been made in a stiff

breeze and is very slow.

Landing is the most delicate phase of
the flight and must he practiced a great
deal in short hops before the longer flights
from the top of the hill are attempted.
No hard and fast rules may be set down
with regard to flight. Each flight presents new problems and different attitudes
in equilibrium upon "touching" and must

be instantly met by the resourcefulness
of the pilot.

THERE was nothing unusual about the
demolition except for the quantity involved. Dynamite was ordered and used
by the ton.

The aging of the trenches was accom-

plished by means of a fire -hose nozzle with
a heavy water pressure.
After using water pressure on the

trenches, they were partially repaired in
sundry fashions known only to those that
served on the western front.

The wire entanglements were aged by

blowing them up and then partially repairing same.
The "dressing" consisted of placing the
proper discarded military material and accoutrements about in seeming confusion.

The construction consumed about six
weeks, and all who read this can form an
estimate of the cost involved.

The Army had hoped that the battle

scenes could he technically correct, but a
few trial "runs" proved this to be impossible, since a film showing a correct ad-

vance or attack will not greatly interest

the soldier, let alone the layman. The pic-

ture of 500 men moving up through the
communication trenches in direct view of
many cameras stationed on towers as high

as 100 feet were so disappointing as to
necessitate nearly a complete abandonment
of pure tactics, and the same was true of

the air shots, but justified for the purpose
of making a thrilling picture that people
would enjoy.
When the battlefield was completed, the
entire Second Division moved out to Camp

Stanley to participate in the filming of the

picture. In advance of the arrival of the
division, several model field camps had been

prepared so that the incoming troops found

their camp sites cleared; streets laid out,
piped for water; latrines completed; wired
for electricity and the field kitchens ready
to receive the field range.
While the division was engaged in making the picture a conference was held daily

with most of the following in regular at-

tendance; division and brigade commanders,
all regimental and special troop command-

ers and the picture staff, which usually
consisted of the producer (Mr. Lucien

Hubbard), the director (Mr. William
Wellman) and their various assistants.
At this conference plans were perfected
for the following day's work. These plans
called for each unit to be at a certain place
on the field at a certain time with certain
equipment and very often special dress or

uniforms. The action desired was explained to the troops, and some very realistic war marches, attacks, deaths, etc., were

executed without picture or special direction.

A great deal of time was devoted to the
problem, of obtaining an explosion on the

field that would resemble the detonation
of an artillery shot ; that would look to be
real and very dangerous and yet one that
would he 100% safe for the troops who
would be required to advance through
these explosions and at times "die" (pictorially) close to or on top of one! Various schemes were tried out, but the one
adopted was worked out by the ordnance
and the field artillery. This dangerous looking fake explosion was obtained by
digging a hole in the ground about 24" to
36" deep with about the same diameter.
On the bottom of this hole was placed a
"cushion" of carefully sifted loam and
sawdust. On this cushion a pasteboard
container containing normally about two
sticks of dynamite broken up and mixed
with sifted loam and sawdust; then the
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Ketchum, U. S. A.

a disabled plane and has to make a forced
landing on the British front.
When the scene of this crash was thoroughly prepared (the preparation of neces-

from page 299)

truck!) and the numerous cameras were in

Sham Battle

sity

an

included

ambulance

and

fire

position, Mr. Grace journeyed to Kelly
hole was leveled off by filling with sifted
loam and sawdust (see sketch).
These fake explosions were detonated
electrically from long, improvised switchboards which were nicknamed "Zip"
boards. One can easily imagine the work

involved in placing about 1,000 of these

shots on the battlefield, wiring them up and
having them arranged on switchboards so
that any one or group might be fired when
required.

The wiring of these shots was done
under the direction of the Signal Corps,
and the preparation for some of the big
scenes required a week of real labor.
The Chemical Warfare Service was
used to provide smoke screens to blot out
backgrounds that would 'not harmonize

with the western front. Their white phosphorous hand grenades did this very effectively and photographed beautifully.

Field-some 20 miles away-to fly
plane over. Just before he left I

his
con-

sulted him about putting mattresses in the
bottom of a large shell hole that he might

land or be thrown into, but was told not
to as they made quite a hot fire! Also
just before taking off, the regular flyers
in typical fashion of their corps, were
claiming Dick's paraphernalia in case the
crash was more (or less) successful than
planned!

It wasn't long (but to me it seemed
ages) before we saw Dick above us circling the field. He was to circle three
times, then crash on the spot selected and
prepared, and this he did with perfect suc-

cess and without a scratch to himself.
After this scene his plane was found to

contain about one quart of gasoline (remember he feared fire-if he knows what
fear is). This demonstrated to all that
Dick was not only a great and nervy flyer
but a very clever and cunning one also.
I am convinced that I suffered more
that day than did Dick himself.

Dick Breaks His Neck!

Only 28 years old and
earning $15,000 a year
W. T. CARSON left school at an early age to take a

"job" in a shoe factory in Huntington, IV. Va., at
$12 a week. He worked hard and long and under

great handicaps, but he refused to quit. He made up
his mind that he would get ahead.
Today W. T. Carson is owner and manager of one
of the largest battery service stations in West Virginia, with an income of $15,000 a year.
He gives full credit for his success to the International Correspondence Schools.

If the I. C. S. can smooth the way to success for
men like W. T. Carson, and help other men to win
promotion and larger salaries, it can help you.
At least find out by marking and mailing the coupon printed below. It won't cost you a penny or obligate you in any way, but that one simple little act
may be the means of changing your entire life.

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet

DICK'S second crash was more danger-

ous but less spectacular to the people
who see it on the screen. He was called
upon to be shot down from a plane above
him as he takes off from the ground and
before he has gained any altitude. In this
crash he is doubling for a German flyer
and is supposedly shot down by Richard
Arlen, who has just stolen a German plane

to return to the American lines.
Dick carried out the crash as planned,

but was unconscious when the scene ended,

but upon coming to only complained of a
pain in his neck. This second crash took

place on a Thursday, and the following
Sunday the entire picture staff journeyed
to New Braunfels to plan the third crash
at a spot on the river which had been previously selected by the producer and the
General plan of trench sylteM.

After the division returned to Fort Sam
Houston and there remained only a composite battalion to furnish backgrounds for
the medium and close-up scenes, the fake
explosions, wiring and even the white

phosphorous smoke had to he handled by
the writer and his small civilian staff.
Some trouble was experienced with this
safe fake explosion, due to moisture getting into our dry sifted loam and causing
a heavier explosion. On certain occasions
the charge had to be reduced to less than
one-half stick due to moisture that couldn't
be seen or detected.
Every day during the filming of
"Wings" was made memorable by one or
more happenings of interest, but all of
these cannot be recorded here without unduly prolonging this article, but some of
the most spectacular episodes only will be
touched upon.

The First Deliberate Airplane
Crash

r ET it first be said that all the flying in

-Li "Wings," except for the deliberate
crashes by a stunt flyer (Mr. Richard

Grace). was done by the regular Army
flyers from various flying fields.
Dick Grace was hired -to do the danger-

ous, deliberate crashes, and this narrative
now records his two deliberate crashes.
In his first crash Dick was doubling for
Buddy Rogers, who is supposed to have

author. The river at the place selected
was rather narrow and flanked on one side

by a vertical cliff 50 feet high and on the
other by dense trees. When selected it
was agreed that the "shot" would have to
be faked, as it could not possibly be executed by Mr. Grace or anyone else. The
plan called for a flyer (supposedly Richard

Arlen) to be forced down here; to land
all right but to taxi into the river over this
50 -foot cliff !

The staff this day included Dick, and
although he was complaining of his sore
and stiff neck, yet when he was shown the
location and the action explained, Dick

remarked, "I can do it" or words to that
However, Dick didn't execute this
last one, as the next day X-rays revealed
that lie had broken his neck the previous
Thursday! And so Dick spent the next
few weeks in a hospital inside of a cast.
Although I haven't seen Dick since. I
effect.

am informed that he is now all right and
is still flying.
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THE art and construction departments
built at Camp Stanley out of wood and

beaver

hoard

a

very

realistic -looking

French village, which was involved in the

main plot of "Wings" and which had to
be bombed.

It was finally decided to bomb this village from the air, using live bombs, but to
insure its complete destruction four large
ground charges were placed in the various
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buildings and one in the church steeple,

and the lines were carried back about one-

half mile from the village where I could
take station with the producer to complete
the demolition of the village upon his direction. My charges and lines were in
place over a week while we waited on
suitable clouds to appear to film the pic-

duty with "Wings" is another and very interesting story, but should be told by them.
Due to the help of the Army engineers,

the motion picture "Wings" is an exceptionally realistic film. The picture proved
to be a huge success and no doubt aided
recruiting, especially for the air corps.

ture.

When a few clouds finally made their
appearance one day, it was decided to

bomb the village. An ordnance officer was

New Easy Way
to Make It Up

Right at home you can now quickly make
up the high-school education you missed.
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to do the bombing, and as the bomber
would have to remain at a very low ele-

vation, so that the cameras could show the

bomber and village, at the same time he
would have to release the bombs by eye

How to Build a Small Outboard Boat

and without using the sights.
The bomber placed all the bombs right

By William F. Crosby

through the heart of the village, but each
and every one proved to be a "dud," and

(Continued from page 337)
the chine piece. Both of these pieces are

when Mr. Hubbard (the producer with
me) sensed this he asked me to blow it
up, but all of my lines were fouled and

This proved most fortunate, since a hasty conference ensued at
which it was decided to try it again. So
nothing happened!

the bomber returned to Kelly Field for
more bombs, and while he was gone I had

our four ground shots checked and rewired, but due to lack of time we could
only run them about 100 yards from the
village! At this place I had the laborers
erect a semi -bomb proof of sand bags.
Here again Mr. Hubbard, myself and one
assistant took station, but not until I had
waved at Captain Stribling in the air to
show him our new location and hope he
wouldn't drop any "shorts."

Again the bomber placed all of his

bombs right through the heart of the village, but this time all detonated and at the
proper time all of the ground shots and
the church steeple were fired. It was truly
a hectic day, but the results on the screen
were wonderful and justified our work.
I have tried to confine my rambling
thoughts to the ground side of "Wings"the experiences of the regular flyers on

let in flush with the stem, in order that
they will not interfere with the planking
when it goes on.
The side planks go on first with the one

nearest the floor, the first to go in position. Be sure that the edge is nicely

planed and is slightly bevelled, as shown in
Figure 3, so that the seam from the outside

will be somewhat wider than it is on the

inside. This permits caulking and puttying.

With the second plank in place, smooth

off the edge nearest the chine, so that it

fits exactly to this line. The bottom planking will go over this edge, and it is nec-

essary to make a good joint at this particular point of the chine. Putting some

marine glue on the chine piece just before
these two planks are placed will do a lot
toward keeping the boat tight.
The bottom planks are simply laid fore
and aft, with the seams arranged as shown
in Figure 3. A little marine glue between
each one will also help here. Figure 6
shows a detailed view of the joint between
the frames at the chine.
When the boat is all planked, remove
the braces underneath and turn her over.
Place the seats and remove the temporary
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braces between the tops of the frames. It

the stem first and bend it around. This is

is a good plan to put in small knees of

the easiest way to do it. It is shown in
Figure 7. In Figure 5 is shown a method
of building the stem, in which no grooves
are cut for the ends of the planks. Here
the planks simply run straight out, one

wood at each side of the transom, firmly
secured to the transom and to the clamps.
Paint each seam and, while this paint is
still wet, run in a thread or two of cotton
wicking for caulking. Do not drive

it in too hard. Paint

the seams again

after this and then

putty them, finally
painting the entire
boat.
Of course,

f

111FFIG.

4

FIG. 3

PUTTY
HOW A SEAM
IS CAULKED

FRAMES 3/4x 21"

FIG. 2

to more than pay the cost of the Whirlwind.

PLANK

BRACKET 3/4"

STEM

In Figure 2 you

will find dimensions

cause of the variations to be

found

in different sections.
The frames, chine
piece, keel, stem and

FIG. 5
CHINE PIECE 11/1x 11/2

KEEL rx 3"

BRACKET
PERSPECTIVE

VIEW OF
CONSTRUCTION

AT CHINE

FIG. 6

VCHINE PIECE,

,121=E

A POOR SUBSTITUTE
BUT ONE THAT IS
SOMETIMES USED

-

CHINE PIECE

overlapping the other and the two ends
being bevelled off to make a sharp bow.
This method may be used, but it is not as

good as the one shown in Figure 4.

With one of the medium weight out-

board motors, this hull should drive along

at good speed and be just the thing for
short fishing trips and for camp errands.

By H. Winfield Secor

By William F. Matthews

(Continued from page 307)

prevent a recurrence of such a disaster.

How Fires Can Be Prevented
ASSUMING that the inflammable films
must be used for X-ray work, the following systems will _prevent a repetition
irst, a limited quan-

tity of film only should be filed. These
should preferably be contained in metal
filing cases in the main office and the

balance should he stored in a vault of fire-

proof construction. Second, unexposed
films should be stored in lead -lined storage

cans and a small quantity only should be
permitted outside of the vault. Third, the
vault should be fire -proof or of fire -proof

construction. Fourth, the vault should be
equipped with a fire door which shall

always be closed. This fire door can be

so arranged that it will turn on the light
inside the vault only when the door is
closed. Fifth, no skylights or other opening shall he permitted with the exception
of ventilating arrangements so constructed

that they can be closed from the outside.
Sixth, each storage room should be provided with automatic sprinklers.

Seventh,

the room shall be heated by hot water
heating system, or if steam must be used,
only low-pressure steam should be permitted with the radiators close to the

(Continued from page 311)

maximum cylinder pressure of a Diesel

being absolutely fixed by its design, which

are not varied appreciably by the use of
a wide range of fuels, the Diesel engine
cannot be abused; whereas the maximum

cylinder pressures in a gasoline engine
may vary considerably due to the use of a
poor grade of gasoline causing pre-ignition,

which results in a serious peak pressure
that the engine is not constructed to withstand and which leads to engine failure

Car owners all over the world are saving money every day with the Whirl.
wind, beaides having better operating motors. Think what this means
on your own ear. Figure up sour savings-enough for radio-a bank
aceount-added

pleasure. Why let the Oil Compani
rofit by your
Find out about this.. .ming little device that will pay fee itself

pump suction line.

10. The lubricating oil (low viscosity,
or thin body) used to lubricate the pistons,
due to high cylinder temperatures following the descent of the piston on the power
stroke, is completely consumed above the

piston rings on every power stroke, thus
contributing through combustion its small
share to the efficient production of power
and preventing carbonization.
While the above claims are indeed mo-

mentous and worthy of the most serious
engineering thought, and notwithstanding
the fact that a Diesel -powered airplane

from breakage by guards, and film illuminators should be so designed that the diffusing glass cannot get hot enough to procombustion.

Ninth,

outside of the building limits. Twelfth,
chemists might be able to devise a slow burning film which shall not have the tendency to curl or roll.

SALESMEN AND DISRRIBUTORS WANTED
Free Sample and $100.00 a Week Offer

Whirlwind m

are making big profits supplying this fast /wiling deck.
Good territory is MAI open.
Free wimple offer and full particulars sent on rogue.. Just cheek the
that car ownerss cannot afford to be without.

0000.

GUARANTEE No matter what ldnd
whatofkill:
a ems yo ;thane-Tall.

matter how
gas eater
Whirlwind will save you money. We absolutely guarantee that the Whirls
wind will more than ease its cost in gasoline alone within thirty da,s. or
the trial will cost you nothing. We invite you to test it at our risk and es.
pease. You are to be the sole judge.

w two v..
-FREE
WHIRLWIND MFG. CO.

TRIAL

999-20-E Third St. Milwaukee. Wis.
Gentlemen: You may send toe fall particulars 01 year WhisheireS
Carbureting device end free trial often This doss not obligate we In
any we. whatever.
Name

Eddies,

city
Ch.:it/ben It you are interested la fuller pert Sties. salesmen oedema

Build This Model Airplane
YOURSELF

3 -ft. model

thing is to see that no air gets into the

aircraft engine is still classed by engineers
as an experiment. That is, weaknesses of
design which are inherently possible in all

waste films shall not he allowed to be
thrown on the floor, but must be put into
suitable self -closing cans. Tenth, smoking
shall not he permitted anywhere near the
room or in the room itself. Eleventh, a
storage vault should preferably be placed

eau be installed on any make of ear,
truck or tractor. Its actually lees work than changing your oil, or putting
water in the battery. No drilling, tapping or Mange, of any kind necessary. It in guaranteed to work perfectly on any make of mar, Meek or
tractor, large or small, new model or old model. The more you drive the
more you will save.

to function safely in any flying position
with absolute dependability.
The main

recently made a successful 700 -mile flight,

Eighth.
lights in the room should be protected

FITS ALL CARS In lust e few minute. the Whirlwind

due to overheating, piston seizure, etc.
9. The Diesel engine, not being dependent upon carburetor supply, can be made

ceiling and adequately screened.

spontaneous

streaming into the office telling of mileages all the way
from 22 to 59 miles on a gallon, resulting in a saving of
from 25% to 50% in gas bills alone.
Mark A. Estes writes: "I was making 17 miles to the
gallon on my Pontiac Coupe. Today, with the Whirlwind, I am making 35 5-10 miles to the gallon."
P. P. Goerzen writes: "34 6-10 miles with the Whirlwind.
or a gain of 21 miles to the gallon."
R. J. Tulp: "The Whirlwind increased the mileage on
our Ford truck from 12 to 26 miles to gallon and 25%
in speed."
wmte,

At Last! Diesel Engines
for Planes

X -Ray Films Cause
Disaster

duce

MIWONS OF DOLLARS YEARLY
amazed at the results they are getting. Letters keep
Whirlwind users. reporting the results of their tests, are

every few weeks.

transom may be made from oak or some
other equally tough wood. The clamp
may he of spruce and the planking may be
mahogany, white cedar, red cedar, yellow
pine or cypress. These are arranged in the
order of merit. For fastenings use brass
screws or galvanized iron nails. When
you start a plank at the side, fasten it to

of a disastrous fire.

onsof6A

Think of its FIVE HUNDRED FIFTY-NINE MILES
over rough mountainous country
only ELEVEN
GALLONS OF GASOLINE. Im ne more than

FIFTY MILES TO THE GALLO . That is what
the WHIRLWIND CARBURETING DEVICE does
for D. R. Gilbert, enough of a saving on just one trip

boat itself.

terial used in this
boat.
No specific
material is given be-

159140es

INEWHIRLWIND SAVES MOTORISTS

little to do with the

of most of the ma-

froiti Los Aitieles

STEM CUT AWAY TO
FIT END OF PLANK N

INSIDE OF BOAT
CLAMP
x 2"
, CAULKING
PLANKING 34

and plane the hull to
make it perfectly
smooth, but this has

Over the Mountains

yip

STEM

HALF ROUND MOLDING 1"

you may sandpaper
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it must be borne in mind that the Diesel

things, have not had sufficient time to
develop. Indeed, the elements of time and

usage constitute two very important phases

that must be taken into consideration be-

BELLANCA "Columbia"

True scale, exact replica, guaranteed to fly,
with all materials and instructions, $9.00.

GET YOURS

Send for your copy of our 56 -page booklet
which contains the scientific knowledge we

gained through 20 years' experience in model
airplane construction. It illus-

trates and describes famous

airplanes, also all parts required
by model builders, experimenters
and inventors. This booklet is
mailed to you upon receipt of....
Your dealer can supply you. If not, write us.

U. S. MODEL AIRCRAFT CORP.

PENCIL
POINTEDPEN
NKOGRAPWHE
IQ DAY FREE TRIAL
Writes with Ink amoothly,
answering purpose of pen
and pencil. Never blot &..\

copies at one time

be placed upon any development and the
motors entrusted to the average pilot.
A review of several factors involved in
the construction and operation of a Diesel

for
caution in this regard. (To be concluded.)
will

disclose the

necessity

SAME SIZE AS

Makes 3 carbon .4.."\ $7 psg7s

scratches. leaks or dries

fore the engineering stamp of approval can

engine

Brooklyn, N. Y.

397-399-A Bridge St.

withongmabrunk

FOUNTAIN

PENS

SEND NO MONEY. Pay postman MS0

plus postage. Sent prepaid if cash is
sentwith order. Moneyback if not eatisfied.within 10 day,

COMPANY. INC.
199-561 Cantr Si.. New York
Big value. -,ells on sight - no inveetment.

oratTigifst

,..

ACI

ON KOGRAPN

Send for Inkograph or write for Sales plan booklet.
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Now We Gather News by

Home Movies

CELLO

Radio Consoles

By Don Bennett

Airplane

(Continued from page 327)
driving away from the house. Select angle
that does not show who is in car. Panorama
shot following car as it goes around corner
and fade out.

can be.

(Continued from page 303)
particular attention to the moment of leaving, we would never have known that we
were in the air. The water and land receded rapidly.
At this point the Japanese attendant
who takes this trip daily handed out sev-

Scene 2-Long shot of rolling land near
Hicksville, view across road from rock
near fork. Trees on other side of road
give stereoscopic effect. Our car enters
scene left foreground, slows down, then

chewing gum to lessen the risk of air

Title 2-Our State is famed for beautiful scenery, but this shot near the State

line makes us realize just how beautiful it

picks up speed and goes off right.
(This gives the effect that we are greatly
impressed with the scenery and slow down
to see it, at the same time connecting us
personally with the spot, showing it to be

a part of our trip.)

Title 3-The first night we stop at a

quaint roadside hostelryScene 3-Long shot of inn. Our car inconspicuous

either among other cars or

just showing at corner.

Title 4-A day of shopping in the city
by the better half leaves me free to ex-

plore.

Scene 4-Shots of business section and

traffic.

A beautiful Walnut Cabinet with sliding

doors

of

matched

Butt

Walnut

and

selected Japanese Ash sidepanel overlays.
Accommodates Buckingham, Crosley, Atwater Kent, Fada, Sparton and all standard receivers. Ample space foi Receiver,
Speaker, etc.
Write today for Free illustrated folder of
all new styles, including Phono Radio
Combination Consoles.
EXCELLO PRODUCTS

CORPORATION

4832 West 16th St., Cicero, Illinois

Scene 5-Shots of residential district
with kiddies playing around.

Scene 6-Scene of wife in medium shot
with arms full of bundles. She steps out
of store, looks around and then discovers
me, walks toward camera.

Title 5-"I ran out of money, George,

and I just had to stop."
Continue action. As she nears camera
cut to
Scene 7-From reverse angle. Wife piles
packages in car, talking volubly all the
time. She climbs in car and we fade out.

Scene 8-(This is a trick shot and re-

Chet a World Famous

CONN
on FREE TRIM.
Any band or orchestra instru-

ment sent on free trial. No

obligation. Beauty of design;
effortless mechanical action;
brilliance of tone will all prove
that nothing less than a Conn
can completely satisfy you.
More than SO years' experience
and exclusive patented processes make possible today's
Write Now for dins -1
traced book and details
of Free Trial and Easy
Payment Offers. State
Instrument you prefer.

perfected Conns. Yet they cost
no more. Used and endorsed by
Sousa and other famous artists.

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
855 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.

STUDY AT. HOME

Become a lawyer. Legally trained

men win high positions and big
14'=:::dberti.ned;:grpoupbOrrgfr3:

tie. now than ever before. Big corporations are headed by men with legal

training. Earn

$5,000 to $10,000 Annually

We guide you step by step. You can train at home dur-

ing spare time. Degree of LL.B. conferred. LaSalle

tats.

students found materialscticin attorneys of every
We furnish all text
including fourteen -volume

ij&r,17- .1,-,rEtf..Tesx Iroklo .FRGE1. Tern

wLew

LaSalle Ex

ion University, Dept. 83/14-1.

lortbk::m64NEM

Chicago

The World's Largegt Busir.ess Training institution

quires careful planning. Set the camera
on a tripod and hold it firmly upside down.
Point it towards sand on beach and frame
carefully these words scratched in the
sand:

Holding the camera very firm, shoot about

four feet of this and then hold camera in
same position until a wave threatens to
cover the words. As the wave encroaches

on the writing, start the camera and let it
run until the wave recedes again. The
tricky part of this is to decide when a
wave is coming near you. About one in
three will do the trick. By holding the
camera upside down, and reversing the
positive, we will see on the screen a sheet
of water that will roll up, revealing our
title.) (Fig. 1.)
"You see, there are certain rules under
which pictures are composed.

for you in a moment. Do you want them?

Fine. The first is composed of lines mostly

horizontal, similar to the second scene of
my film (Fig. 2). This covers most
landscapes of flat or slightly rolling coun-

PaysAgents
$20 Daily

tall trees that stand out individually. (Fig.

3.) Next we have a combination of the
two, the cross. This is like the lonely

ifferent! Newer a nut

like Speednut.

Chicago Aoto Show ammo -

Lion. Automatic! Ratchets!
Car. 't Islip! The harder it's polled, the tighter it miss!
A whole it of wrenches in one. Hae 23 wonder features.
Priced low with big profits to you. Enormous demaod.

FREE Demonstrator Offer starts you

orcere

from too ueerscowne, factories,.h.pa.
Part or full time. No stokinvetment. We deliver.

SpoOtintrt COrp.,190 N. State St., Dept. 14. Chicago

SQUAB 41 BOOK 41 FREE
Breed squabs and make money. Sold by millions.
Write at once for free 48 -page book beautifully
primed in colors telling how to do it. You

erilae surprised.

lines.

These are mostly found in tall buildings,

Banishes Old Stile7Prenches
awl

These rules

govern the beauty of the picture. The
forms are few and I can sketch them out

Then we have the vertical

PLYMOUTH BOCK SQUAB cm.

606 H St., Melrose Highlands, Mass.

eral small packages.
These were inscribed "With compliments, of Curtiss Flying Service, Inc., for use on the trip.
Plug ears lightly with the cotton. Use the
sickness."

The writer had heard many people who
claimed to have been up in an airplane on
five-minute taxi rides profess to have come
clown very sick. So with the prospect of
an hour's flight, the outlook didn't seem so
good, but so far there was not the slightest indication that either the writer or any
of the passengers would suffer.
It was even more surprising to discover
that when flying at any altitude one does
not become dizzy when looking out of a
plane.

A person rarely becomes dizzy

when he looks out of a window of a
many -story building.

The dizziness usually occurs when one leans out over the
edge and looks straight down, but even
people who do not enjoy high buildings
are wholly exhilarated by flying.

We Get Weather Reports
"VDU see those squares on the map.

-I- those are all coast guard stations.
Each of those stations signals to the plane
the nature of the weather ahead. If the
man moves his hands up and down, it indicates that there is fair weather ahead.
Both arms up and to one side shows poor

Hands crossed in front of the
signaller tells the pilot that the weather
is very bad," explained one of the men
who had made several trips as he pointed
to the maps, of which we each had one.
"Each coast guard station telephones to
the next station, telling the man there
that the plane has left his position and is
weather.

proceeding to the next point. At the same

"Atlantic City, N. J.
Aug. 3rd, 1929."

try.

World'sWonderWrench

By Joseph H. Kraus

figure outlined against the sky, typical of
the old western pictures, or of a boat on
the sea. (Fig. 4.)
"Then we have the triangle, such as we
find in the perspective of a road, the foreground, broad in its nearness, forming the
base and the recession in the background
forming the apex of the triangle. (Fig. 5.)
(Next month-"Fire and Smoke." The
use of flares and smoke pots to get night
scenes and for trick work.)

time the mechanic logs the flight in detail as you can see. In another week each
plane will be also equipped with radio
transmitters and receivers with a range of
from 500 to 800 miles."
From a height of 500 feet, which was
the altitude at which the greatest portion
of the flight was made, we could distinctly
see every clump of grass and could see
people wave to us. In all probability they
did not see us in the cabin.
Before we knew it, our wheels touched

the ground at Bader Field in Atlantic
City. The trip down took 62 minutes!
The return trip was made in 57 minutes
because of a tail wind which aided our
progress. On returning we were in-

formed that there was a storm brewing in
the vicinity of New York, and to be frank,
we hoped that it would hit us squarely.
That, at least, would have given us some
real excitement. But we missed the
storm ; the trip was as calm both ways as
an outing in a canoe on a placid lake, with
the added attractions of an ever-changing
panorama, beautiful estates that looked
like doll houses set in the middle of won-

drous miniature gardens and interesting
topographic

features

easily

recognized

from the air, yet so striking that they will

be long remembered.

This trip to Atlantic City and return is
It is, to say the least.
a most pleasant way to travel. Ease and
comfort are paramount. Each passenger,
when he secures his ticket, is automatically insured for $10,000.00. The auditorium is a splendid sight, but it pales
when one recalls the splendors of the
being made daily.

flight.
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Is a College Education Worth While?
(Continued from page 321)
The development of machines and manu- slower than if the old sergeants had been

facturing and the use of power require
education and training, and to excel the

world in those works and the sciences requires the highest scientific training; i. e.college training.
America, under the wisdom of her fore-

fathers, has for one hundred forty years
sought to give every child an education,
and the success of that wise plan is the
reason for our leadership in wealth, comfort and the absence of poverty.

I have cited war as the supreme test of

skill and leadership. If there were a gen-

eral or an admiral of the World War who
was an outstanding figure for his successes
and who was not a college graduate, I do
not know it. When the war broke, I had
completed

nineteen

years commissioned

service in the Corps of Engineers of the
Army. I had commanded companies of
Engineers in the United States and the
Philippines, and a battalion of Engineers in
the United States. I had laid out harbors
and canals in the United States, built roads
and bridges, and taught civil and military
engineering, including warships and sea
power, to young Engineer officers.
Thus I worked with and commanded

civilians and Army men of every rank in
varied occupations. Always I found the
best educated men-other things as health,
mental ability, alertness and physical vigor

being equal-to be the best and most re-

liable men. The college man's life work is
founded on the rock of broad training and
therefore broad outlook. He has vision
and capacity to climb to the heights. He is
neither dazzled by the "fool's gold" of impossible things, nor frightened by that
scarecrow of narrow or untrained minds,
"it's never been done before so it can't be
done now."

Eight days after landing in Paris in
August, 1917, I found myself "Chief of
the Gas Service" of the American Expeditionary Forces. The title was all I had
to start with and I had to make up even
that. I had neither officers, men, equipBut I had no
ment, nor regulations.
question about where to begin. I must
have officers. Once I got the right ones
and got them educated they would do the
work. Without them, equipment, rules,
regulations, war materials were useless, no
matter how abundant they might be.
There had been no such thing as chemi-

cal warfare in the United States Army
before the World War, nor, as above
stated, had anything but the barest beginnings been made up to the date when I
was made Chief of the service. Accordingly, there were no trained officers in the
United States. There were no Plattsburgs
or officers' training camps giving training

in chemical warfare. Regular officers were

too scarce to be able to get any considerable number from that source. But officers
I must have, and quickly !

The proposition was made to me that

the old line sergeants of the regular army
would make excellent officers. Much as I

admired those sergeants, I declined to com-

mission any of them except in the Gas
Regiment as first and second lieutenants

and possibly captains. Their experience
in platoon and company drill made them
highly qualified to command such units.
With rare exceptions, however, they had
not the education and training to give them
the vision for higher command.
I

laid down the rule that no officer

would be taken into the general Chemical
\Varfare Service in France unless he were
a college graduate, or had the equivalent of
a college education. This proved a great
success. During the first six months of
development work there were some things
in chemical warfare that probably moved

commissioned.

At the end of the year the

Service was tremendously better off, as the
college graduate had a foundation that en-

abled him to take hold of whatever job

he was given and follow it without limit.
The work in France covered highly technical chemical research and development.
It covered complete supply from the base
ports to the battle line. It included a
huge purchasing organization, a highly important liaison service and the training of
the entire army in chemical warfare, both
offensive and defensive.

In addition, there was the office force
consisting of finally fifty-five officers at
headquarters where rules, regulations, policies and all manner of plans were worked
out or approved. None but men with vision

beyond what they knew in the past coal
There were no chemical
warfare precedents in America or in the
American Army. English, French and
German rules and regulations were only
partly adaptable to American character.
succeed there.

The men who went into the field in charge

of training had to have the capacity to
deal with the soldier in the ranks and all

officers from lieutenants commanding platoons, to lieutenant generals commanding
Army Corps and Armies. They had to be
able to give advice to Division, Corps and

Army commanders as to the best use of
chemicals.

They had to work with the

staffs of all fighting units.

In addition, the Gas Regiment, itself,
had to carry out important attacks in cooperation with not only American troops
but at times English and French. Adaptability, vision and broad foundation were
requisite in every case. The success of the

Chemical \Varfare Service in meeting all
demands made upon it was the success of
the college man. The first group of officers obtained early in October, 1917, were
seventeen young Engineer graduates from
a half dozen of the principal Engineering
Schools in the United States. They all

made a success of the work. Of the 636
officers in the Chemical Warfare Service
in France at the close of the World War,
only five were regular officers and one of
those came in after the war started.

I would sum up as I began that in
every way and in every place a college
education is an advantage to a man. I

Choose as Your Profession

Electrical
Engineering
Electricity offers a brilliant future to the
man who is about to choose his career. Never before has there been such wonderful opportunity in
this great field. Big paying positions in electrical
B. S. Degree work the world over are

open to trained men-men
who possess specialized,
practical knowledge. Conic
to the School of Engineering of Milwaukee-the
largest, the best equipped electrical school of its
kind in America. Here you are trained in both
theory and practice by a faculty of experts. You
learn in large, finely equipped laboratories. If

in 3 Years

you have 14 high school credits or equivalent, you
can become an Electrical Engineer with a Bachelor

of Science degree in 3 years. If you have not
finished high school you can make up the credits
you lack in our short intensive Junior Electrical
Engineering course.
,

Practical Electrical Education

Learn by the thorough, approved scientific methods which our twenty-three years of specializing enable us to give you. In addition to Electrical Engineering. the following complete courses are given:

A.C. and D.C. Armature Winding-Wiring and
Testing-Practical Electricity-Commercial Electrical Engineering-Junior Electrical Engineering
and Automotive Electricity, Electrical Refrigeration, and Radio Sales and Service.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Ambitious men who can finance their tuition can

earn money to help defray expenses while learning. Our wonderful co-operative plan brings an
Electrical Career within the reach of every ambitious man. Our Free Employment Department
secures positions for those students who wish to
earn part of their expenses. In addition, the Department will help you get a good position in the
Electrical industry when your training is com.
pilled. Daily Broadcasting WI SN.

New Term Opens NOW

would add just one proviso to that. That
proviso is

Write for FREE CATALOG

that the boy before going to

college and while in college be taught the
nobility of work. He must be taught to
believe in his soul that it is just as honorable to work under an automobile in grease
and dirt as in an office with a white collar
and fountain pen. He must be taught that

work in the soil on the farm and in the
garden-painting the kitchen or cleaning
the kitchen sink-is no discredit to a college man any more than any other man,
or woman for that matter.
If the college boy be taught and grows
up with these ideas a college education will

always make him a better man and a
greater success than he could have been
without it. If he feels that soiling his

hands or wearing denim overalls is unbecoming his family or other connections,
then a college education might hurt him,
and it might not-for he probably would
not be worth much anyway.

The college man must learn that "graduation" is commencement only. Whenever

the college man quits studying he slips
backward. But so does the successful man

who is not a college man. Stagnant water

becomes diseased-dies, no matter how
crystal pure in the beginning. Only moving water remains pure. And only the

active brain moves forward, college trained
or not.

Mail the coupon today for our big new illustrated

catalog.

Mention the course that interests you
most and we will send you special information.
Read about the school that trains men for practical
and quick success. See how easy it is for you to
get the training that will enable you to step to a
splendid position and a handsome income. Mail
the coupon right NOW. No cost or obligatiou.

Founded 1909

Dept. S.I.C. 829
Jackson & E. Wells Sts.

Milwaukee, vas.

=MI

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
Dept. S.I.C. 829. E. Wells and Jackson, Milwaukee, Wis.
Without. obligating me in any nay, please mail free
illustrated book. "Electricity and the One Ite-d way to

Learn It." and particulars regarding the course I have
marked with an X.
RESIDENT COURSES:

....Electrical Engineering, B. S. Degree. (3 years.)
....Commercial Elee. Eng. (H. S. graduates I year
-others 2 years )
....Armature Winding.
....Light, Motor Wiring and Testing.
....Electrical Refrigeration.
....Master Electrician.
....Automotive Electricity.
....Radio Sales Service and Broadcasting.
....Home Laboratory Service. (Home Study Cones,.)

am interested in your "Earn While You Learn" plan.
Age
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YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in there columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings
made every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials
of the month.

Advertisements in this section fifteen cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash
should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement for less than 10 words

accepted.

Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for the October issue must reach us not later than August 1st.
EXPERIMENTER PUBLICATIONS, INC., 230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Business Opportunities (Continued)

Agents Wanted (Continued)

Advertising
Get iota Advertising. Learn quickly at home. ExpertNew, easy plan. No text books used.
Practical work. Old established school. Send name and
address for interesting free booklet. Page -Davis School
of Advertising, Dept. 533-A. 3601 Michigan. Chicago.
enee unnecessary.

Your
Raincoats. All Colors.
Agents-$250 Month.
Part time $2 hour. Complete line 60 pat terra, silks, suedes. tweeds, Leather-Lyke. Outfit sent
free, postage prepaid. Write Corner Mfg. Co.. Dept.
U-35, Dayton, Ohio.
choice $2.65.

Carter Window Washer. No investment. Big profits.
Exclusive distributors. Cleans, Dries, Polishes. Carter
Pioducts, 983 Front, Cleveland, 0.

Agents Wanted

Hadwil.

Free Book. Start little mail order business.
5A-74 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Sell By Mail!-Books, Novelties. Bargains! Large
Profits! Particulars FREE! E-Elfeo, 525 South Dearborn, Chicago.

Here's a chance to get into a permanent and profitable
with your earnings keeping pace with your

business

Succeed With Your Own Products. Make them yourself.

Formulas, Processes. Trade -Secrets. All lines. Catalog.
Circulars free. D. Thaxly Co., Washington, D. C.

Big money and fast sales. Every owner buys gold iniYou charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten
Write for particulars and free samples.
American 3Icnogram Co., Dept. 71, East Orange, N. J.

tials for his auto.
orders daily easy.

Agents-I'll pay you $19 daily to wear fine.Felt Hats
Smartest styles. Latest shades.
Samples Free. Write
to $5 saving on every hat.

$2

covers,

Taylor Hats. Dept. LC -170. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Mirrors Resilvered at Home.

Costs Near 5 cents per

square foot; you charge 75 cents. Immense profits plating
auloparts, reflectors. Tableware. stoves, refinishing metalDetails Free. Write
Outfits furnished.
ware, etc.

Sprinkle. Plater,

955,

Marion, Indiana.

$50.00-$75.00 Weekly. Newest Window Letters out.
Easiest to put on. No experience needed. Free Samples
"Rolm," 5-1043 Washington, Boston, Mass.

ticulars.

A Splendid Side Line --We Sell Pass Books, check
They are
coin bags, etc., mainly to hanks.
centrally located and do business quickly. Little time is
Our samples are light, compact, easily carried.
lost.

Airplanes, Aviation

and show them to friends.

ability. We teach you. You earn from the start. Begin
in your own locality. You join a $12,000,000 company.
A big, national advertiser. We have a place for a few
more reliable men. Write Dept. D, The Fuller Brush
Company, 3580 Main Street, Hartford, Conn., for full par-

Boys! Earn and Learn, Send $1.00 for aviation book
and agents' prices. Fast seller at landing fields. Aerial

Publishers, 73 Soyth Shirley Ave., Pontiac, Mich.

Daring Men Wanted! Learn Aviation with the help of
"Aero Mechanics"-the new magazine for men who dare
to conquer the air. Send $1.00 for 6 months' Trial SubAddress, Dept. CS, Aero Mechanics. 381
scription.

Sales run into money, items repeat well. commission is
liberal. and all paid immediately. We also have an
advertising

excellent line

of

wherever

happen

novelties

for

merchants.

Our quality is good, the variety extensive, the styles
interesting. Line is big enough to devote your whole
time if you wish. We are manufacturers, own our buildings, been in business fifteen years. make thirteen thousand sales a year, ship to every state. You could work
you

to be.

Correspondence

Continental Bank -Supply Co., Mexico, Missouri.

invited.

Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Cameras and Photography Supplies
Biggest, Best Catalog Model Airplanes, Parts. Supplies;
Ideal Company, 23 West 18th Street, New

5e postpaid.
York.

$12.00 Daily Showing New Tablecloth. Looks like Linen.
Wash like oilcloth. No laundering. Sample free. Best ever, 651 Irving Park Station, Chicago.

455, Toledo, Ohio.
$1$ Daily selling eustom quality shirts and ties.
Outfits free.
Largest rash commissions, extra bonuses.
District managers wanted. Parmode, 42 Lesser Bldg..

St.

Lout,

Get the new 1929 Sportplane
literature. Russell Aero, Box

Sport Plane Builders.

Constructor book.

Free

Simplex Air Model Co.

supply catalog.

Auburn. 3fass.

Genuine Gold Letters for store winEasily applied. Free samples. Liberal offer to
Metallic Letter Co., 441 B., North Clark,

$60-$200 a week.
dows.

general agents.
Chicago.

$50.00 Weekly. Men wanted to demonstrate and take
ten orders daily direct from motorists. Amazing Magnetic
Trouble Light. Sticks anywhere! More orders, bigger
pay.
Write for demonstrator and particulars. Magna,
Beacon Bldg.. Dept. 49-B, Boston, Mass.

Books

Picture Method. It teaches you in a few hours. Complete book of lessons in two colors, well illustratedonly 50r. Send stamps or coin to Experimenter Publications. Inc., Dept. CS, 381 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Profitable Home Work. Send 25c for a complete book,
"How to Make It." Tells you how to make 101 things
you've always wanted. Send coin or stamps to Dept. CS.
Experimenter Publications, Inc., 381 Fourth Avenue, New

York, N. Y.

Guaranteed Money -Making
(Postage).

Gold Leaf Window Letters and Script Signs; no ex-

perience; 500% profit; samples free.
West Van Buren, Chicago.

Consolidated, 69-B.

Pa.

Your Chemical problems solved and working process
for Five Dollars. Write me. W. Stedman
Richards, Consulting Chemist, Box 2402. Boston, Mass.
furnished

Attention Chemical Experimenters! 100 chemicals consisting of complete selection for the experimenter's laboratory. Chemicals of highest quality obtainable sufficient
quantities for hundreds of experiments. Apparatus with
this outfit to perform many experiments. Really ideal for
any laboratory. Price $4.00. 50 pieces high grade chemical apparatus containing most essential equipment for
laboratory. Worth three times price asked. Our price
$7.00. Postage prepaid. Send money order or C. 0. D.
to Pines Chemical Co.. 1524 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn.
New York.

Business Opportunities

three stamps.
Pennsylvania.

$10 daily slivering mirrors, plating end refinishing
lamps, reflectors, autos. beds. chandelle's by new method.
Outfits furnished. Write Gunmetal Co., Ave. D, Decatur, Ill.

Chemistry

Send 5c for

Become a Bridge Expert-Learn by Whitehead's New

Make your own products. Employ agents yourself.
Toilet articles, soap, extracts. We furnish everything.
National Scientific Laboratories,
hook Free.
1975 W. Broad, Richmond, Va.

Dept. 5332, 3601 Michigan Avenue. Chicago.

64 First Class Chemical Experiments BesidesHeading
Thin n lim, A I len Laboratories, Shamokin,
Material

Strange new electric iron cord! Prevents scorching.
Saves electricity. Cannot kink or snarl. Used on telephones also. $25 daily. Samples Free. Neverknot, Dept.
8-K, 4503, Ravenswood, Chicago.

Valuable

Make money in Photography. Learn quickly at home.
Spare or full time. Nen Plan. Nothing like it. Experience unnecessary. American School of Photography.

proposition sent Free for
Nell Tasker, Shamokin,

Industrial Chemist furnishes and develops formulas,
Processes; all lines. Moderate charges. Inquiries invited.
Lax B. Clore, Industrial Chemist, Crawfordsville, Ind.

Correspondence Courses

Artists and Art Students are printing 250 signs and

pictures an hour without machinery. Sample and particulars 10c. Straco-1015 Mulberry, Springfield, Ohio.

Amateur Cartoonists: Sell Your Cartoons New Plan.
Smith's Service Ex1194, Wenatchee, Washington.

Used correspondence school courses sold on repurchase
Also rented and exchanged. Money -back guarCatalog free. (Courses bought). Lee Mountain,
Pisgah, Alabama.
basis.
antee.
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Miscellaneous (Continued)

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and
help you make the sale. Free particulars (Copyrighted).

Write W. T. Greene, 903 Barrister Bldg., Washington,

Use Miniature Building Materials.
Dirge, Calif.

810 B Street, San

D. C..

Photo plays Wanted
$ $ $ For Phetoplay Plate, Stories accepted any form, recopyrighted, marketed.
Estab. 1917.
Booklet free. Universal Scenario Co., 223 Western & Santa
vised. criticised,

Monica Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

Inventors. Use our special service for presenting your
invention or patent to manufacturers. Adam Fisher Mfg.

Co., 205-A Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Daring Men Wanted! Learn Aviation with the help of
"Aere Mechanics"-the new magazine for men who dare
to conquer the air. Send $1.00 for 6 months' Trial Subscription. Address, Dept. CS, Aero Mechanics, 381 Fourth

Inventors-We Build Models. Send us your rough idea.
Our master mechanics will develop it for you into a practical working model. Thirty years' successful experience
doing this very thing.
Best shop equipment. Expert
advice.
Confidential service guaranteed. Bank reference
furnished. Send for free booklet, "The Road to Success."
Crescent Tool Co., Dept D, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Profitable Home Work. Send 25c for a complete book,

etc.-

York, N. Y.

for catalog presses, type, paper, etc.
Q-6, Meriden, Conn.

Send coin or stamps to Dept. CR,
Experimenter Publications, Inc., 381 Fourth Avenue, New

California Geld, quarter size. 27c; half -dollar size, 53c;
Norman Shultz. Box
746, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Columbian nickel and catalogue, 10e.

Help Wanted-Instruction

Postal

Clerks.

($1900 to $2700) City Carriers-Postoffice Clerks. ($1700
to $2300) General Clerks-File Clerks ($1280 to $2500).
Men -Women, 18 up. Steady work. Life positions. Paid
vacation. Common education sufficient. 25 coached Free.
Full particulars free. Write today sure. Franklin Institute, Dept. W4, Rochester. N. Y.

$1700-$2300.
18-45.
Steady.

Patents. Time counts in applying for patents. Don't
risk delay in protecting your ideas. Send sketch or model
for instructions or write for Free book. "How to Obtain a
Patent" and "Record of Invention" form. No charge for
information on how to proceed. Communications strictly
confidential. Prompt, careful, efficient service. Clarence

A. O'Brien, Registered Patent Attorney, Security Bank
Building (directly across street from patent office), Washington, D. C. See page 361.

Instructions
Railway

Mail Carriers-Postoffice Clerks.

Kelsey Convene,

Salesmen Wanted
Screwholding screw driver! Sells $1.50. Factories,
garages, mechanics, electricians, radio buy on sight! Exclusive territory; free trial offer! Jiffy, 118 Winthrop
Bldg., Boston,

Patent Attorneys

Wanted Immediately, Men-Women, 13-55, qualify for
steady Government Jobs; $125-$250 month. Paid vacations, common education. Thousands needed. Write, Instruction Bureau, 293, St. Louis, Mo.

Become

Junior press. $5.90; job presses, $11; rotary, $149.
Print for others; big profit. Easy rules furnished. Write

Old Coins

Make Inexpensive Artificial Ice without machinery.
Complete
instructions, 25c.
Ten
additional secret
formulas, 25c.
Neil Tasker, Shamokin, Pennsylvania.

Jobs.

Print Your Own cards. stationery, circulars, advertising,

"How to Make It." Tells you how to make 101 things

You've always wanted.

Formulas

Government

Printing Outfits and Supplies

Avenge, Nen York, N. Y.

Patents Procured: Trade -Marks Registered-Preliminary
advice furnished without charge. Booklet and form for
disclosing idea free. Irving L. McCathran, 703 International Building, Washington, D. C.

Common education sufficient.
August Examinations.
Particulars Free.
Write immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. W15, Rochester,

Big Money Taking Orders For Union Label PrintingPositively America's largest printing stationery line. 101 standard items covering every
Over 1,000 free cuts.

business need such as-Letterheads, noteheads, envelopes,
billheads, business cards, statements, garage forms; shipping, battery, dry cleaner, tire, storage and hat cleaning
tags; repair forms; blotters; gummed parcel post, shipping
and drug stickers. etc. Lowest prices. Easy, quick sales.
Repeat orders. Bigger commissions-up to 50%; We ship
everywhere. New Free outfit. Kaeser-Blair, Dept. 137,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Miller, Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Booklet
and Priority Record blank gratis.

$78.00 made by Iowa Salesman first day selling
Hot Dog Machine; sells $18.50; commission $8.50; direct
factory connertions. Leonard E. Dickerson, Dept. H-1,
Springfield, Mo.

Patents-Write for Free Instructions. Send drawing or
Models for Examination. Carl Miller, Registered Patent
Attorney (former Patent office examiner). 258 McGill

Song Poem Writer;

Monroe

Men
Many

Punehboard Salesmen. $10,000 yearly. New line. All
fast sellers. Lowest prices. Full commission on repeat
business.
Catalog Free. Hurry! Puritan Novelty Co.,
1409 Jackson, Chicago.

Pat

E.

Lawyer, Mechanical, Electrical Expert.

N. Y.

Building, Washington, D. C.

Inventions Wanted
Ifl

Inventions Wanted-patented, unpatented. If you have
idea for sale, write Hartley, Box 928, Bangor, Me.

"Inventor's Adviser," Valuable Patentbook sent free.
Labiner, 3 Park Row, New York.

Inventions

"Inventors' Guide" free on request; gives valuable information and advice for all who have original ideas or
improvements. Frank Lederman, Registered Attorney and
Engineer, 233 Broadway, New York City.

Commercialized.

Patented or

unpatented.

Write, Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis,
Mo.

Magical Goods
Magic Catalog 20c.

City, N. J.

Inventors who derive largest profits know and heed cer-

Lynn's, 105 Beach, Dept. 8. Jersey

tain simple but vital facts before applying for patents.
Our bock Patent -Sense gives those facts, free. Lacey &
Lacey, 644 F St., Washington, D. C. Established 1869.

Song Poem Writers: "Real" Proposition.

1)24, 2104 N. Keystone, Chicago.

Hibbeler,

Songwriters

Songwriters-Successful songs earn fortunes. Submit
Brennen, Song specialist, R1654 B'way, New York.

poems,

Free! Song Writers' Guide. Beaver, D-24-1257 Elm,
Green Bay, Wis.

Patents-Send for form "Evidence of Conception" to be

Male Help Wanted

Form, fee schedule information free.
Lancaster and Allwine. Registered Patent Attorneys in
United States and Canada, 242 Ouray Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

signed and witnessed.

List of positions free.
Vernon, N. Y.
unnecessary.

Songwriters: Substantial Advance Royalties are paid
on publishers' acceptance. Write for Free Booklet on de-

veloping ideea for song words or music required by Talking
Pictures. Newcomer Associates, 1674 Broadway, New York.

Steamship Positions-Men-Women. Good pay. Experience

Box 122-X, Mount

Inventions patented; inventions developed, correspondence

invited; confidential advice; trade -marks registered; copyrights. Edward Gottlieb, Patent Attorney -Engineer, 5
Beekman Street, New York.

Stamps and Coins

Miscellaneous
Learn the Future!

Send only $1.00 for six months'
Trial Subscription to "Amazing Stories." The leading
imaginative minds of the world write for it. Let them
tell what' the future may hold for you. Address, Dept.
CS, Amazing Stories, 331 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help
you make the sale. Free particulars. (Copyrighted.) Write
(V.

T. Greene, 909 Barrister Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Stamp Collectors-Phillips' Monthly Bulletin (illustrated)
offers over 2,000 bargains, sets, packets, etc., each issue.
Free. Phillips, Box 1012, Hartford, Conn.

Patents. Booklet free. Highest references. Best results. Promptness assured. Watson E. Coleman, Patent

Attorney, Washington, D. C.
Mineral rods on positive all -money -back guarantee if not
satisfied. Write T. D. Robinson, Box 681/, Elgin, Texas.

Telegraphy

Patents Wanted

Six Big Movie Novels for $1.00!!! The Iron Mask,

The Awakening, Street Angel, Broadway Melody, The Red
Dance, and Noah's Ark -6 big novels, all profusely illustrated with pictures taken direct from the movies. Send
$1.00 to Screen Book, Dept. CS, 381 Fourth Avenue, New

York, N. Y.

Patented or unpatented.
Write, Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
Inventions

Commercialized.

Telegraphy-Both Morse and Wireless-taught thoroughly and quickly. Tremendous demand. Big salaries.
Wonderful opportunities. Expenses low; chance to earn
Catalog free.
School.. established fifty_ years.
Part.
Dodge's Institute, Stone St.. Valparaiso, Ind.
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How Would You Like to Be

Another Lindbergh?

These Men Can
Help You

YOU, too, may win huge prizes for
daring feats of aviation. You,

too, may earn the honors heaped on
heroes of the air by admiring
nations. You, too, may gain the sup-

With this ideal (to help the youth
of America learn Aviation) firmly in

port and friendship of the great

mind, we have brought together a

financial leaders of the world. But
you've got to start, and start soon!
Only a little more than 2 years ago
nobody knew Lindbergh. Only a
little more than 2 years ago, he was
just an obscure young man trying to
learn all he could about aviation.

staff of men who KNOW Aviation.
Years of practical experience in the

Aviation School of Hard Knocks
have taught them how to conquer
the air. And now, they want to give

this knowledge to you in AERO

MECHANICS, the new magazine
that tells all about Aviation in easy to -read language. Within its pages

We Are Looking for
Men Who Dare !

you will learn how a pilot controls
his airplane;

how the propeller

works; what you have to do to be-

Today his fame is probably greater

come a flier; how to build model air-

than that of any other single man.

craft; how to build a glider; and
dozens of other practical, helpful
bits of information every aviator

At the age of 27 he stands a model of

the way to gain fame and fortune
quickly.

must know.

We are looking for men who dare
to conquer the air! We are looking
for men who realize that the quick-

Complete Cost Is
Only $1

est route to success is in a field of
endeavor that is new and growing
fast. We are looking for men who

As a special inducement we are

offering you the next 6 Big issues of
AERO MECHANICS all for a single
$1. Simply clip and mail the coupon
below with your dollar.

want to learn all about Aviation. We

want to show them how to get
started right!

I

AERO MECHANICS
Dept. 2508a, 381 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:

I am interested in Aviation. Please send me the next

issues of
enclose $1.
6

Mechanics

AERO MECHANICS, for

which

I

Name

Street and Street No.

381 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

State
EDWARD LANGFU PRINTING CO., INC.. JAMAICA. N. Y.
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at your finger ends
HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES

IN TEN

VOLUMES

$1 A VOLUME
3500 PAGES
$1 A MONTH
4700 PICTURES
SEND NO MONEY --SEND ONLY THIS COUPON
the fact, in Electricity. They mean more 11)(171(2y and better
1., -uion Jur you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know k THEO. AUDEL & CO.
Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
65 West 23rd Street, New York City
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size;
Please submit me for free examinitti,n, 11 .1.\\-K IN
UM

Order a set today to look over.
LEARN ALL ABOUT

flexible covers.

ELECTRICAL GC1 DD. (Price $1 a number I. Ault :a
once prepaid, the 10 numliers. If satisfactory, ;w.r
1

- Experiments - Dynamos - Electric MaMntors-Armatures-Armature Windings-Installing of
chineri%
Dynan], - Electrical lus:rument Testing-Practical Management

to send you $1 within seven clays and to furtlicr
you $1 each month until paid.

of Ill):\1111
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Magnet

nee,

-

-Cr--Distribution Systems-Wiring-Wiring
Alternating

-age Batteries - Principles of
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BAKELITE Automobile
CIGAR LIGHTER
-No BATTE RIE S -1% ro%

JUST PULL
FOR A SURE LIGHT

k1121-111

25 MILLION

with ONE HAND

CAR OWNERS

WHILE
DRIVING

AWAIT THIS NEW INVENTION

(

,

1

11 he new sensational PULL-A-LITE was deor batteries. The amazing new PULL-A-LITE
now fills that need, It sells to every car owner,
in every home and office. and every dealer on
a flash demonstration. The automobile accessory field is conceded to be the coming and most
profitable industry in the country. Statistics
further show that during 1928 the firms making
the most money were those connected with automobile accessories.
If you are to reap the
benefits of the prosperity in this industry, now
is the time to get into it with PULL-A-LITE
Clear Lighter. No other automobile accessory
PI 1.1

attached
in a second
to windshield
wail or dashboard

margin of profit is greater
than on any product ever
offered.

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY TO PRODUCERS

Our policy in selling the

new PULL-A-LITE Cigar
Lighters will be to appoint
limited distributors in exclusive territory. We want
ivewire

men

who
can
good propo-

appreciate a
sition and act

upon

it.

PULL - A - LITE Cigar
Lighter is new and exclusive ---has

no

competition.

interested, you must
lose no time. Reserve your
territory now before some
If

other livewire
to it.

beats

you

c

so largely and so profitably as the
S LITE ci:ir Lighter.

will sell

holds Nile fro,

MAGNET
The biggest market in the
world is your field and the

25

,Ilion car owners. Motorists have long felt
the need for a popular priced and dependable
cigar lighter that works without clumsy wires

me ly patented
,ruction grip

PULL-A-LITE PULLS
DOLLARS LIKE

specially to meet the needs of

_sneti

'

.1M1)1

ON TWELVE EASY

§11

SALES TO DEALERS
the circular which brings in
the orders will be submitted
to you with your order for a
single sample or a dozen box.
Another plan given in detail

If you have the foresight to recognize a new money -making opportunity you will Quickly take hold of this new sensational Bakelite
Cigar Lighter and cosh in big. It is the only dependable lighter
ever made for an automobile. Even ears that are now equipped with
expensive electric lighters find it more economical and convenient to
pulls
use a PULL-A-LITE Cigar Lighter. The man at the wheel
with one hand and gets a sure light while driving. It requires no
connection to batteries or wires of any kind. PULL-A-LITE operLights
ates on the same principle as the popular, one -hand lighters.
instantly by a single pull of a sharp file on a special oversized flint
and burns ordinary pocket lighter fluid. No mechanical partsnothing to get out of order. Every pull of the wrist with one hand
around to
brings a sure light to the driver, and it can be passedconnections.
the other occupants of the car as there are no wire
PULL-A-LITE is attached permanently in a second to dashboard,
windshield or wall by new patented suction grip.
PULL -A LITE is made of Bakelite in a variety of lustrous colors
and makes a heautifur addttloss to every ear. It is poi only useful
in automobiles, but can be attached to a convenient place in the
home or on the desk in the office. And get this: This handy,
sure-fire lighter retails at the surprisingly low price of only $1.50.
The lowest priced automobile lighter on the market today is priced at
$2.50 and the installation charge is often even more than the price of
the lighter. Can you picture the enormous market for the PULL-ALITE Cigar Lighter?

PULL-A-LITE Cigar Lighter
with their own individual
initial or their own emblem
on the lighter. This special
initial or emblem stamps
personality anti pride on the
for automobile,
product and if ever there is
a hard prospect this special
table or desk
feature will clinch the sale
for you without fail. These Initials and emblems are artistically and
beautifully designed and can he applied to the car as well as to the
cigar lighter. This gives you additional sales and greatly adds to
your day's profits.

START A WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN
OVERNIGHT-MAKE $72.00 A DAY SELLING

SEND FOR DOZEN OR SAMPLE NOW! A DOZEN
EASILY SOLD IN AN HOUR NETS YOU $10.50

TO DEALERS
When we say that you can make $72.00 profit a day on 12 easy sales
to dealers. we mean just that and stand ready to prove it. Figure it
out for yourself. This new sensational PULL-A-LITE Cigar Lighter
retails at the popular pries: of only $1.50. This brings in $18.00 for a
dozen and leaves the dealer a net profit of $6.00. as your price to him
is $12.00 per dozen. In five gross lots our price to you Is $6.00 per
dozen and you MAKE A PROFIT OF 100% or $0.00 on every dozen
you sell to the dealer. Any experienced salesman knows that it is easy
to make 12 sales a day to stealers with a popular priced specialty that
sells as readily as PULL-A-LITE Cigar Lighters. You can see at a
glance your profit margin is so large that you can even hire salesmen
anti pay them a handsome commission to sell for you. Nearly every
dealer along the street 13 a prospect-garages, accessory stores, stationery stores. hardware stores. novelty shops. drug stores. rigor stores.
etc. Every dozen PULL-A-LITE lighters is peeked assorted colors in
magnificent multi -colored display carton illustrated here. This self selling display carton placed on any dealer's counter will sell the
lighters with hardly any attention from the clerk. Keen rperchants
realize this at a glance and stork the item with no urging from you.

OUR 5 TESTED SUCCESSFUL SELLING PLANS
START YOU MAKING BIG MONEY AT ONCE
$10.50 an hour is guaranteed to anyone follooing any one
other five plans. You snake $10.50 clear profit by selling only one
box of lighters to ismtorists and It will take you less than an hour
to do it. If you buy in quantities you make 200% PROFIT SELLING DIRECT TO CONSUMER. All vou do is walk up to an automobile, stick the lighter on the dashboard, pull with one hand and
then let the prospect select a lighter of any color he may choose
from your box. This plan is given to you in detail and shows
you how it is done most successfully by other salesmen. Another plan is to get orders by mail without any personal
selling. This is our mail order plan. We have created a
new met order circular which is the greatest stunt ever
created in the direct selling field, and it will bring you
Anyone
orders and money by mail without selling.
Can operate this plan from his own home either in full
or spare time. Full details of this plan and a copy of

the consignment plan.
plan holds unlimited
for the man
operate in a big
way. Another wonder is the
initial anti emblem plan.
You sell every prospect a
is

This

possibilities
oho can

CLEAR PROFIT

If you are the right man to take on an agency. the want you to

write us Immediately. At the same time. we recommend that
YOU order a dozen PULL-A-L1TF.S at our regular dozen price of
$7.50. It will come to you parked in our self -selling multi -colored display carton. If you care to. you can quickly and easily
sell them out to consumers in an hour and cash in $10.50 clear

profit on the dozen. Or you can start right out with the sample
dozen taking orders from your nearby defilers to test out the great
selling power of this article. Send $7.50 with the coupon or attach
$1.00 bill and we will ship a dozen promptly C. 0. D. for the
balance. or if you want a sample only-send $1.00. We guarantee
you will make sales from the start or will refund your money. With
the sample dozen to start, you can operate all the plans immediately.
Full details of the five selling plans will be sent to you at once with
your order for ssniple or dozen. Above all. we urge you to write
immediately. Territories will go fast-reserve yours today. Quick
action is necessary. FILL IN AND MAIL COUPON NOW!

GORDON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

110 E. 23rd St.. New York City.

Dept. LG-47

r Gordon Mfg. Co. (Dept. LG-47), 110 E. 23rd St.,
New York City.

of the

enclose

I

$

checked below:

for which

please

send me order

Pull-a-Lite Cigar Lighters, in self -selling
counter display carton. Price $7.50. (If $1.00 is enclosed, send one dozen for the balance C. 0. D.)
Price $1.00.
1:1
One Sample Pull-a-Llte Cigar Lighter.
Please send full details of all your sure-fire selling plans
which guarantee that I will make sales.
One

I

dozen

-

\

Name
i

Address
City

L_

____

State

I

